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Abstract

A question concerning not only modellers but also practitioners is: under
what circumstances can mutual cooperation be established and maintained
by a group of people facing a common pool dilemma? A step before this
question of institutional influences there is need for a different way of mod-
elling human behaviour that does not draw on the rational actor paradigm,
because this kind of modelling needs to be able to integrate various devia-
tions from this theory shown in economic experiments. We have chosen a
new approach based on observations in form of laboratory and field observa-
tions of actual human behaviour. We model human decision making as using
an adaptive toolbox following the notion of Gigerenzer. Humans draw on a
number of simple heuristics that are meaningful in a certain situation but
may be useless in another. This is incorporated into our agent-based model
by having agents perceive their environment, draw on a pool of heuristics
to choose an appropriate one and use that heuristic. Behavioural differ-
ences can be incorporated in two ways. First, each agent has a number of
attributes that differ in values, for example there are more and less coop-
erative agents. The second behavioural difference lies in the way, in which
heuristics are chosen. With this modelling approach we contribute to a new
way of modelling human behaviour, which is simple enough to be included
into more complex models while at the same time realistic enough to cover
actual decision making processes of humans. Modellers should be able to use
this approach without a need to get deep into psychological, sociological or
economic theory. Stakeholders in social dilemmas, who may be confronted
with such a model should understand, why an agent decides in the way it
does.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Eva Ebenhöh

1.1 Introduction

”A [...] basic difficulty is that such aggregation cannot be cor-
rectly made without a reasonable model of the same socio-econo-
mic system stated in terms of the behavior and interaction of
the elemental decision making units. Then, and only then, could
ways be found of aggregating relationships without a disastrous
loss of accuracy of representation.” Orcutt (1957, 116)

50 years ago, Orcutt (1957) argued the need for a new way of mod-
elling decision making of economic agents on the micro level. We are now
in a better position to do so, since information technology has evolved to
allow a great number of decision making entities to interact in a software
environment. This thesis is a contribution to this emerging field.

In the beginning the working title of this thesis was “New approaches
to modelling human behaviour”. Early on it became clear that the investi-
gation of human behaviour needed to be restricted to certain decision en-
vironments, like social dilemmas, and the new approach was to give agents
in an agent-based model several simple heuristics to choose from. In an
effort to organise different explanations of human behaviour along the lines
of several attributes, out of a great number in the literature seven attributes
were filtered out as relevant to decision environments implemented within
the scope of this thesis. So, the title became “Modelling human behaviour
in social dilemmas using attributes and heuristics”.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In the next section (Section 1.2) the “objective” of this thesis is briefly
stated and the approach motivated. In Section 1.3 the “methods” are ex-
plained including a description of some of the methods not used, to delineate
this thesis from traditional approaches and to justify that it constitutes, in-
deed, a new approach. Section 1.4, the “History”, is a synopsis of the seven
articles and working papers included in this thesis, including a statement
about connections between these papers and their common history. The
Appendix A “Implementation” on page 163 deals with some technical de-
tails of the implementation. However, no full description of models or the
modelling framework is given. The thesis includes a CD with a comprising
Java-documentation of the source code, the source code itself, as well as a
tutorial. Java documentation, source code, and tutorial are also available
on the website1.

Some of the aspects covered in this introductory chapter are repeated in
one or more of the papers. This redundancy has been accepted, in order to
be able to present thoughts developed over several years in an aligned way.
Here they have been condensed into a meaningful introduction.

1.2 Objective

The objective of this thesis is to contribute to the solution of social dilemmas
arising from collective use of common-pool resources or provision of public
goods. This contribution is done in form of a new way to model human
behaviour in social dilemmas, which can be re-used in other models, easily
extended, and altered. This new model of human behaviour claims to be
realistic, because it is based on observation.

Social dilemmas are characterised by a discrepancy between individual
and group rationality. Traditional approaches tend to fail to explain human
behaviour in these models, because they do not take interrelations of humans
into account. Numerous field studies deal with very different real situations,
where people solve or fail to solve the dilemmas they are facing. Researchers
from a number of fields are making an analytical effort to identify reasons
for successes and failures, because the importance of a successful solution of
environmental and political “social” dilemmas is widely recognised.

Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to further the analysis of social dilem-
mas by using agent-based models. It is driven by a number of insights, which
are further justified later in this Subsection and in Subsection 1.3:

1http://www.usf.uos.de/∼eebenhoe/forschung/adaptivetoolbox/
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1. Theories of human decision making in social dilemmas are fragmented
and not yet brought into one coherent framework, although a starting
point for this has been made by Ostrom (2004).

2. In social dilemmas, rational actor theories tend to fail to predict hu-
man behaviour. However, it is observation of human behaviour which
should be the basis of a behavioural theory.

3. Extensions of rational actor theories are able to predict the substance
of human decision making but not the process. But, in order to in-
vestigate the impact of institutions and policy measures on human
behaviour in social dilemmas, the procedures of decision making need
to be understood.

4. Since the decision makers are the ones being modelled, they are the
best experts for their own decision making.

5. A consistent yet flexible way to model human behaviour in social
dilemmas is lacking in the modelling community, which usually de-
signs agents specifically for one purpose.

Corresponding to these insights are a number of sub-objectives which
are to be fulfilled by the models developed in this thesis:

Theory building The models should contribute to theory building of so-
cial dilemmas and their solutions. In order to be able to do this, they
need to help to infer regularities. By modelling different scenarios
behavioural regularities are integrated into a common framework of
behaviour. This theory is referred to in depth in the Behaviour paper
(Chapter 7).

Realism Through an analysis of experimental and empirical behaviour in
different settings and environments in which these social dilemmas
are situated, behavioural regularities of humans are extracted. An
approach to bring the different decision environments together is made
in the Classification working paper (Chapter 8).

Procedural Rationality Agents’ decision making should be procedurally
rational and not only substantively rational (Simon (1997), see also
Subsection 1.3.1).

Traceability For the new modelling technique to be a benefit in group
model building or social learning processes, agents need to be diverse
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and use heuristics that are traceable by real humans. Heuristics in the
models are based on expert knowledge of the decision making process.
For a further discussion of this need, see the Prospects, Section 9.3.

Contribution to modelling community In order for the models to be
re-usable by other modellers, they are organised in a framework that
allows for easy extensions and alterations. The implementation is in-
troduced in the Appendix A.

To motivate the approach, this section first introduces social dilemmas
from a theoretical viewpoint and then proceeds to argue the need for a new
modelling tool to represent human behaviour within these social dilemmas.
Statements made in the next two subsections are defended more thoroughly
in Section 1.3.

1.2.1 Social dilemmas

The law locks up the man or woman
Who steals the goose from off the common
But leaves the greater villain loose
Who steals the common from off the goose.
-Anonymous, 18th century

Social dilemmas occur frequently in the provision of public goods and
management of common pool resources. The fact that these management
processes face social dilemmas can be accountable for environmental prob-
lems like overexploitation and pollution of water bodies, land, and the at-
mosphere.

The modern discussion of social dilemmas and how to solve them goes
back to Demsetz (1967) and Hardin (1968). While Demsetz propagates
transfer of common goods into individual property, Hardin calls for govern-
mental regulation. Ostrom (1990), on the other hand, adopts a different
approach, based on the insight that some common goods can not or should
not be made into private goods and that under certain circumstances com-
munities are capable of solving social dilemmas better than governments.
She proceeds to research positive and negative influences on the capabilities
of groups to govern themselves (Ostrom (2004)).

The dilemma in social dilemmas is a difference between individual and
group rationality. In social dilemmas it is not the case that if everybody
pursues his or her narrowly defined self interest, the result is a benefit for
the group as a whole. This belief, which may be true in other situations, is
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based on Adam Smith and is the foundation of neoclassical economics. But
social dilemmas are precisely defined as situations in which this assumption
does not hold. The neoclassical answer to problems arising from social
dilemmas is to avoid them in the first place by making everything personal
property. This may work for land, like the commons, but it is not feasible
or socially unacceptable for some public goods like bio-diversity and the
Internet as a low-cost world-wide mass-communication, or for some common-
pool resources like clean air and freshwater. There will always remain social
dilemmas to be solved, and therefore we need a theory.

At the same time actual human behaviour in social dilemmas like the
management of common pool resources is not very well understood. For
these management processes, however, it is important to know, what deter-
mines and stabilises cooperation and trust within a group of actors. If these
situations are analysed within the rational actor theory, some phenomena
like trust and cooperation can not be explained. Therefore, rational ac-
tor theory needs to be complemented with theories that can explain these
phenomena.

1.2.2 The motivation for a new way to model human be-
haviour

Social dilemmas are usually modelled as prisoner’s dilemmas. For the tragedy
of the commons the model is the following. Suppose a common is at its ca-
pacity limit. A herder has the option of letting another cow graze on this
common or not. Doing so would earn this herder an additional profit on
the expense of all others, who would receive less profit from this common,
because it is overgrazed. If more than one additional cow is put on this
common, the additional profit diminishes.

There are, of course, game theoretical alternatives to the prisoner’s
dilemma (Heckathorn (1996)), the most obvious alternative being the chicken
game. The main difference to the prisoner’s dilemma is that if both players
defect, returns for both are lesser, than the return for a cooperator if the
other defects. But this still remains within the framework of game theory,
which rests on the foundation of utility maximisation and complete infor-
mation. If these two assumptions are relaxed, anything can happen even in
simple games like the prisoner’s dilemma, lowering the analytical power of
game theory.

The rigidity of contemporary rational actor theory, which incorporates
complete information and utility maximisation, makes it a very useful tool.
It allows for mathematical analysis of complex situations like open markets
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and other competitive situations, in which learning has taken place (Ostrom
(2005, 99f.)). However, not all situations in which humans face decisions
are of this kind, for example, rational actor theories give no account on how
learning can take place (Vanberg (2002)). The social dilemmas discussed
here are not clearly competitive, since cooperation pays. Experience suggests
that it may be profitable for decision makers to assume that other decision
makers are not following their individual rationality. “Standard economic
analysis neglects the identity and past relations of individual transactors,
but rational individuals know better, relying on their knowledge of these
relations.” Granovetter (1985, 491). The point is, that the decision strategy
of the other is not known to the decision maker. In this kind of situation,
the rational actor theory is still useful as a benchmark and to explain and
model some of the decisions made, but not all. But in some cases actors
fare better assuming that others do not follow their individual rationality,
but behave cooperative and trusting.

A further criticism is that utility maximisation is psychologically implau-
sible. The problem is twofold. The first problem is that one can scientifically
doubt that it is a valid way to describe human behaviour, because actual
utility maximisation does not happen in one’s head. However, game theo-
retic rational choice theory need not be understood as a tool for intentional
explanation, that is the explanation of human behaviour on the basis of
intrinsic motivation, which is the case if utility maximisation is viewed as
a motivation (Lovett (2006, 239)). Game theory can be used to model be-
haviour as if humans were maximising some utility function, regardless of
whether they actually do. This is a form of causal explanation, which may
or may not be applicable in a certain situation.

The second problem is that stakeholders modelled in this way can not
identify with this supposed behaviour, at least not in situations which are
not high-cost and competitive. This has in part been alleviated by altering
utility functions, for example to include the other’s utility or a personal
self interest in norm compliance. However, if anything can and has to be
incorporated in the utility function, it looses its scientific advantage, its
simplicity and generalisability. Like heuristics, the use of utility functions
would then have to be dependent on individual differences and altered in a
domain specific way. Heuristics, on the other hand, have the advantages of
being psychologically plausible, simple, traceable, “fast and frugal”, and not
based on complete information.

When modelling is involved in field studies either as an additional tool or
in form of group model building, agents in these models need to behave in a
way that is traceable for non-modellers. If agents in models are to represent
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people in real life, they have to behave like people in real life. Those people
are the best judges of agent behaviour.

Both these problems come down to the issue of substantive and procedu-
ral rationality discussed in Section 1.3. In some cases, including this thesis
as we argue, it is not sufficient to model the outcome of a decision, but it is
necessary to model the decision making process as well.

Heuristics have disadvantages as well. If decisions are complex, corre-
sponding heuristics tend to get messy and then it is again difficult for humans
to trace agents’ decision making. Also, the number of possible heuristics for
one decision situation may be unknown or infinite. If the range of possi-
ble heuristics is not known, it is hard to choose the best fitting heuristic
or to validate chosen heuristics. Heuristics are also highly dependent on
behavioural analysis. Different modellers come up with different ways to
represent human behaviour in agent-based models.

This is a strong reason for models to be based on observation, in our case
on behaviour in economic experiments. It is a well and long known fact that
the same aggregate behaviour can be modelled with different underlying
mechanisms (Orcutt (1957)). The basis, therefore, needs to be individual
data. But even on this basis it is still not unambiguous how decisions are
made. But at least, this approach is clearly based on observable decision
making and thus represents the real world and not only a theory.

However, modelling behaviour in economic experiments neglects the rich
social environment, in which social dilemmas like management of common-
pool resources take place in the real world. Therefore, the goal is to provide a
tool that allows for a comparative analysis of models based on experimental
data and models based on empirical observations from case studies. More
thoughts on this aspect are presented in Section 9.3“Prospects”on page 158.

1.3 Methods

Interdisciplinary research uses methods from several disciplines as well as
innovative approaches combining traditional theories. This work is no ex-
ception. This section outlines methodology from a number of fields, both
used and discarded, and then proceeds to describe this new approach and
some aspects of its implementation.

1.3.1 Game theory, experimental, and behavioural economics

The standard economic model of decision making is often traced back to
Adam Smith’s theory of the invisible hand, which states in short, that indi-
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vidual pursuit of ones own material good results in a benefit for all (Smith
(1776)). Even before Adam Smith, this belief was nicely laid out in Man-
deville’s fable of the bees (de Mandeville (1714)). Adam Smith’s theory is
rich and incorporates diverse behaviour. For him self-interest was one of
many influences of human behaviour and only a part of the more important
“prudence”. This theory was shortened on the aspect of self-interest by later
economists including John Stuart Mill (Mill (1865)). From one among many
influences, self-interest became the only influence. Further, self-interest was
used as a synonym for rationality. Sen (1987) shows the absurdity of equat-
ing self-interested behaviour with rational behaviour. Still there remains a
tendency in the economic discipline to base research on the assumption that
humans behave and should behave in a narrowly defined self-interested way.
The reason for this tendency can be found in the precision and conciseness
of this theory which makes many calculations possible.

There are two mathematical foundations for this concept of self-interested
behaviour. (1) The first is for isolated individuals making choices indepen-
dent of other individuals, but possibly in a probabilistic environment. Those
individuals are advised to calculate expected outcome by multiplying the
utility of an outcome with its probability. (2) The second foundation con-
cerns humans in social interactions and is necessarily much more complex.
It is game theory in the tradition of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1953)
who explicitly assume their rational players to maximise expected utility
and to assume that all others behave similarly in a utility maximising way.
The latter assumption is important in order to resolve mutual interdepen-
dence, for instance to calculate Nash equilibria. Game theory is a powerful
tool to analyse stylized interactions. These interactions are presented in
form of games with payoff matrices or in extensive form. Using stringent
assumptions players’ behaviour can be predicted. For instance, in order for
a minimax analysis to hold (the prediction that players choose the strategy
that minimises the losses the other player can inflict), the game has to be a
strictly competitive, zero-sum game, the players have to be motivated to do
as much harm as possible to the other, and the other’s similar motivation
has to be known (cf. McClintock (1972b)).

Experimental economics (Kagel (1995)) rests on the tradition of non-
cooperative game theory. Experiments are designed to mirror these stylised
interactions, the games. Only a few possible choices are presented to players,
who also usually receive complete information about the payoff structure and
previous decisions of their co-players. Giving complete information on other
players’ preferences and strategies, however, is not possible. All information
belonging to the social environment is reduced by assuring anonymity from
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each other and sometimes even from the experimenter. The main research
question is whether or not human subjects actually do behave as the rational
players von Neumann and Morgenstern assume in their theory. Experimen-
tal evidence suggests that sometimes they do, and sometimes they do not,
which leads to the more interesting question of when and why discrepancies
between actual human behaviour and this theory appear.

There are situations in real life and in the laboratory which seem to be
not very well represented by game theory. Additionally, extensions to game
theory did not succeed in capturing the essence of these situations and make
them accessible to mathematical analysis. As an example, consider the chain
store paradox, which is presented in the following in some detail (Selten
(1978)):

“A chain store, also called player A, has branches in 20 towns,
numbered from 1 to 20. In each of these towns there is a potential
competitor, a small businessman who might raise money at the
local bank in order to establish a second shop of the same kind.
The potential competitor at town k is called player k. [...]

Just now none of the 20 small business men has enough owned
capital to be able to get a sufficient credit from the local bank
but as time goes on, one after the other will have saved enough
to increase his owned capital to the required amount. This will
happen first to player 1, then to player 2, etc. As soon as this
time comes for player k, he must decide whether he wants to
establish a second shop in his town or whether he wants to use
his owned capital in a different way. If he chooses the latter
possibility, he stops being a potential competitor of player A.

If a second shop is established in town k, then player A has to
choose between two price policies for town k. His response may
be ‘cooperative’ or ‘aggressive’. The cooperative response yields
higher profits in town k, both for player A and for player k,
but the profits of player A in town k are even higher if player
k does not establish a second shop. Player k’s profits in case of
an aggressive response are such that it is better for him not to
establish a second shop if player A responds in this way.” (Selten
(1978, 127f.))

The game theoretical prediction of player A’s behaviour is that of choos-
ing cooperation, whenever a second shop is opened. The other players are
assumed to predict this behaviour and open their shops if their time comes.
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If, on the other hand, player A chooses an aggressive response early in the
game, the other players are discouraged from opening their shops, and player
A can make much more money later on because of the lack of competition.
Selten opposes the game theoretical “induction theory” with a deterrence
theory. The latter is based on the assumption that player A imagines re-
sponses of later players k and thus tries to discourage them from opening
a shop by choosing aggressive responses early in the game. This power of
imagination is very hard to include in game theoretical models. Further,
simpler examples for games in which the rational actor theory does not
predict experimental observations very well, are given in the Classification
working paper (chapter 8).

Game theory has been extended to be able to explain some of these“para-
doxes”. One such extension is behavioural game theory (Camerer (2003)).
This aims at incorporating norms, emotions and other-regard in the pay-
off structure of games. That is, if the other player’s utility enters the first
player’s utility function a prisoner’s dilemma game can be transformed to
have a completely different payoff matrix. Cooperation need no longer be a
dominated strategy, and instances of cooperation can be explained. An ex-
ample for such a transformation is given in the Classification working paper
(Chapter 8) in Figure 8.4. The underlying assumption of utility maximi-
sation remains. Self-interest is understood in a broader sense, making it
possible to include norm-compliance, utility deriving from negative or posi-
tive emotions, and the utility of other players.

Game theory and its extensions serve as benchmarks for alternative mod-
els of decision making behaviour. For our purposes, however, it does not
provide usable models of human behaviour for two reasons. The first reason
is that the focus of our research lies precisely in such decision environments
in which the rational actor theory of human behaviour fails to explain the
actual behavioural regularities. The second reason is, that it may be sub-
stantively rational but it is definitely not procedurally rational (Simon (1997,
293f.)). If a model of human behaviour is used to investigate probable reac-
tions on institutional change, it is necessary to extract and reproduce those
regularities which react on this change. Therefore, we can not focus entirely
on the outcome of a decision making process, but need to model the process
itself. In his appeal for behavioural economics, Simon calls for an empirical
base of processes of decision making:

“The economic actors’ rationality will be defined by the processes
they use in making their decisions rather than the substance of
the decisions they reach; and the processes they employ cannot
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be deduced from the objective description of the problem situ-
ation; they can only be determined inductively from empirical
observation or inferred from empirically based theories of behav-
ior” (Simon (1997, 271))

Taken seriously, this calls for more changes than behavioural game the-
ory is willing to make. Experimental economics strives to provide data for
this, but as yet, there is no theory able to combine data into one coherent
approach.

There are social scientists who strive to build theory on different premises
than the rational actor theory. If it is recognised that important human be-
haviour, as for instance in social dilemmas, can only be modelled as rational
choices with additional assumptions or great difficulty, another kind of the-
ory may be useful. “While the rational choice approach is forced, either to
adopt the ad hoc solution of treating such behavior as if it where based
on rational calculation, or to regard it as falling outside of its explanatory
domain, the notion of program- or conjecture-based behavior allows one
to include the study of conscious rational choices in a broader theoretical
framework” (Vanberg (2002, 27)). One kind of program-based behaviour is
discussed in the subsection on bounded rationality (Subsection 1.3.3).

1.3.2 Psychological models of human behaviour

I have not delved deeply into psychological theories. The main reason was
the fear, not only on my part, that after such an endeavor I would not
resurface in time to complete the thesis. There are, however, a number of
psychological theory bits which have influenced the attributes and heuristics
approach presented here.

A discussion of the attributes is presented in the ESSA paper (Chapter
3) and the WCSS paper (Chapter 6). However, in order for the reader to be
able to compare these attributes to theories presented here, a list is given:

1. Cooperativeness

2. Conformity

3. Fairness (concerning others)

4. Fairness concerning me (that is: envy)

5. Positive reciprocity
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6. Negative reciprocity

7. Risk aversion

Trait approaches

In psychology there are a number of different approaches to explain human
behavioural regularities and differences. One of these approaches is the
trait approach, in which differences are explained by differing dispositions of
individuals (Liebert and Spiegler (1994)). Which traits are used depends on
the theory. An influential theory is the BIG5 or OCEAN theory, in which
the main personality traits are identified as openness, conscientiousness,
extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. These five big traits include
a number of subtraits, which seem to be correlated in individual humans.
That is, a person with a high openness tends to score high on the subtraits
identified with openness. That does not mean, that all subtraits are equally
high for a person. Actually, the argument usually is the other way around: a
person scoring high on many subtraits of openness scores high on openness.

Openness A person high on openness tends to be imaginative, curious, cre-
ative, adventurous, original, and artistic. A person low on openness
is conventional, avoids the unfamiliar, is inartistic, and lacks imagina-
tion.

Conscientiousness A person high on conscientiousness is cautious, disci-
plined, organised, neat, ambitious, goal-oriented, and has a high need
for structure. A person low on conscientiousness tends to be unreliable,
lazy, careless, negligent, and low on need for achievement.

Extraversion Extraversion is associated with being talkative, friendly, op-
timistic, sociable, and high on need for stimulation. A person low on
extraversion is inartistic, quiet, conventional, less assertive, and aloof.

Agreeableness A person high on agreeableness is compassionate, good-
natured, trusting, and helpful. A person low on agreeableness tends
to be irritable, rude, uncooperative, and unsympathetic.

Neuroticism Neuroticism is associated with emotional instability. A per-
son high on neuroticism is anxious, nervous, worrying, insecure, emo-
tional, feels excessive cravings or urges, and entertains unrealistic
ideas. Persons low on neuroticism tend to be relaxed, calm, secure,
unemotional, and even-tempered.
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Apparently, there are interrelations of subtraits. In addition, one can
imagine a person being, for example, both optimistic and quiet. With ques-
tionnaires on subtraits, psychologists try to ascertain patterns of personali-
ties which can be ascribed to one of the five big traits being more pronounced
in a person’s personality than others.

The attribute approach presented here has similarities to psychologi-
cal trait approaches, because it bases agents’ differences on differences in
their attribute values. The attributes in use, however, are quite distinct
from the BIG 5 presented above. Cooperativeness may be associated with
agreeableness, but so is fairness concerning others and positive reciprocity.
We can, therefore, assume a correlation between these three attributes. In
the models, however, this has not been done. Conformity can be associ-
ated with low openness, negative reciprocity with low agreeableness, but
low negative reciprocity could also indicate low neuroticism. In order to
develop a psychologically sound basis for the attributes presented here, it
would be necessary to make a thorough investigation in the interrelation
between subjects’ behaviour and their scoring on different traits. This in-
vestigation should contrast the attributes presented here with traits from
different psychological trait theories.

An approach to this has been made by Ben-Ner et al. (2004) who com-
pared scores on the BIG 5 traits in questionnaires with dictator behaviour.
Among other interesting facts, they found that men and women scoring
high on agreeableness shared significantly (but not very) more with their
recipients, while women scoring high on conscientiousness and neuroticism
shared less, and men scoring high on extraversion shared less. Brandstätter
(1988) developed an alternative questionnaire in order to determine peo-
ple’s scores on traits. This has also been used in a survey to compare prior
dispositions to dictator givings (Brandstätter et al. (1999)). They find a
correlation between self-reported benevolence and dictator offers, but no
significant correlation between tested benevolence and dictator offers.

Social Value Orientation

A comparison of our attribute approach to the social value orientation the-
ory highlights our understanding and use of attributes. McClintock (1972b)
introduces social value orientation based on an analysis of behaviour in pris-
oner’s dilemma games (PDG).

“Rather than attempt to determine what is or should be ratio-
nal behavior for the players of PDG, most social psychological
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Figure 1.1: Payoff matrices in Prisoner’s Dilemma (left) and Maximising Difference
Game (right) in the configuration of McClintock [1972].

research today utilizes the game as a paradigm for investigating
behavior in situations of social interdependence in which play-
ers have the option of cooperating or competing, and asks what
types of variables influence the level of cooperative and com-
petitive behavior of individuals in such situations.” McClintock
(1972b, 276)

According to McClintock such variables include numerical values in the
game matrix, players’ predisposition towards cooperative behaviour, prior
experience, and communication possibilities.

He then proceeds to identify four motivational goals a given player may
pursue: (a) cooperation: maximisation of joint gain, (b) individualism: max-
imisation of own gain, (c) competition: maximisation of one’s own gain rel-
ative to the other’s gain, and (d) altruism: maximisation of other’s gain
(McClintock (1972b, 278)). However, the prisoner’s dilemma does not al-
low distinguishing clearly between the four motivations. Leaving the rarely
observed altruism aside, cooperation in prisoner’s dilemma games can be as-
sociated with cooperation or individualism, and defection can be motivated
by competition or, again, individualism.

McClintock discusses the Maximising Difference Game (MDG) in or-
der to alleviate this problem (see Figure 1.1). Mutual cooperation yields
6 points to both players, while mutual defection yields zero points. If one
player defects and the other cooperates, the defector gains 5 and the co-
operator nothing. In this game, a clear distinction between individualism
and competition can be made, because maximisation of own gain leads to
a cooperative choice and maximisation of relative gain to defection. In this
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game, individualism and cooperation can not be distinguished.
McClintock assumes underlying motivations or goals and designs games

to make the different possible motivations discernible. He uses question-
naires in addition to the game results to ascertain underlying motivations.
By this process he is able to distinguish two dimensions of motivations. Co-
operation and competition are on one axis and mutually exclude one another,
and individualism and altruism are on the other axis. It is possible, for one
individual to be both individualistic and cooperative, or individualistic and
competitive. The social value orientation theory, therefore defines two at-
tributes, cooperativeness and individualism. A low cooperativeness can be
associated with competitiveness, and a low individualism with altruism.

The principle of this theory corresponds to our use of attributes, although
the attributes do not. We assume, like McClintock, individuals to have a
certain cooperativeness which comes into play in situations, where there is
a choice between cooperation and competition to make. However, contrary
to McClintock, we assume further that independently of this predisposition,
the same individuals have a certain inclination to treat others fairly on the
one hand and to be annoyed if others do not treat them fairly on the other
hand. These two are important in situations, in which the differences in
outcomes are more important than the sum. In our model, the same person
can act altruistic in one situation and individualistic in another, because the
two traits are modelled as two attributes instead of one.

1.3.3 Bounded rationality and the adaptive toolbox

Being unsatisfied with the predominance of rational actor theory, Simon
(1997) focused his research on deviations from rationality, namely satisfic-
ing and information limits, and thus coined the term bounded rationality.
At the same time, it was very important to him, that this behavioural the-
ory was grounded in empirical research (Augier and March (2003)). There
are two different kinds of bounds on our rationality, external, like informa-
tion scarcity and limited time, and internal, like limited computational and
memory capacity of our minds. Focussing on external limitations leads to
models of rationality under constraints, while focussing on internal bounds
leads to “irrationalities” like cognitive biases, which constitute systematic
violations of the rationality paradigm (cf. Todd and Gigerenzer (2003)). If
these two sets of bounds are considered to be linked, however, the limits of
the human brain can be seen as an advantage with respect to structure of
those types of environments within which most of our tasks are situated. As
Simon (1990) put it, these two constraints are like a pair of scissor blades
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that need to fit together. One scissor blade refers to the environment of a
decision, the other to the decision making process. If the decision making
process does not fit to the decision environment, decision making does not
result in very successful decisions, the scissors do not cut. If, on the other
hand, a heuristic fits exactly to some problem, the decision outcome may be
very good, even though this decision making process has nothing to do with
optimisation. An example is the following heuristic to catch a ball: look at
the ball and run so that the angle in which you look at the ball stays the
same. Robots can catch balls based on this heuristic better than trying to
calculate the point where it will hit the ground on the basis of three points
in the path of the thrown ball. The heuristic “keep the same angle” does not
work, if the task is to avoid the ball.

On this definition and understanding of bounded rationality rests the
research by Gigerenzer et al. (1999) on heuristics humans actually use and
in what circumstances they are useful. Some very simple heuristics are
highly useful in certain environments and not useful in others. The decision
environment determines the tools we need to make a decision.

This idea of bounded rationality views human decision making as us-
ing an adaptive toolbox (Gigerenzer and Todd (1999); Gigerenzer (2001)).
The tools are simple heuristics and their use is adapted to a given decision
process. Using simple heuristics instead of maximisation procedures is psy-
chologically plausible. These heuristics work with the cognitive, emotional,
social, and behavioural repertoire, humans actually have. Being simple,
these heuristics necessarily do not work for any and all decisions. Instead,
they are domain specific. Some work in some decision environments and oth-
ers in other environments. The match between heuristics and environmental
structures is precisely what makes them work. In the models in this thesis,
agents use different heuristics in different decision environments. Heuristics
have different degrees of generality. There are very simple, general heuristics
that can be used in a greater variety of decision environments, and there are
heuristics that fit to one decision environment only.

Decision making according to the rational actor theory can be seen as a
special case, a special tool in the toolbox. Maximisation works very well in
a certain kind of decision environment, characterised as “stable, competitive
market settings and in competitive electoral and legislative settings where
the issue space is constrained” (Ostrom (2005, 100)). But in other contexts
maximisation is not appropriate, for instance if strong emotions are involved,
if information is scarce, if multiple goals need to be taken into account,
without an easy way to weigh them, and if social constraints like morality
and accountability limit the decision space.
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In their current research program, the ABC research group around Gige-
renzer and Todd endeavor to ascertain some of the elements of the adap-
tive toolbox containing simple heuristics we humans really use, along with
the decision environments in which the different heuristics are applicable
(Gigerenzer and Todd (1999)). The heuristics researched are defined so pre-
cisely that they can be coded as computer programs, which is very useful for
our modelling purposes. However, the decision environments investigated in
that research do not match the social dilemmas and public goods environ-
ments we are interested in. They investigate real-world environments, with
a focus on search processes for alternatives. The economic experiments used
for our models, in contrast, present all possibilities to subjects, eliminating
the need for search. However, the simplicity and precision of their heuristics
and building blocks matches that of the heuristics used in our models, while
at the same time, their heuristics are more generic than ours.

Selten (1978) developed a three stage theory of decision making. Ac-
cording to this theory, a decision can be made on the routine level, the level
of imagination or the level of reasoning. The level of imagination makes use
of the routine level, and the level of reasoning employs both, the level of
the routine and the level of imagination. A predecision is made in order to
decide which level to use in a given decision. This is made on the routine
level. A final decision decides between possibly different decisions of the
three different levels. This, again, is a routine decision. It is possible, that
a final decision decides against the “higher level” decision of reasoning. The
theory is concluded by the “decision emergency hypothesis [that] maintains
that conscious thinking does not have the task of making decisions. The
rational mind is like an adviser to a king. The king is a subconscious hidden
mechanism who makes the final decision. The king may or may not listen
to the adviser. The adviser does not necessarily have to propose a decision.
In some cases he may restrict himself to pointing out advantages and dis-
advantages of various alternatives. Decisions are not made, they emerge.”
(Selten (1999, 133))

For search processes Selten developed an aspiration adaptation process
on the grounds of Simon’s idea of satisficing. According to Simon, humans
do not usually maximise a function when making a decision. Rather, they
“satisfice”, meaning that they choose a satisfactory option if it occurs to
them instead of looking for the optimal one. Only, if all known options are
not satisfactory, they search for new possibilities. Taking this idea, Selten
(2001) developed a mathematical description of this process, the Aspiration
Adaptation Theory. A decision problem can be modelled as a multi-goal
problem without the need to make compromises between the goals or aggre-
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gating them into a joint goal. For each goal, it is assumed that a person has
an aspiration level, beyond this level an outcome is perceived as satisfactory,
below it, it is unsatisfactory, the aspiration is not met. Its mathematical de-
scription views decision making as moving in steps on a multi-dimensional
grid. The goals make up the dimensions and the grid is determined by the
options. Each decision yields an outcome vector on this grid. If the aspira-
tion for one or more goals is not met, a search is triggered to improve the
outcome of this goal. The search is guided by rules that can employ different
levels of urgency of the goals, and an aspiration adaptation process. The
latter can reduce aspiration levels, which prove to be too difficult to fulfill.
A simple version of this aspiration adaptation process has been included in
the later models of this thesis (see the MABS paper, chapter 4).

1.3.4 Agent-based modelling

Agent-based modelling has developed into a broad field, broad both in its use
of techniques and its application. The focus here lies on agent-based social
simulation, that is agent-based modelling with an application within the
social sciences. These models are simulations that aim to replicate, to some
extent, a part of the real world. Using agent-based modelling to simulate
social processes has the obvious advantage of modelling micro behaviour at
the micro level. Human decision making does not have to be aggregated into
average behaviour, but can be diverse and depending on social interaction,
which can also be modelled explicitly. The adaptation of a model to a certain
real-world or experimental problem can be done by adjusting at the micro
or the macro level or both, which is a prerequisite, when the models are
to be used in different circumstances, including environmental management
(Hare and Deadman (2004)).

According to Davidsson (2002, 1.4) agent-based social simulation inves-
tigates “the use of agent technology for simulating social phenomena on a
computer”. There is also a focus on the appropriateness of these tools. In
case of this thesis, an investigation into the appropriateness of using agent-
based models to model human decision making with heuristics encompasses
a survey of recent models of agents using heuristics instead of maximisation
processes or fixed decisions. We first focus on models using data from exper-
imental economics and then proceed to investigate models using data from
field studies.
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Data from experimental economics McClintock (1972b) states that
game behaviour is behaviour in a social situation in which the players are
interdependent, meaning that each can influence but not completely deter-
mine the outcome of all players. “For this reason, games provide a convenient
paradigm for investigating the motives that underlie and the strategies that
evolve in situations of social interaction” McClintock (1972b, 271). This is
precisely the reason, why experimental economics provides invaluable insight
and a useful database for modelling the motivations and strategies of real hu-
mans. The process to use data from economic experiments for agent-based
models is labeled by Tesfatsion (2002, 16) as “Parallel experiments with real
and computational agents”. This approach is relatively new. Studies with
this approach include Deadman et al. (2000) and Deadman and Schlager
(2002), Duffy (2001), Jager and Janssen (2002), and Dal Forno and Merlone
(2004).

• Deadman and Schlager (Deadman et al. (2000); Deadman and Schlager
(2002)) implement agents with bounded rationality. Their agents have
complete preferences and information, but limited computational ca-
pacity. They can choose from among 16 strategies to make their next
decision. The performances of all strategies are measured, and the
strategy that would have performed best is chosen in a similar deci-
sion next time. This is a model using the experiments of Ostrom et al.
(1994) and can therefore be compared to the model implemented in
this thesis (see Chapters 4 and 5).

Choosing from a limited set of strategies is similar to the approach
presented here, but the way in which strategies are chosen differs.
Also, contrary to Deadman et al. (2000), our agents exhibit diversity
through differences in attribute values.

• The agents in Duffy (2001) maximise their expected utility, that is they
choose the best option if it is obvious. The expectation formation for
the non-obvious cases uses a learning mechanism that is based on prior
experience in order to capture deviations from the predicted rational
behaviour exhibited by experimental subjects.

Similar to the approach here, decision making depends on the case.
In an obvious case, a simple decision (take the better option) is used,
and in the complicated case, a learning mechanism is employed. A
similar learning mechanism to the one implemented by Duffy (2001)
is possible to implement within the framework.
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• Jager and Janssen (2002) divide their agents’ decision making process
into four categories: deliberation, social comparison, imitation, and
repetition. The first is based on utility maximisation, while the other
three categories can be viewed as different forms of heuristics. Agents
choose one of these four categories depending on the situation and
their satisfaction with a previous choice.

This process is similar to our choice of heuristics, but their heuris-
tics are more complicated than ours. We have not yet implemented
social comparison, because the focus in this thesis is on games with
anonymity. There are, however, heuristics based on average previous
decisions of other agents, which can be seen as imitation.

• Dal Forno and Merlone (2004) had their human subjects in the exper-
iments indicate heuristics underlying their decisions and coded these
heuristics in their agent-based models. This yielded not only agents
employing very realistic heuristics as their decision making mechanism,
but also a distribution among agents using different heuristics similar
to the experiment.

Data from experimental economics Models using heuristics and simu-
lating real-world situations are more abundant. We focus here on some that
explicitly use heuristics for agents’ decision making process, and do not use
an evolutionary approach to determine the best heuristics. It is an objective
of this thesis to provide a basis for models of this kind, so that models of
different real-world situations can be modelled in a common framework, or
become comparable to some extent.

• Berger (2001) gives his heterogeneous agents different thresholds of
adoption of a new technology. When the threshold is reached, the
agents calculate possible benefits and adopt the technology if expected
benefit is positive.

Using a threshold is similar to decision making of our agents, although
our mechanisms to determine benefits of an action are not as sophis-
ticated.

• Kottonau and Pahl-Wostl (2002) model attitude strength towards one
of two parties in an election campaign, by direct communication with
other agents, who also have attitudes. Attitudes then change due to
the nature of this communication.
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• D’Aquino et al. (2003) had farmers design a role-playing game and
developed an agent-based model on the basis of the game.

This connection of role-playing games and agent-based modelling is a
process that we expect to work very well with our modelling frame-
work. Creating a model can be greatly facilitated by participants of
a role-playing game, when they can inform modellers of their decision
heuristics used in the game. The model, on the other hand, can be
more complex and more often repeated than a game and therefore be
used to explore a greater range of possibilities.

• Collentine et al. (2004) model decisions as consecutive nodes of either
deciding to adopt a new technology, to reject it, or to gather more
information. Only the third option leads to the next similar node.
By this mechanism, their agents do not have to calculate the cost of
gathering more information.

Although these three modes (adoption, rejection, or gathering more
information) of decision making and reflection, are not implemented
in such a stringent way in our model, the idea is present. If satisfied
with a previous option, no effort is made in determining whether there
is a better option or not. Only if not satisfied, an agent enters a meta
decision process, possibly leading to a change of heuristic. This can
also come up with the same heuristic as before, if the data do not
suffice to decide on a new heuristic.

1.3.5 Attributes and heuristics

The attributes in use are cooperativeness, conformity, fairness concerning
others, fairness concerning me, positive reciprocity, negative reciprocity, and
risk aversion.

In order not to repeat myself, the discussion of the seven attributes is
made here with a different focus than in the papers. For a discussion of the
attributes from an experimental economists viewpoint, the reader is referred
to the ESSA paper (chapter 3), for a topology of the attributes to the WCSS
paper (chapter 6). The focus in this subsection lies on the motivation for
this approach, on the interplay of attributes and heuristics, as well as on
a response on the remark of an anonymous reviewer that attributes are
meaningless, when used only in combination with heuristics.

The fact that attributes appeared in the first model was based on the
brief discussion of their altruistic punishment experiment of Fehr and Gächter
(2002) in Nature. The authors state their hypothesis: “Free riding may
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cause strong negative emotions among the cooperators and these emotions,
in turn, may trigger their willingness to punish the free riders” (Fehr and
Gächter (2002, 139)). Post-experimental questionnaires confirm this hy-
pothesis. Subjects were asked to indicate their level of anger or annoyance
when they invested much and another player invested nothing or only a lit-
tle. The result is that generally the higher the deviation, the stronger is the
annoyance. But of course, levels of annoyance are different among subjects,
as are punishment reactions, as well as investment levels in the first place.
Consequently, the first three attributes used to model this particular exper-
iment were “cooperativeness”, “inclination to be annoyed”, and “willingness
to punish” (see chapter 2).

During modelling of the second and third experiment and some fur-
ther reading of other agent-based models, I came up with a list of twenty-
something important attributes. Some defining and refining decreased the
number to nine. For example, altruism is not needed as an attribute, because
it is, depending on the situation, either cooperativeness, fairness concerning
others, or positive reciprocity. Of the remaining nine, two more became obso-
lete because they could be reduced to one or a combination of the remaining
seven. For example, trust is modelled as either expected cooperativeness,
expected positive reciprocity, or expected conformity.

In our models, attributes are used in three different ways. The first is
that they determine the choice of the initial heuristic. An example is that
cooperative players, those with a cooperativeness higher than for instance
0.67, use a cooperative heuristic, and those with a lower cooperativeness
use a different heuristic. Of course, this can also be incorporated in the
heuristic itself, which is the second way. Most heuristics use one or more
attributes and expected attributes to determine the decision value. For ex-
ample, the ReciprocalExpectationStrategy decides on the percentage of
a game-defined maximum that corresponds to the expected cooperativeness
of a player. The third and most complicated way is that they can be used
in the learning mechanism or by a meta search strategy (which is a strategy
used in this framework to alter decision making processes of agents). For
example, the number of instances an agent can suffer defection from others,
before defecting itself, depends on that agent’s cooperativeness.

The interplay of attributes and heuristics is an important mechanism in
the framework, highlighted in Figure 1.2 and explained here in some depth.
The decision environment determines which of the attributes are used for
making a decision, in Figure 1.2 attribute 2 is chosen. For example, in a com-
mon pool resource game the attribute in question is cooperativeness. At the
same time, the decision environment determines the pool of possible heuris-
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Figure 1.2: Individual attributes play an important role in the decision making
process. The choice of attributes is influenced by the nature of the decision problem.

Attributes influence the choice of heuristics and may be used within heuristics.
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tics, in Figure 1.2 these are heuristics 1 to 3. In a common pool resource
game, these could be maximising, reciprocal, or cooperative heuristics.

The three ways of combining attributes and heuristics indicated above
are:

1. The attribute value can influence which heuristic or decision strategy
is used, in Figure 1.2 the value of attribute 2 results in the choice of
heuristic 2. In a common pool resource game, a high cooperativeness
results in choosing cooperative heuristic.

2. The employed heuristic can use attribute values and expected attribute
values to make the actual choice. In Figure 1.2 heuristic 2 uses at-
tributes 1 and 2 as well as expected attribute 2. The reciprocal heuris-
tic in a common-pool resource game uses the expected cooperativeness
in order to decide on the cooperation level, which is the actual decision.

3. The resulting outcome of a decision determines the experiences. This
learning process not only alters the expectations and the use of heuris-
tics, but also may be influenced by attribute values. In a common pool
resource game, for a very cooperative player to choose a maximising
heuristic, it needs more negative or uncooperative experiences, than
for a player with a lower cooperativeness.

As has been pointed out to me, a model of a specific experiment could
be modelled without any attributes, because these can be incorporated in
heuristics and learning mechanisms. However, the meaning of attributes
emerge from their use in different models or even in different games within
the same model. For example, whether or not punishment acts are corre-
lated with investment decisions can be implemented in this way. These two
decisions are part of different games. The agent is the same. If its invest-
ment decision and its punishment decision depends on its cooperativeness,
the two are modelled as being correlated. As it happens, it was not modelled
in this way, because the correlation is unclear. The height of punishment
and the height of defection are correlated and therefore there is a link to
the original investment decision, but it has been modelled via this link and
not directly. It seems to me to be important to model both, the unchanging
attitude of an agent, and the volatile use of heuristics. Therefore, these two
aspects are modelled in two different ways.
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1.3.6 Implementation

One objective of the implementation was a modular design that would allow
easy extensions to the framework. This was successful. The later models
have been implemented in much shorter time, because it was possible to
draw on classes used in earlier models. Model alterations are usually simple
to conduct and fast to implement.

In appendix A an overview of packages and classes in the framework is
given. The CD provides the program code and Java documentation, as well
as models that can be run and altered in the Famoja2 environment.

For the agent-based models, object-oriented programming was used.
This is not only a certain technique but also a specific way of structur-
ing thoughts about a model. In this respect, it is similar to agent-based
modelling and suited well. In order to create reusable classes and function-
ality, processes need to be broken down into little pieces that can be used
as abstracted primitives. In case of this thesis one prominent example for
this break-down process are the parts of a decision heuristic. In the models
a decision process is usually build up from a number of smaller processes:

1. Which attribute is relevant?

2. According to the attribute value(s), which heuristic is used?

3. The heuristic itself may be composed of several building blocks.

4. The learning process may involve several feedback mechanisms.

As one result of this abstraction process, the set of attributes could be de-
rived. Another result is a differentiation into meta decision heuristics (which
heuristics are possible in the current situation?), search decision heuristics
(according to some feedback, which heuristic is chosen next?), and decision
heuristics (that actually make the decision). At first, this structure was
useful in altering the models and introducing new decision environments.
Later, it was also used for theory building.

A tutorial on the webpage3 introduces the modelling technique developed
in this thesis. It is not necessary to be familiar with the framework Famoja,
but the tutorial is based on the assumption that the user knows Java. The
tutorial is also included on the CD. It uses the prisoner’s dilemma game to
illustrate how to implement in successive steps more and more complicated
models of prisoner’s dilemma games.

2http://www.famoja.net/
3www.usf.uos.de/∼eebenhoe/forschung/adaptivetoolbox/tutorial/
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1.4 History

The six articles and one working paper are listed below under the abbrevi-
ations used in this thesis, together with a brief statement on their content
and publication status.

JASSS 2004 (chapter 2): This article is titled “An adaptive toolbox model.
A pluralistic modelling approach for human behaviour based on obser-
vation” and published in the Journal of Artificial Societies and Social
Simulation (JASSS) in January 2004. It describes the modelling ap-
proach and the first model implemented in this approach, the altruistic
punishment experiment by Fehr and Gächter (2002).

ESSA 2005 (chapter 3): This paper is titled “Modelling human behaviour
with attributes and heuristics based on observation” and was submit-
ted in May 2005 to the third annual conference of the European Social
Simulation Association (ESSA05). It is published in the conference
proceedings. This paper describes the modelling approach including
the seven attributes and exemplary models of ultimatum games.

MABS 2005 (chapter 4): This paper is titled“Modelling non-linear common-
pool resource experiments with boundedly rational agents”. It was
submitted in May 2005 to the workshop on Multi-Agent-Based Simula-
tion within the Fourth International Joint Conference on Autonomous
Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS05). An extended version is
published in the post-conference publication: Sichman, J.S., Antunes,
L. (eds.) 2006. MABS 2005, LNAI 3891, Springer-Verlag, 133-146. It
is an extensive description of the appropriation model based on Ostrom
et al. (1994) for an audience of modellers.

Handbook 2006 (chapter 5): The chapter is titled “Agent-based modelling
with boundedly rational agents”. It is to be published in Jean-Philippe
Rennard’s book “Handbook of Research on Nature Inspired Comput-
ing for Economy and Management”, published in 2006. This chapter
contains a description of the modelling framework and two exemplary
models, one being an enhanced altruistic punishment model and the
other the appropriation model, based on Ostrom et al. (1994).

WCSS 2006 (chapter 6): This paper is titled “A Topology Of Agent At-
tributes For Modelling Microbehaviour in Economic Experiments”and
introduces not only the attributes used in the models, but also relates
them to one another through defining their different uses. It draws
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on generalising thoughts about the model building process, not pub-
lished but presented here in chapter 8. It has been accepted by the
First World Congress on Social Simulation in August 2006 and will be
published in the conference proceedings.

Behaviour 2006 (chapter 7): This paper is titled “Agent behaviour between
maximisation and cooperation” and introduces the approach to a non-
modelling audience, drawing on results from these models, but not
presenting an agent-based model itself. The line of argumentation of
this paper is a rough classification of agent-behaviour in three cate-
gories: maximisers, cooperators, and waverers. The percentages of all
three groups varies with the setting and experiences made. The wa-
verers are the easiest to influence in either direction. This paper has
been submitted to Rationality and Society in June 2006.

Classification (chapter 8): This working paper is titled “Classification of
decision environments”. It is about work in progress and is not sub-
mitted. This working paper can be read as a conclusion, summarising
insights from different models in this thesis. It develops the beginning
of a framework to decide in which decision situation, which attributes
and heuristics are appropriate.

For these papers to be stand-alone papers it was necessary to repeat
certain aspects. In all but the first paper the attributes are described in
different length. In the JASSS paper, the attribute approach was not devel-
oped. The most extensive discussion of attributes is in the ESSA paper and
the WCSS paper. The Classification working paper places the attributes
and heuristics in context with decision environments and provides a longer
basis for the WCSS paper.

For an illustration of the development of the modelling approach, the
JASSS paper can be compared to the ESSA paper, which target the same
audience, a social simulation audience. The same audience is addressed by
the WCSS paper, although this does not provide a model, but focusses on the
attribute approach. The MABS paper also has modellers, but not necessarily
social simulators as a target audience, while the Handbook paper and the
Behaviour paper try to extend the audience to possible users of agent-based
models for other purposes.

The Handbook paper draws on models of the altruistic punishment ex-
periment and the appropriation experiments, which have already been de-
scribed in other papers. The altruistic punishment model described in the
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Handbook paper, however, is a version implemented more thoroughly ac-
cording to the previously not developed attribute approach and framework.
Its implementation is very different from the earlier version, described in
the JASSS paper, although the underlying decision making mechanism is
not. The MABS paper is concerned with the same model as the Handbook
paper, but explains it in more detail.

The ESSA paper contains curt descriptions of dictator and ultimatum
models, which have been described in more detail in a working paper ac-
cessible on the website4. The dictator model also appears in the Behaviour
paper in a different version, where it is compared to a model of an investor-
trustee experiment. The latter is also described in more detail in a working
paper accessible on the website.

Since all submitted papers deal with only one or two out of a number
of models, the Classification paper is valuable because it comprises findings
from the whole range of models.

4<www.usf.uos.de/∼eebenhoe/forschung/adaptivetoolbox/>



Chapter 2

An Adaptive Toolbox Model:
a pluralistic modelling
approach for human
behaviour based on
observation

Claudia Pahl-Wostl and Eva Ebenhöh1

Abstract

This article describes a social simulation model based on an economic ex-
periment about altruistic behavior. The experiment by Fehr and Gächter
showed that participants made frequent use of costly punishment in order to
ensure continuing cooperation in a common pool resource game. The model
reproduces not only the aggregated but also the individual data from the
experiment. It was based on the data rather than theory. By this approach
new insights about human behaviour and decision making may be found.
The model was not designed as a stand-alone model, but as a starting point
for a comprehensive Adaptive Toolbox Model. This may form a framework
for modelling results from different economic experiments, comparing results
and underlying assumptions, and exploring whether the insights thus gained
also apply to more realistic situations.

1Published in Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation 7 (1), 2004
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2.1 Introduction

Understanding behaviour of human beings in complex decision making sit-
uations is of vital importance for the design of appropriate institutions for
sustainable resources management and for managing transition processes to-
wards more sustainable resource management regimes. Most initial efforts
have relied on game theoretical approaches and extensions thereof. However,
a number of common pool experiments and other empirical evidence showed
clearly that the assumptions on rational behaviour are not supported by ob-
servation (Ostrom (2000)). Researchers explored for example the importance
of trust, reciprocity, and reputation to introduce and stabilize social norms
of cooperation in a group (e.g. Hayashi et al. (1999)).

Social simulation may play an important role to develop an improved
representation of the complex dynamics of human-environment systems.

One may distinguish four different approaches:

1. Start from an established formalized theoretical framework (e.g. ra-
tional actor paradigm, game theoretical approach) to test conditions
of applications and the consequences of relaxing certain assumptions.
The extension can be based on observation or principle considerations
about the deficiencies in the framework (cf. Lindenberg (1991)). In
general such approaches remain within the boundaries of a given frame-
work.

2. Combine concepts from different social sciences to develop an interdis-
ciplinary approach and build a simulation framework (e.g. Jager et al.
(2000), Epstein and Axtell (1995), Kottonau (2002)) as experimental
laboratory to explore the implications of different assumptions on sys-
tem dynamics. This is a potentially very rewarding exercise that may
support to overcome the fragmentation of different streams of theories
in a field.

3. Start from very simplified rule-based representations for social be-
haviour that are more determined by considerations of complex dy-
namics rather than explicit social science theoretical considerations.
This is the approach of socio-econo-physics or the simple models from
Thomas Schelling exploring the importance of spatial interaction for
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racial segregation. The recent article by Deffuant et al. (2002) and the
subsequent comments (Randow (2003); Deffuant et al. (2003)) pro-
vided an illuminating example for arguments in favour and against
the sociophysics approach.

4. Start from observation and extract regularities of behaviour (e.g. Todd
and Gigerenzer (2003)). This approach does not claim to achieve an
overall synthesis by combining existing theoretical frameworks. But it
is guided by some assumptions on human behaviour (in our case the
importance of heuristics and different basic dispositions towards coop-
erativeness in human beings) and relies first of all on observation (also
in our case the design of the experiments was not free from theoretical
assumptions).

Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses. The work presented in
this paper is based on the last approach since we are convinced that start-
ing from observation is required to promote real innovation and integration.
The insights derived from a more inductive approach should, however, be
confronted with established theories to explore possible contradictions or co-
incidences. In the end a fruitful exchange among all the approaches outlined
above will promote insights and change.

In this paper we present the idea and the first steps towards the im-
plementation of an adaptive toolbox (cf. Gigerenzer and Selten (2001a))
as a multi agent system with diverse agents that can behave differently ac-
cording to different situations and contexts. In order to capture realistic
human behaviour the model is founded in experimental data rather than
theory. In contrast to many approaches that use the data to test and ex-
tend current disciplinary theories we use the data to extract similar patterns
and heuristics that determine human behaviour. By doing so we apply an
interdisciplinary approach in the social sciences. We expect that such an
approach will promote real innovation in our understanding of human be-
haviour and its representation in models. It is our goal to contribute to a
coherent simulation framework that allows to explore different perspectives
on human behaviour and compare their strengths and weaknesses as well as
their applicability in different situations. Hence, we make a strong plea for
a pluralistic approach.

WHY an adaptive toolbox? Representation of human behaviour in
models is still surrounded by huge uncertainties and major controversies.
This may be attributed to a lack of an overall accepted interdisciplinary
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approach in the social sciences. Many different and partly contradicting
approaches for explaining human behaviour coexist within social science
disciplines and even more in the different disciplinary approaches. The most
formalized theory is the rational actor paradigm (referred to as RAP in
the following) in economics. Arguably the success of this approach can be
attributed to the fact that formalization provides a base for better communi-
cation and unification and to the simplicity of the concept. The supporters
of the RAP have refused for years, even decades, to acknowledge criticism
and scientific arguments providing evidence for some weaknesses in their
assumptions. However, the situation is slowly changing. The rational ac-
tor paradigm of economics becomes enriched by insights from psychology
and sociology.2 Some argue even for a more radical approach to abandon
the RAP entirely, to move from omniscience and perfect foresight towards
more simplified and realistic descriptions that are not due to imperfections
of the human brain but evolved to guarantee survival in complex and dy-
namic environments (Gigerenzer and Selten (2001a)). It must be the goal
of social simulation to come up with strong alternatives to the RAP. One
should move from the dominance of a single concept to a pluralistic approach
with different perspectives on human behaviour that take into account the
importance of context and the diversity of human beings. Social simulation
should provide the base for an interdisciplinary framework that allows to
combine different aspects of human behaviour that are all required to fully
understand the complexity of human systems. Without imposing the con-
straining rigour of analytical mathematics, any simulation approach forces
the analyst to be more consistent in his/her assumptions. Development of
coherent simulation frameworks will foster the development of more compar-
ative and interdisciplinary approaches. This was also highlighted by Epstein
and Axtell (1995) in their pioneering work on artificial social societies, the
sugarscape model.

Progress in the representation of human behaviour is crucial for improv-
ing the credibility of using social simulation, in particular for real world
applications. The choice of behaviour may crucially determine model out-
comes (Hare and Pahl-Wostl (2001)). The adaptive toolbox is a step towards
representing a range of behavioural types. It will provide a base to explore
which assumptions on human behaviour are supported by experimental and
empirical evidence. A distinction should be made between experimental and
field data. Field data are derived from controlled experiments with human

2Daniel Kahneman and Vernon Smith were awarded the Nobel price in economics for
this, <http://www.nobel.se/economics/laureates/2002/index.html>
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beings in repeatable settings. They allow statistical evaluation and have the
advantage of comparability. However, as is the case for any experimental ap-
proach the settings may be quite arbitrary and aim at reducing complexity
by eliminating subjective context as much as possible. The chosen experi-
mental human subjects (often students) may not always be representative for
a wider sample of the population. Empirical data are derived from observa-
tions in case studies or other real world situations. They have the advantage
of portraying the real world and not an artificial setting. However, given the
uniqueness of any real world situation and its specific context, interpretation
and comparability are difficult. The adaptive toolbox model will support a
better use of experimental observations and a testing if they can be applied
to real world situations. It will allow to explore what determines which kind
of approach is an appropriate representation of human behaviour in a given
context.

In the case reported in this paper data were derived from common pool
games in experimental economics. An advantage of such data sets is the
availability of numerous data which are comparable due to the standardized
settings. The games explore mainly the important aspects of fairness, trust,
norms, cooperative behaviour versus free-riding which are all crucial for un-
derstanding management of common pool resources – our main area of inter-
est. Previous simulation approaches reproduced the aggregated behaviour
of experiments with different assumptions on the behaviour of agents. They
pointed out that the comparison with aggregated behaviour did not allow
them to decide what would be the more appropriate assumptions on agent
behaviour. We explore here also the behaviour of individuals and hope to
get thus more insights about behavioural processes.

After giving a brief introduction into the concept of an adaptive toolbox
in the next section, we describe our modelling approach in detail in section
2.3. This article includes first results in section 2.4 and a discussion of this
model in section 2.5. It concludes with section 2.6 on the contribution of the
described work to an overall framework and an outlook of this approaches
further perspectives.

2.2 Adaptive Toolbox

Human behaviour varies from mentally challenging, deliberate decisions to
unconscious behavioural patterns that follow adopted roles or trained rou-
tines. In different problem environments different levels of consciousness
are employed. This has to be taken into account when these problem en-
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vironments are modelled. The adaptive toolbox described below presents a
possibility to deal with this diversity by introducing the notion of heuristics
that lie in between consciously making decisions and unconsciously following
routines.

2.2.1 Concept

Based on Herbert Simon’s concept of “Bounded Rationality” (cf. Todd and
Gigerenzer (2003)) Gigerenzer developed the notion of an“adaptive toolbox”
(Gigerenzer and Selten (2001a)). It captures the idea of decision making
as the use of different heuristics under different circumstances. The idea
is based on the suppositions of three concepts: psychological plausibility,
domain specificity, and ecological rationality (Gigerenzer (2001, 38)).

• Psychological plausibility is explicitly opposed to decision making as a
maximizing process with unlimited time, memory and computational
capacities. It is also different from optimization under constraint (sat-
isfycing), because instead of calculating an optimal stopping point, the
stopping rule is also a simple heuristic.

• Domain specificity covers the idea that heuristics work in some prob-
lem environments, while other heuristics are used in other environ-
ments. Heuristics are composed of simple building blocks, that can be
re-assembled to form other heuristics.

• Finally, an ecologically rational heuristic is one that prevails in an
adaptation process (like evolution), rather than being an “optimal”
decision making process. This leaves room for the coexistence of dif-
ferent strategies.

The reference to adaptation processes, as described by evolutionary bi-
ology, is a strong motivation for the adaptive toolbox. Some heuristics that
humans employ, like emotions, can not be justified by the RAP. However,
they may have originated and prevailed in an evolutionary adaptation pro-
cess.

“The quest for psychological plausibility suggests looking into
the mind, that is, taking into account of what we know about
cognition and emotion in order to understand decisions and be-
haviour. Ecological rationality in contrast, suggests looking out-
side the mind, at the structure of environments, to understand
what is inside the mind.” Gigerenzer (2001, 39)
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For implementing an adaptive toolbox we have to do both.
The adaptive toolbox consists of building blocks that define the actual

choice (cf. Gigerenzer (2001, 43)). These building blocks include simple
rules for searching for solutions to a given situation (search rules), stop-
ping the search, if a satisfying (not necessarily optimal) solution is found
(stopping rules), and decision rules to choose between alternative solutions.
The prerequisite of simplicity of these rules assures the outcome of the de-
cision making process to be “fast, frugal, and computationally cheap”. For
instance, emotions can function as a very simple form of a stopping rule. De-
cisions are chosen through simple heuristics, that work, because they take
the problem environment into account. Information processing can be done
with reference of the information providing environment. If, for example,
the environment is noisy and information is scarce, then data are not reliable
and therefore calculating with it is bound to be less effective than searching
for cues. Also, if the environment is a social environment, other agents have
to be taken into account, aspects like fairness and accountability have to be
considered (Gigerenzer (2001, 46)). Of course, boundedly rational agents
often have an incomplete and faulty perception of the environment.

In addition to the rules there is need for learning mechanisms to en-
sure ecological rationality. These learning mechanisms may be routine-based
learning, reinforcement learning, or even cognitive learning (Brenner (1999,
334,338)).

2.2.2 Implementation

The implementation of an adaptive toolbox aims at a reusable agent model
for social simulation that is not only complex enough to cover different kinds
of human behaviour, while simple enough to be usable for large populations,
but also captures realistic decision making.

According to the conceptual considerations described above, the imple-
mentation has to include at least the following aspects:

• Agents have a representation of their decision environment.

• Agents have a representation of their social environment.

• Agents doubt their perceptions, they know that they have only beliefs
and only sometimes“true” factual knowledge. This leads to adaptation
through learning processes (see below).
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• Agents have a set of possible solutions to a given problem and choose
among them by using fast and frugal heuristics. In principle, the search
for new solutions should also be possible.

• The solutions themselves are simple and do not usually involve calcu-
lation.

Implementing adaptation through learning processes is an important as-
pect of the model. There are two dimensions in which human behaviour
changes due to learning processes, according to different time scales of the
underlying processes. According to the concept of an adaptive toolbox out-
lined above, the first dimension is influenced by the environment of a prob-
lem. In some settings the environment changes rather fast. According to
changes in the physical environment the strategy choices vary. The social
environment (other humans) affects a quick learning process which has also
influences strategy choice. The other dimension is the internal disposition
the individuals. This includes both the predispositions, for example the in-
dividual propensity to behave in a fair way, and the prior assumptions about
the others’ behaviour. A change in disposition can be seen as a slow learning
process. So far we have not modelled change in disposition.

In addition, we strongly believe in modelling heterogeneous agents, so
that there is room for different behavioural traits and beliefs. The need for
modelling different kinds of behaviour arises from the fact that some experi-
mental evidence can not be explained by neither an “average behaviour” nor
the rational model, like non-linearities and self organization. The altruistic
punishment experiment (cf. Fehr and Gächter (2002)) that is the basis for
our first application is an example that can not be explained by analyzing
average behaviour only.

The implementation itself poses a challenge because both the environ-
mental settings and the heuristics/behavioural traits have to be encapsu-
lated. This requires a thorough understanding of the decision making pro-
cess to be modelled in order to be able to come up with a valid abstraction.

2.3 Building models from data

As has already been indicated in the Introduction there is no unifying theory
of human behaviour in the social sciences. One may question if such a state
is really desirable given the richness of human behaviour. However, currently
the multitude of theoretical approaches characterizes a state of fragmenta-
tion and not a vivid multi-perspective approach. Numerous theories coexist,
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in different disciplines, but also within single disciplines. Often, these theo-
ries contradict each other and, more often, they are heavily disputed within
and between disciplines. Example for highly controversial theories are struc-
tural behaviouralism by Talcott Parsons and the theory of social systems by
Niklas Luhmann. Each of these theories is regarded as conceptional break-
throughs by some colleagues, and as fanciful artifacts by others. This poses
a major problem for modellers of social systems and for modellers, who want
to include the “human factor” in their interdisciplinary models. If a mod-
eller of climate change wants to include human reactions on perceived or
expected weather changes into the model, those reactions should be based
on some notion of how people behave in such situations. However, modellers
have to face the ambiguity of multiple representations of human behaviour.
Matters are complicated further, because usually model outcomes depend
crucially on the theoretical assumptions underlying the implementation of
human behaviour.

Economics is the only social science discipline with a dominating theory
of human behaviour, the rational actor paradigm (RAP). Although originally
this was meant to explain only economic activity, it has been adapted into
other areas, and some economists view the RAP as universal. RAP is very
useful in explaining high-cost situations, when actors have a lot of time,
knowledge, and can use computational means. Furthermore, involved actors
have to have rather clear and consistent preferences, and the important
variables have to be quantifiable and comparable. Firms, for instance, can
take their time and invest resources in finding out about different, possible
alternatives for investing in different markets and then decide on the strategy
that yields the highest expected return, all in terms of money. In these cases,
utility maximization is a sound tool that can be used in models, because it
is easy to formalize. However, even companies may use heuristics when
decisions have to be made in very uncertain and complex situations, when
investments are made in innovative products.

However, as has been shown multiple times, the RAP fails to explain
many day-to-day observations as well as experimental evidence. This is
only partly due to the difference of these low-cost situations. People simply
do not have a lot of time and computational capabilities for most of their
decisions. They use habits, when they face familiar situations, and often
they act on emotions, when the situation is new. Additionally, almost always
the prerequisites are not met. Preferences are not usually consistent, and
quantifiable; knowledge is incomplete; etc. (See Diekmann and Preisendörfer
(2001, 68) and Newig (2003) about high-cost and low-cost situations.)

The RAP model starts to be enriched by psychological and social theory
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Experiments Case Studies Statistical
Mass Surveys

Comparability / high low medium to high
Control of setting
Representativeness medium medium high

(biased sample) (unique situation)
Realism / low high medium
realistic context
Repeatability high low high
Direct observability high medium low
of social interactions

Table 2.1: Comparison of experiments, case studies and statistical mass surveys

to overcome these explanatory shortcomings. (e.g. Kahneman and Tversky
(2000)) The basic underlying assumption and ideal is in general retained:
humans behave in a selfishly rational and optimizing way. However, it has
been shown in many studies, that in order to capture realistic human be-
haviour we have to view selfishness and optimization as possible behavioural
traits among others.

By viewing the RAP as only one alternative among different human
behaviours it is possible for us to draw on this theory where appropriate
and extend and complement even replace it where necessary. This is the
path of a pluralistic approach to describing human behaviour. This path
is justified by the described shortcomings of the dominant model and the
increasing need to model human behaviour in any number of situations. This
need is reflected by the emergence of integrated assessment as a discipline
(cf. Pahl-Wostl (2002)).

Behaviour depends on the context of the decision environment. The
most obvious example is the difference between day-to-day situations, like
buying toothpaste, and important, novel, and single decisions, like buying
a house. On the other hand, behaviour also varies with the diversity of
humans themselves. In order to be able to implement non-linearities and
self-organizational processes, we need to be able to implement diverse human
behaviour in one model. Agent-based modelling is a suitable tool to do so.
But where do we find evidence for this multitude?

Data may be derived from observations drawn from experiments, case
studies, or mass surveys. Table 2.1 summarizes advantages and disadvan-
tages of the three approaches. Since we are interested in deviations from
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average behaviour, the statistical approach does not provide appropriate in-
formation for our problem. We note that the remaining two approaches are
complementary in their strengths and weaknesses. Hence a sound strategy
should aim at combining both.

Case studies analyze human actions in a given real world context. They
are very useful for explaining certain actions in certain situations. They
also help to support a theory about the interrelations of a given problem.
However, they do not in themselves give generalizable insights into human
behaviour, because every case is unique. Inductive reasoning still depends
highly on the underlying theory. Therefore empirical evidence derived from
case studies can be only one side of our research programme.

Experimental economics is a way of getting experimental rather than
empirical data. This has the advantage of repeatability, comparability and
statistical evaluation. Recently, a number of such laboratory experiments
have been conducted with the objective to prove the limits of the rational
model. They focus on different aspects of cooperative behaviour. The exper-
imental setting makes assertions replicable to some extent. By focusing on
a few simple games (for example prisoner’s dilemma, common pool resource
games, ultimatum and dictator games) the experimental evidence becomes
comparable between different experiments. Comparability enlarges the data
base considerably. Single experiments can only include about 100 subjects,
mostly these are undergraduate economics students of a single university,
so they form a biased sample. Only some studies deal with comparison be-
tween different cultural biases, for instance Henrich et al. (2001b). A further
constraint is that usually only one or two aspects are covered, for instance
the influence of anonymity (Burnham (2003)) or sequencing (Andreoni et al.
(2002)). Together those different studies constitute a comprehensive data
base on the topic of deviations from the RAP under different, simple game
settings.

There is a small body of related research labeled “Parallel Experiments
with Real and Computational Agents” by Tesfatsion (2002, 16). There are a
few economical studies that deal with both, experimental settings with hu-
man subjects and parallel experiments with computational agents. However,
with the exception of Duffy (2001) these do not try to capture individual hu-
man behaviour, but rather have (boundedly) rational computational agents
evolve over time to show or explain the observed aggregated behaviour of the
human subjects. Learning is usually implemented as a genetic algorithm.
(For example see Pingle and Tesfatsion (2001), Andreoni and Miller (1995)).

Duffy (2001) explicitly models individual, heterogeneous behaviour. He
uses “hypothetical reinforcement” learning and diverse agents to reproduce
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an experiment that is based on the Kiyotaki-Wright trading model. The
agent based simulation is then used to design further settings for laboratory
experiments. By this the simulation results can be compared with experi-
mental studies that were done only after the simulation runs.

In another interesting study Deadman and Schlager (2002) use experi-
mental learning, but also do not try to reproduce individual decision making
of their experimental subjects.

These kinds of models reproduce actual human behaviour better than
RAP. However, they focus on only one single economic aspect, that has been
covered by the parallel experiment. In contrast, our model aims at repro-
ducing diverse, individual behaviour at an abstract level so that findings
from one experiment can be used to explain those of other experiments, of
case studies, and eventually also behaviour in everyday situations.

Of course, the explanatory power of simple game settings like those of
laboratory experiments has to be mistrusted in respect to day-to-day situ-
ations. But this is exactly the gap that our modelling approach may help
to bridge. The data base composed of data from multiple controlled ex-
periments contains the inhomogeneous human behaviour in simple environ-
ments. This is a fitting starting point for our model. By taking many of
these experimental studies into account we build a model of diverse human
actions in diverse environments. We plan to test this model against em-
pirical data taken from case studies and reconcile it with this data. By
comparing the two different approaches, not only by the results, but also
by the information needed to construct a model, we expect to gain valuable
information on human behaviour and decision theory.

2.4 First example

2.4.1 Altruistic Punishment Experiment

A first implementation of an adaptive toolbox was based on the data of the
altruistic punishment experiment by Fehr and Gächter. The experiment is
described in detail in (Fehr and Gächter (2002)). Here only a brief summary
is given.

240 participants played an anonymous common pool resource game in
groups of four. 12 of these games were played in a row. Participants did
not meet each other more than twice. Six of the games are played as simple
common pool resource games. The participants received 20 money units of
assets and could contribute between 0 and 20 money units to a common
project. The common investment of the four participants was increased by
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the experimenter by 60% and divided evenly among the four. Hence, free
riders who did not invest into the common project received nevertheless an
equal share from the common pool including profits and investment made
by other players. The other six games were also common pool resource
games, but now with a subsequent possibility to punish players for their
investment decisions. For every 1 money units (between 0 and 10) invested
in the punishment, the punished player had to pay 3 money units. There
have been two experimental settings, each with 120 participants, divided
into five groups of 24 subjects for each experimental session. One started
with six games with the possibility to punish and concluded with six games
without punishment. This will be referred to as setting A. The other setting
started without the possibility to punish and concluded with punishment.
This will be referred to as setting B (see Table 2.2).

2.4.2 Survey of experimental results
following Fehr and Gächter

• Common investment increases during games with the opportunity to
punish and decreases without.

• With an average investment of about ten in the first games without
punishment, the participants’ behaviour is far from the prediction of
0 expected for rational behaviour.

• Almost every participant contributed more in games with punishment
than in games without.

• In the first games with punishment (game 1 in setting A and game 7 in
setting B) the contribution was higher than in the first games without
punishment. The punishment threat effectively increases investment.

• Although it is costly, punishment does occur quite frequently and it is
correlated to the deviation from the mean investment by the punished
player.

• Punished subjects usually increased their contribution in the next
game. So, not only the punishment threat but also actual punishment
increases investment.

• In games with punishment, the highest return was received by those
players who contributed an amount close to the average investment.
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2.4.3 Data analysis

Analysis of the aggregated data does not give us clues about the individual
decisions over time and reactions to behaviour of other participants by the
subjects of the experiment. Thus, we analysed individual data rows to find
out about how decisions were altered in reaction to previous experiences.
However, we did only analyse data rows of setting B. Our main working
hypothesis is that most of the participants tried to invest close to the mean
investment, neither defecting nor being the sucker for others to exploit.

The observed aggregated behaviour over time can not be explained by
assuming only one average strategy. Expectations decrease as the invest-
ment level decreases during games without punishment. Therefore, there
have to be participants who constantly contributed less than the average.
On the other hand, in games with punishment there have to be participants
who contributed more than average and thus lead to an increase in expec-
tations and, consequently, also in investment. This theoretical reasoning is
supported by an analysis of individual data.

First of all distribution of investment decisions in the first round has
peaks at 0, 10 and 20 with lesser peaks at 5, 8 and 15. Mean investment is
10.52.

At least three classes of “strategies” can be observed in the individual
behaviour. By “strategy”we mean the way in which the investment decision
is reached, not the investment decision itself. This corresponds to the notion
of decision heuristic. (The possibilities are known as contributing 0 to 20
money units, so no search and stopping heuristics are needed). One extreme
is permanent defection throughout the games without punishment (maximiz-
ing strategy), the other is permanent cooperation (cooperative strategy). In
between are participants who change their contribution, presumably accord-
ing to the recently made experiences (reciprocal strategy). We believe that
participants who play reciprocal strategy were trying to contribute close to
the expected mean contribution.

Apparently, there are also participants who start out as cooperators or
defectors and change to reciprocal behaviour after a number of games and
vice versa. Strategy changes can also be seen as based on heuristics, in this
case triggered by cues. The following cues for strategy changes have been
ascertained from data series of individual participants and their experiences
in the game in setting B:
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Cues for strategy changes:

• If common investment is much higher than expected, the tendency to
switch from maximizing to reciprocal or from reciprocal to cooperative
behaviour increases and vice versa with a low investment.

• If a defector is the only defector the likeliness of defecting again de-
creases. The same is true for cooperators meeting cooperators. Like-
wise, if a cooperator encounters one, two or three defectors the willing-
ness to cooperate decreases accordingly. The same is true for maximiz-
ers meeting cooperators. Also, reciprocalists may imitate behaviour,
they encounter often.

• If payoff of previous decisions has been higher than the recent payoff,
the current strategy is questioned again. This cue is highly irrational
in games where players do not meet each other again, though in other
circumstances it might be useful.

• If a decision leads to a lower payoff than the individual contribution,
there is a strong force towards maximizing strategy.

• Punishment may lead to reciprocal or cooperative behaviour in the
following ways: Higher punishment than expected decreases certainty
about maximizing strategies, while lower punishment increases it. A
high number of punishers and a higher punishment than total gain in
that round also decreases certainty about maximizing strategies

These cues have been retrieved from data analysis by first classifying
individual behaviour in the three strategies mentioned above. Then, changes
in investment decisions were classified according to events that happened to
the deciding person. We tried to find a reason for each drop or rise in the
investment decision. Of course, only most of those changes can be explained
by the cues listed above. Also, dependence of the height of the change to
a corresponding cue could only be guessed. These dependencies would have
to be determined in more detail by questionnaires.

There is probably more extensive reasoning involved. On the other hand,
there seems to be also less reasoning involved. Some players seem to give 8 or
10 money units for a few rounds and then switch their behaviour to a higher
or lower level, which they employ for another few rounds. Additionally, there
is probably a good deal of “random” or “irrational” heuristics involved, that
is not captured by these cues. An example for this is that some participants
drop their investment level without a provocation in the sixth round (which
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they assumed to be the last game played). However, the above list of cues
is supported by data and was implemented as heuristics.

In order to ascertain the motivation behind the punishment decisions,
Fehr and Gächter had questionnaires filled out by the participants after the
experiment. Their analysis of the questionnaires led to their deduction that
anger is a major driving force for punishment acts and triggers a“willingness
to punish” (Fehr and Gächter (2002, 139)). By analysing individual data we
could not find out more about why and when punishment occurred than
Fehr and Gächter already did (cf. Fehr and Gächter (2002, 139)):

1. Most punishment acts were done by cooperative players and imposed
on defecting players.

2. Both the frequency of punishment and the height of punishment seem
to depend on the height of the defection of the punished player.

3. Furthermore, punishment acts are expected by defecting players.

2.4.4 Altruistic Punishment Model

Our implementation reproduces not only aggregated but also individual data
of the experiment. Data analysis of individual behaviour lead us to the
following assumptions as a basis for the model that are summarized in Table
2.3. The assumptions are described in more detail below the table. With
the terms Ägent” or “Player agent”we refer to the entities in our multi agent
simulation. With “participants” or “humans” we mean the individuals who
took part in the experiment.

Agents have individual inclinations to cooperate and punish. The first is
implemented as one variable cooperativeness, the latter as two independent
variables, one indicating the disposition to be annoyed at being cheated
(inclination to be annoyed), the other defining the likeliness of spending
money to punish a defector (willingness to punish). These two variables
follow the analysis of Fehr and Gächter, who complemented their experiment
by questionnaires (Fehr and Gächter (2002, 139)). All three are float values
between 0 and 1, 0 indicating no cooperativeness and 1 indicating a high
cooperativeness (or respectively inclination to be annoyed, and willingness
to punish).

In our model the original distribution of cooperativeness is an equal
distribution. This assumption is supported by the fact that the mean con-
tribution in the first game without punishment is close to 10 and there are
about as many participants giving 0 as there are giving 20. As mentioned
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agents’ cooperativeness c random variable between 0 and 1,
normal distribution

agents’ “inclination to be annoyed” independent random variables
and “willingness to punish” between 0 and 1,

normal distribution
agents expectations about the others expected cooperativeness

expected inclination to be annoyed
expected willingness to punish

higher expected common offset=0.15 (setting A)
investment (cooperativeness) offset=0.3 (setting B)
in games with punishment
agents’ strategies maximizing strategy (c < 0.21)

reciprocal strategy (0.21 < c < 0.68)
cooperative strategy (c > 0.68)

strategy changes with cues high/low common investment
no defector/many defectors
higher/lower payoff compared

to previous games
lower payoff than individual

investment
punishment

Table 2.3: Survey of important assumptions
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above, the distribution in the experiment has peaks at 0, 10 and 20 with
lesser peaks at 5, 8 and 15. This may be explained by prominence theory,
which states that humans are much more likely to choose prominent num-
bers, like 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, ... (Albers (2001)). However, this has not been
modelled.

Inclination to be annoyed and willingness to punish are also distributed
evenly. This has been decided due to a lack of knowledge of the actual
distribution of those attributes in the human participants. In questionnaires
participants stated that they would feel angry towards a defecting individual
with increasing intensity corresponding to higher defection. They also expect
anger when they were the defecting individuals. This is also reflected in the
height of the punishment, which increases with the deviation from the group
mean. However, the punishment patterns also differ between individuals.
Therefore is seems logical to assume an equal distribution. The way, in
which punishment decisions are made in the model is described below.

In addition to their own values for cooperativeness, inclination to be
annoyed, and willingness to punish, each agent has a representation of the
other agents’ respective mean values, which indicates general belief about
the others. They start out with believing the others to behave similar to
themselves. However, their experiences alter the expectations, but not their
own values (see the discussion of time scales in section 2.4). By this, agents
learn by improving their beliefs about the social environment, but they do
not alter their own “character”. In pseudo code for every round the learning
is:
> exp.coop.= (1-learningrate) * exp.coop.+ learningrate * investment

With learningrate = 0.5

All agents believe the general contribution to be higher in games with
punishment. This offset is 3 money units in setting A and 6 money units in
setting B. These values have been taken from the aggregated data.

In our model, all agents have three strategies to choose from: maximiz-
ing, reciprocal and cooperative. In games without punishment maximizers
contribute 0, cooperators contribute 15 to 20, depending on expectations,
and reciprocal strategists invest the same amount of money, they expect oth-
ers to contribute. Only maximizers change their “reasoning” in games with
punishment, trying to calculate the lowest contribution that risks no (high)
punishment. In fact, in games with punishment, the only difference in con-
tribution between reciprocal strategists and maximizers is that maximizers
may risk a slightly lower investment. Contribution close to the mean actu-
ally yields the highest return. This was also true in the original experiment
(Fehr and Gächter (2002, 138)).
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In Table 2.4 the three strategies are described in pseudo code. Decisions
are calculated as values between 0 and 1 and are later multiplied by 20 to
give the number of money units that the player agent invests.

The initial strategy of each agent depends on its value for cooperative-
ness. The thresholds were taken from the data. Of the participants in setting
B 21% used maximizing strategy, and 32% used cooperative strategy in their
first game. Consequently, we used the thresholds of 0.21 and 0.68 as indica-
tors for the starting strategy. That is, a cooperativeness below 0.21 leads to
a maximizing strategy, above 0.68 to a cooperative strategy and in between
to a reciprocal strategy.

It is important to note the difference between the strategy of an agent
and its investment choice in a given game. The strategy is a heuristic and
determines in which way the investment decision is made. The same con-
tribution can be made by player agents employing different strategies. The
way in which the strategies change according to experiences, can be seen as
another form of strategy. In this case it is a heuristic that uses cues. This
is the same for every agent.

For example, in our model reciprocalists change their contribution ac-
cording to their experiences because expectations change. However, strategy
changes induced by experiences also occur and lead the reciprocalist to em-
ploy either cooperative or maximizing strategies. The contribution does not
even have to change.

For modelling strategy changes, in addition to the actual strategy em-
ployed, each agent has as certainty for using that strategy. Positive experi-
ences and expected behaviour by other agents increase certainty, while neg-
ative experiences and unexpected behaviour decrease it. The implemented
cues are described in Table 2.5. In addition, employing a strategy that
corresponds to the agent’s cooperativeness increases certainty, while non-
compliance decreases it. With a low certainty the probability of a strategy
change increases.

The cues for strategy changes are checked after every round, those in-
volving punishment are checked for after punishment has been made. The
above list is transformed into the following checklist and corresponding cue
values, 0 (cue was not encountered), 1 (cue was encountered), or 2 or 3
(numDefectors, numCooperators, numPunishers):

For each employed strategy the influence of the cues is different. For
example, if cooperation is higher than expected certainty about cooperative
strategy is increased, but about reciprocal and maximizing strategy it is
decreased. This is modelled as an array of parameters indicating for each of
the three strategies the influence on the certainty about this strategy.
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coopIsHigher if (investment > (exp. coop. + tolerance)

coopIsHigher = 1

else coopIsHigher = 0

coopIsLower if (investment < expe. coop. - tolerance)

coopIsLower = 1

else coopIsLower = 0

noDefectors if (number of (other) defectors = 0)

noDefectors = 1

else noDefectors = 0

numDefectors numDefectors = number of (other) defectors

Note: defined by investment <= 1 money unit

noCooperators if (number of (other) cooperators = 0)

noCooperators = 1

else noCooperators = 0

numCooperators numCooperators = number of (other) cooperators

Note: defined by investment >= 15

profitIsHigher if (profit > last rounds profit + tolerance)

profitIsHigher = 1

else profitIsHigher = 0

profitIsLower if (profit < last rounds profit - tolerance)

profitIsLower = 1

else profitIsLower = 0

profitLtInvestment if (profit < my investment)

profitLtInvestment = 1

else profitLtInvestment = 0

numPunishers numPunishers = number of punishers

Note: player agents that punished this
agent with any positive number

punishmentIsHigher if (punishment > exp. punishment + tolerance)

punishmentIsHigher = 1

else punishmentIsHigher = 0

punishmentIsLower if (punishment < exp. punishment - tolerance)

punishmentIsLower = 1

else punishmentIsLower = 0

punishmentGtGain if (punishment cost > this rounds gain)

punishmentGtGain = 1

else punishmentGtGain = 0

Table 2.5: Cues and cue values
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Maximizing Reciprocal Cooperative

coopIsHigher -1 -1 2
coopIsLower 1 -2 -2
noDefectors -2 0 0
numDefectors 1 -2 -2
noCooperators 0 0 -2
numCooperators 0 -1 0.5
profitIsHigher 1 2 1
profitIsLower -1 -1 -2
profitLtInvestment 0 0 -1
numPunishers -0.5 0 0
punishmentIsHigher -1 0 0
punishmentIsLower 1 0 0
punishmentGtGain -1 0 0

Table 2.6: Multipliers for the different cues according to each strategy

As you can see from Table 2.6, only maximizing strategy is influenced
by the punishment cues. These parameters are used as multipliers for the
cue values. The general procedure is:
> certainty = certainty * (1 + enforcement) * matching factor

> for (all cues)

> certainty = certainty + (cue value * corresp. parameter * cert.

step)

> if (certainty < certainty tolerance)

> change strategy

Notes:

• matching factor is calculated by the rules displayed in Table 2.7.

• certainty step = 0.2

• certainty tolerance = 0.4

• From maximizing strategy and cooperative strategy any change leads
to reciprocal strategy. From reciprocal strategy it depends on whether
more cooperative or defecting cues have been encountered.

The multipliers and the step by which certainty is increased or decreased
were first subject to logical reasoning and second to fitting the model to the
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data.
Another decision the agents have to make is the punishment decision. As

has been mentioned above, player agents have an attribute for “inclination
to be annoyed” and “willingness to punish”. The corresponding heuristic
involves not only those two attributes but also the height of the defection
that is to be punished. We argue for two dependencies. First, the higher the
player agents’ inclination to be annoyed and the higher the defection, the
more likely it is, that punishment occurred. Second, the higher the player
agents’ willingness to punish and the higher the defection, the higher the
punishment decision was. Furthermore, there was also punishment, that did
not fall into the pattern, that cooperative players punished defecting players.

The punishment heuristic used in our model is given here in pseudo code:
> if (defection > 0.1)

> angerlevel = annoyance + defection

> else

> angerlevel = annoyance + defection - 0.8

> if (randomNumber < (2 * angerlevel))

> punishDecision = (punishment + defection) / 2

> else

> punishDecision = 0

> punishPoints = 10 * punishDecision

Notes:

• defection is the difference between the investment decision of the
player agent in question and the mean of the other players, this is
0 if no defection occurred. If there was no defection only irrational
anger leads to a punishment decision. This can only happen, if the at-
tribute inclination to be annoyed (plus a possible minimal defection)
is bigger than 0.8, as indicated in the first else clause.

• angerlevel is a test level for the random number, the higher the anger-
level, the greater the possibility that punishment actually occurred.

• annoyance is the punishing players inclination to be annoyed attribute.

• punishment is the punishing players willingness to punish attribute.

• punishDecision is the decision, how much to punish the player agent
in question. This is still a number between 0 and 1.
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• punishPoints is the points that the punishing player agent decides to
invest in the punishment. (The punishing players pays the number
of points in money units and the punished player pays 3 times that
amount.)

• Both the tolerance and the value for irrational anger were fitted, rather
than taken from the data.

Our model of an adaptive toolbox is programmed as JAVA classes that
use the agent based simulation environment Quicksilver.3 For further in-
formation about the model, the source code as well as an online version as
JAVA applet, please refer to the website.4

2.4.5 Results

With this implementation we have been able to reproduce both the aggre-
gated and individual data provided by the altruistic punishment experiment
by Fehr and Gächter. We made model runs similar to the experimental set-
ting, model run A starts with games with punishment (see Figure 2.1) and
model run B starts with games without punishment (see Figure 2.2). Model
runs have been conducted with 1200 player agents. We did not do model
runs with only 24 agents because of a strong influence of the random num-
ber generator. Even in runs with 120 players the mean investment usually
deviates considerably from the mean investment of the experiment, in some
cases not even the trend was reproduced. In fact, this effect is interesting
and needs to be analyzed in more detail. We believe that the higher vari-
ance is due to the lack of prior knowledge of our agents compared to the
experiment’s participants.

Only individual data of the experimental setting B was used for calibrat-
ing the model. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, the data from setting A are not
reproduced as well. In setting B the variance of the twelve data points of
the model run from those of the experiment is 0.38. In setting A, however,
the variance is 2.51. This strong deviation may be explained by two rea-
sons. The first reason is the drop of investment level in the sixth investment
game. Some participants defect in that game because they think it is the
last one. Whether or not they expect others not to punish in the last game
or simply take their chance, would have to be ascertained by questionnaires.
The second reason may be that some participants are angry at having been

3<http://www.usf.uos.de/projects/quicksilver/>
4<http://www.usf.uos.de/∼eebenhoe/forschung/adaptivetoolbox.de.html>
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Figure 2.1: Mean investment in the experiment and model setting A
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Figure 2.2: Mean investment in the experiment and model setting B
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punished in previous games and therefore the aggregated level of investment
is lower than in setting B without punishment. Integrating these two aspects
in the model leads to Figure 2.3, which shows a better reproduction of the
experimental data than Figure 2.1. For this altered setting A the variance
is 0.61.

• For the last round effect all agents expected cooperativeness was re-
duced by lastGameOffset = 0.1. This value corresponds roughly to
the data. This could have been modelled as an individual trait of
agents, because it seemed to be only some participants, who defect
without provocation in the last round. However, so far we needed this
parameter to be easily accessible and changeable.

• To incorporate increased anger due to previous punishment we in-
creased the percent of player agents employing maximising strategy
from 21% to 23%.

Another difference is that mean punishment in the model is higher than
in the experiment (1.07 compared to 0.73 mean punishment decision in set-
ting A). The reason for this may be that participants were more risk avers
than agents.

Reproduction of individual data is harder to prove. The reason for this
is path dependency of individual data. Decisions to increase or decrease
investment depend on recent experiences and those are different for every
player. However, a few examples of participants’ and agents’ decisions in
setting B are given. As two examples for truly cooperative behaviour see
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 for a participant of the experiment and an agent from
the simulation respectively.

Examples for reciprocal behaviour alternating with maximizing decisions
are given in figures 2.6 and 2.7. Note that the participant’s and agent’s
investment is influenced strongly by the experience made in the prior game.

The participant from Figure 2.8 and the agent from Figure 2.9 start out
as maximizers and are forced to invest more in the games with punishment.

In addition to model runs that are similar to the experiment, we also
made longer test runs (see Figure 2.10). Results are that it takes about
12 rounds for almost every agent to invest 20 money units in games with
punishment and 0 money units in games without punishment. Interestingly,
homogeneous investment decisions are possible with different, co-existing
strategies. In games without punishment more than 10% of the agents still
use reciprocal strategy, but since they expect others to invest nothing, they
also do not invest. In games with punishment the setting allows for all
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Figure 2.3: Mean investment in the experiment and modified model setting A
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Figure 2.4: Example of a cooperative participant

Figure 2.5: Example of a cooperative agent from the simulation
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Figure 2.6: Example of a reciprocal participant

Figure 2.7: Example of a reciprocal agent from the simulation
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Figure 2.8: Example of a maximizing participant

Figure 2.9: Example of a maximizing agent from the simulation
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Figure 2.10: Mean investment in the long run with and without punishment

three strategies to co-exist. About 60% of the agents are cooperators, about
20% are reciprocalists that invest close to 20 money units because they
expect others to contribute that much, and another 20% are maximizers, who
contribute about 19 money units, because they want to avoid punishment.

Learning and strategy changes are crucial for model behaviour. Learn-
ing rates and, to a lesser extent, the importance of cues are very sensitive
parameters. However, from data alone, we could retrieve only limited and
unreliable information about these aspects. With questionnaires in addition
to the experiment these questions could be addressed more thoroughly.

2.5 Discussion

In the previous section we have shown that the altruistic punishment model
reproduces the experiment’s data quite well. But we have not yet discussed
how it fits into the concept of an adaptive toolbox.

The adaptive toolbox is based on three principles: psychological plau-
sibility, domain specificity, and ecological rationality. By analysing data of
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individual participants we captured the actual, individual behaviour, both
for the game decision and the reactions to the other participants’ actions.
For the implementation this behaviour was classified into a set of behavioural
types, distinguished by an assumed cooperativeness. From this the actual
strategies were derived. The agents’ cooperativeness defined the preferred
strategy. Strategies themselves were kept very simple. With the exception
of the maximizing strategy, no calculation is done by the player agents.
Domain specificity was ensured by linking decision strategies to the game
setting. This is done by the implementation. That is, only strategies that fit
to the game currently played may be used by the players. It is also done by
deriving cues for strategy changes from the game setting. For this model,
strategies and cues were predefined by the modeller. However, in princi-
ple the society of agents could learn in an evolutionary adaptation process,
which strategies are possible and which cues are appropriate. Since our ob-
jective is to reproduce observed behaviour, we did not choose that path.
For this reason, ecological rationality came only from data analysis and not
through an evolutionary process.

Decision making within the adaptive toolbox is done by heuristics that
are comprised of simple building blocks, so that they can be applied to
different kinds of decision environments. As outlined in section 2.2, heuris-
tics are either search rules, stopping rules, or decision rules. In the model
player agents chose from a predefined set of strategies. The strategies de-
fine not the actual decision, but how the decision is made. That is, they
refer to the choice between different solutions. The way in which the choice
between strategies is made, is also implemented as heuristics, in this case,
checking for cues. Certain cues indicate for player agents that the strategy
employed is not appropriate. These cues induce strategy changes. However,
new strategies are not (yet) searched for by agents.

Another feature not yet implemented is an evolutionary adaptation pro-
cess. Adaptation takes place to some extent, but is restricted to learning
processes about the social environment.

We have started to derive hypotheses about human behaviour from an
economic experiment. By classifying behavioural types it was possible to
implement an agent based model to represent data of the experiment. This
was done as a first module of an adaptive toolbox that is to be expanded
in the near future (see section 2.6). The model is derived from individual
rather than aggregated behaviour. By this the idea of an adaptive toolbox
has the potential to integrate different coexisting representations of human
decision making in agent based models. At the same time it also provides us
with a framework for modelling the behaviour and for comparing different
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settings.
However, our current approach has some limitations. Experimental eco-

nomics focuses on a constrained set of behavioural patterns and considers
mainly extrinsic motivation for behaviour. Optimization of a utility function
is always triggered externally. Furthermore, in economic games all context
is removed. However, it is evident from the results that people respond to
emotions, so they also have intrinsic motivation. This psychological aspect
is very hard to capture in games. In the case of the altruistic punishment ex-
periment, anger was ascertained as major driving force behind punishment
decisions. However, this was only possible through corresponding question-
naires. In addition, all people will enter the game with a personality shaped
by previous experience. They will change their strategies but not their per-
sonalities during a gaming session.

The model can not cover the multitude of behavioural patterns of all the
participants. Classifications have the advantage of emphasizing some aspects
and general patterns, but always will lessen the variety. Additionally, the
interpretation of the individual data, what reasons there were for behaving
in that way or another, depends on the modeller.

2.6 Prospects and conclusion

The heuristics explored in this paper focus on what determines the willing-
ness of individuals to cooperate and the development of trust in a group. It
is assumed that individuals are characterized by their cooperativeness which
may be determined by individual character, individual experience and the
cultural context. Nooteboom (2002) suggested quite a useful conceptual
framework for sources of cooperation that incorporates many elements and
intuitions from literature. Table 2.8 summarizes the main points. One can
make a distinction between macro and micro sources and between egotistic
and altruistic sources.

This framework is a good base to structure future observations from both
empirical and modelling studies. An individual’s cooperativeness determines
his/her expectations about the behaviour of other players and individual and
social learning effects may occur on different time scales. The work reported
in this paper provides a start to compile a more comprehensive knowledge
base.

We also need to compare insights from the model with theoretical ap-
proaches. For instance, cooperativeness was simply modelled as an equally
distributed random variable, it might have been modelled as a combination
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Macro Micro

Egotistic Sanctions from authority Material advantage or
or contractual obligation self-interest
with enforcement

Altruistic Ethics: values and Friendship, kinship,
social norms of proper routines, empathy
conduct, moral obligations

Table 2.8: Sources of intentional reliability (cf. Nooteboom (2002, 9)

of two variables, individualism and altruism, as proposed by Social Value
Orientation (as in Jager and Janssen (2002)). Important questions to answer
in this comparison between our model and a social value orientation model
are: In what way do the results differ? How do investment choices depend
on individualism and altruism versus cooperativeness? Does the value orien-
tation of an agent determine, what cues for strategy changes are important
to it? How may punishment acts be explained by Social Value Orientation?

The last question is important because Fehr and Gächter found that most
punishing acts were done by participants who invested more than average.
However, following Social Value Orientation theory this should not be the
case. Apparently, there is another aspect, namely anger, involved in that
decision.

In order to answer these questions it is necessary to find out about the
individual value orientation of the participants by looking at the individual
data. One might assume that the classifications of cooperative, reciprocal,
and maximizing participants would be the same as a Social Value Orien-
tation classification of cooperative, individualistic, and competitive. This
prediction is in line with McClintock and Liebrand, who found that the
choices of individualistic players were the most variable ones among those
three classes (cf. McClintock and Liebrand (1988, 407)). If the classification
was the same, the outcome would likely be the same also, only the represen-
tation of cooperativeness in the model would differ. For this experiment we
did not need to distinguish between individualistic and altruistic behaviour.
For other experiments this might very well be necessary.

The altruistic punishment model is a first step towards an adaptive tool-
box that should be comprised of many different modules. For this reason
the next logical step is to extend the toolbox by more models of other ex-
perimental games. By this it will become possible to compare the validity of
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the assumptions made to other findings. This work is currently in progress.
A second step after the extension of the adaptive toolbox is to compare

the insights with results from case studies. The question arises whether data
from case studies deviate considerably from results in experimental settings.
And, if so, what are the main differences?

Major differences, already pointed out, are context dependency and a
longer time scale. Short term behaviour may be typically relevant in nego-
tiation processes. However, in case studies we are interested in particular
in long-term changes. In our model, these would refer to changes in the
individual types, e.g. the attitude to be cooperative. This implies that the
incentive for behaviour shifts from extrinsic motivation by sanctions through
punishment to intrinsic motivation by the internalization of social norms
about socially acceptable behaviour and about a behaviour that leads to an
acceptable pay-off in a certain social environment. Hardly any individual is
cooperative to an extent to be continuously exploited by others.

Thus, on this longer time scale institutions as another major influence
on human behaviour become relevant. Numerous studies have shown evi-
dence for the importance of institutions shaping human nature (Held and
Nutzinger (1999)). Hence it will be of interest to explore systematic differ-
ences determined by culture and institutional contexts. In these cases more
important information can be derived from stakeholder interviews than from
experimental settings.

Of course, human behaviour will always remain unpredictable to some
extent. Nevertheless for modelling purposes we want to improve our under-
standing and the representation of how people behave.

Our approach to represent human behaviour by extracting regularities
from observations leads to a modelling framework that allows for different
approaches to human decision making.

Acknowledgements: We like to thank Ernst Fehr and Simon Gächter for
kindly providing us with the data of their altruistic punishment experiment.



Chapter 3

Modelling human behaviour
with attributes and
heuristics based on
observation

Eva Ebenhöh and Claudia Pahl-Wostl1

3.1 Abstract

When modelling humans with agent-based models, modellers face a choice of
how to represent human behaviour. Numerous and sometimes contradictory
theories exist. We have chosen a pragmatic approach combining the use of
attributes and heuristics in an agent-based model. Agents are characterized
by a set of attributes and distinguished by their individual attribute values.
This way we introduce agent diversity and the possibility to have decisions
depend on different aspects of agents’ personalities. Their decisions are de-
scribed by a set of simple decision rules, that are called heuristics. Heuris-
tics are psychologically plausible compared to utility maximization. Due to
their simplicity, they are also easy to handle in agent-based models. Both,
attributes and heuristics, have been obtained from extensive evaluation of
experimental data. Models that reproduce experimental data of various eco-
nomic experiments are used to test our assumptions and develop heuristics.

1Accepted by the third annual conference of the European Social Simulation Associa-
tion (ESSA05), September 2005.
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This paper presents seven attributes needed in a number of these models
and the chosen heuristics for models of dictator and ultimatum games, as
an example. These models are part of a framework that allows for quick
extensions in the form of models of further experiments.

3.2 Introduction

Human behaviour can be modelled in multiple ways. The range of possible
approaches is broad: highly aggregated models where human behaviour is
represented by single parameters, indicating for example a general awareness
of ecological problems; homo economicus as a rigid model for intentional ra-
tionality; several extensive psychological and behavioural theories. Further
approaches differ in their taking into account social interactions. Which ap-
proach to choose depends, of course, on the application. Our objective is to
develop a pragmatic alternative that alleviates some of the shortcomings of
conventional approaches.

We aim at a model for human decision making in social dilemmas and
negotiation processes that allows for diverse behaviour, is psychologically
plausible but simple enough to be incorporated in agent-based simulations
and be tested by empirical observation, while at the same time generic in
order to be applicable in multiple decision environments. Our approach
combines attributes and heuristics. The agents have a number of attributes
that simulate traits and preferences. Different attribute values make agents
behave substantially different in similar situations. Their decision making
is based on heuristics, simple case-based processes. Agents can learn about
other agents’ attributes and about the usefulness of the heuristics employed.

The attributes implemented in our modelling framework are cooperative-
ness, conformity, fairness concerning others, fairness concerning me, positive
reciprocity, negative reciprocity, and risk aversion. Although all seven at-
tributes are introduced in detail, only conformity, fairness concerning
others, fairness concerning me, and negative reciprocity are use
in the model discussed as an example in this paper.

We base the models on experimental data rather than theoretical con-
cepts in order to capture realistic human behaviour. So far, the data con-
sidered was taken from economic experiments. From these data sets we
obtained attributes as well as heuristics. Several heuristics are generic in
the sense that they can be applied to different decision environments, how-
ever, some only make sense in one special setting. For our purpose it is
important not only to replicate aggregate results but also individual data.
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To test the assumptions we implemented models that replicate the data. In
this paper, dictator and ultimatum games are used as examples. In dictator
games, the first mover allocates an amount of money between him or herself
and the other player. In ultimatum games, the first mover still allocates an
amount of money between the two players, the second mover, however, has
veto power. The second mover can accept the first mover’s decision. Then
the money is actually paid. He or she can also reject the decision. Then
both players get nothing.

Experimental data may be criticised as being artificial and not appro-
priate to represent human decision making behaviour in real day-to-day
circumstances (Loewenstein (1999)). In order to test this approaches use-
fulness in other settings, we broaden the model to incorporate field data as
well.

This paper is organised as follows. The next section Attributes and
heuristics introduces bounded rationality and our general modelling ap-
proach consisting of attributes and heuristics. The attributes are discussed
in some detail, while the context dependent heuristics are discussed in the
following section From experimental data to attributes and heuristics. This
deals with data analysis considering as example data from dictator and ul-
timatum experiments. It describes data and heuristics obtained and used
in the model. This section also presents some results of our model. The
last section Prospects discusses our approach and concludes with possible
further applications.

3.3 Attributes and heuristics

3.3.1 Bounded Rationality

Based on the notion of Herbert Simon, bounded rationality has been de-
veloped as an explicit alternative to full rationality and the subjectively
expected utility maximisation (Selten (1990)). It was proposed “to con-
nect, rather than to oppose, the rational and the psychological” (Gigerenzer
and Selten (2001b, 1)). It is not irrational, but has no place for optimi-
sation, or calculations of probabilities and utilities. Instead, the notion is
that the cognitive limitations of humans are actually adaptive advantages
within the special structure of our environment, which is characterised by
uncertainty and incomplete information. Simple heuristics can outperform
extensive computations when they take the informational structure of a de-
cision environment into account. However, those heuristics are often useful,
only in circumstances that have this special structure. In others they may
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not work. Some research has been conducted to understand when and why
simple heuristics work (Goldstein (2001); Martignon (2001)).

In bounded rationality decision making is defined as a “search process
guided by aspiration levels” (Selten (2001, 13)). Aspiration levels are goals
which we try to reach with certain decisions. When the outcome of a deci-
sion satisfies the aspiration, there is no need to change behaviour. When the
aspiration level is not met, a search for alternatives is initiated. Experimen-
tal evidence suggests three levels of decision making, the routine level, the
level of imagination, and the level of reasoning (Selten (1990)). If an aspira-
tion level is met by habitual behaviour, nothing needs to change. If it is not
met, an individual can change his or her routine slightly, according to simple
search rules or social learning processes. The search is stopped, if the goal is
achieved. If not, the search for new possibilities may be extended, either by
imagination or by reasoning (or both). On the other hand, aspiration levels
can change over time in adjustment to the situation (Selten (2001)). So, if
an extensive search did not come up with satisfying behaviour, aspiration
levels may be adapted downwards, so that a given behaviour becomes sat-
isfactory. This process has been labeled satisficing, to distinguish it sharply
from any optimising behaviour.

Habitual behaviour, simple changes to habitual behaviour, simple search
rules, and stopping rules are called heuristics in this paper. Imagination
and reasoning are more elaborate processes. Humans learn a great variety
of these simple decision mechanisms together with environmental structures
in which they are useful. Gigerenzer has coined the name“adaptive toolbox”
for the set of search, stopping, and decision rules (Gigerenzer (2001)).

In this sense, norms and emotions serve as decision mechanisms, that
exploit certain environmental structures. For example, the norm of positive
reciprocity can be useful in establishing permanent business relationships. In
uncertain situations, even when it seems to be only a onetime business, this
norm still serves as a useful tool to restrict possible behaviour, even though
defection would be feasible and more profitable. There is some research with
a focus on norms and emotions as elements of a bounded rationality theory
(Mellers (2001); Boyd and Richerson (2001)).

Selten defines a strategy as a“system of case distinctions based on simple
criteria [that] determines which simple decision rules are employed” (Selten
(1990, 653)). The system of case distinctions can be simple or complex
depending on a given decision task. However, the application is often very
simple.
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The concepts of heuristics and strategies are adopted for the development
of our agent-based models. Depending on the situations, the agents choose
from a number of heuristics which one to apply. A strategy can be used to
switch from different heuristics or learn which heuristic worked well in what
kind of circumstances.

3.3.2 Attributes

Whenever scientists explain observed human behaviour deviating from what
would be predicted by assuming a perfectly rational behaviour they draw
on a number of attributes, like altruism, cooperativeness, fairness. Some-
times attributes are defined as parameters in formulas, sometimes they are
defined verbally. However, often a precise definition is lacking which leaves
the meaning of these attributes ambiguous. What is, for instance, altruism
supposed to be? We provide here definitions for those attributes included in
our model and arguments for including them. Agents in our model expect
other agents to have the same attributes but not necessarily the same value
as themselves. These expectations are referred to “expected cooperative-
ness” etc.

Cooperativeness

This attribute defines the importance of group utility in relation to
individual utility. A high cooperativeness indicates a willingness
to invest in group utility even if it is costly. There are a number of
reasons, why an agent would invest in group utility. The other agents’
welfare may be important, or a possible efficiency increase, or the
agent may follow a norm. This attribute is mainly associated with the
second reason, an efficiency increase in the sense of Jaffe’s “synergistic
altruism” (Jaffe (2002)). In addition, this attribute models Andreoni’s
“impure altruism” (Andreoni (1989)) and “cooperation” in the social
value orientation theory (Jager and Janssen (2002)). The agent wants
to do its share because it believes the group to be important. Concern
for others’ monetary welfare is better represented by the attribute
fairness concerning others, while norm compliance is modelled
as conformity.

Cooperativeness and fairness have not always been separated clearly.
For example, Cox’ “other-regarding preferences” include cooperation
and fairness aspects (Cox (2004)). In our model, fairness is a mea-
sure of inequity aversion, while cooperativeness indicates the im-
portance of group utility. In many cases this may be the same, but
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for analytical and modelling purposes, we make a clear distinction.
The difference between fairness and efficiency has been investigated
in Güth et al. (2003). In one-sided gift giving fairness outweighs effi-
ciency considerations. In two-sided gift giving efficiency becomes more
important. This goes along with our definition, because in two-sided
gift giving the “group” is more apparent than in one-sided treatments.

Cooperativeness is prototypical for social dilemmas in which indi-
viduals can free-ride on the group or contribute to the group outcome
and profit themselves, if everyone contributes. The basic game for this
attribute is the Prisoner’s Dilemma. Research on one-shot Prisoner’s
Dilemma games indicates that a majority defects, but a substantial
minority cooperates. Cooperators are willing to initialize cooperation
under the risk of being cheated. Defectors are either not willing to
cooperate or are not willing to risk being cheated. So, there are three
classes of behaviour (Brenner (1999)). Those willing to risk being
defected, those willing to cooperate but not willing to risk being de-
fected, and those not willing to cooperate. Depending on the situation,
percentages of these three classes vary. In the model, we can repre-
sent them by thresholds of the cooperativeness attribute and the
expectations in other agents’ cooperativeness.

Conformity

This attribute defines, how important it is for an agent to appear to be
as others expect it to be. A high conformity indicates norm compli-
ance. If an agent’s conformity is high and its cooperativeness is
low, it may still invest in group utility, although it does not “believe in
the group”. What norm to comply to, is not defined by this attribute.
Rather, it is a tendency to do, what others expect you to do. This
may also be used to model commitment into a common project and
compliance to agreed upon rules. It is docility, as Simon put it, “the
susceptibility to social instruction and influence” (Simon (1997, 285)).

If behaviour is anonymous, this attribute becomes less important.
However, it does not have to disappear, since norms may be useful
to limit possible behavioural alternatives. The importance of norm
compliance depends on the situation. In dictator games, anonymity
seems to have a strong effect on first movers’ behaviour (Burnham
(2003); Hoffman et al. (1996)), while in ultimatum games the threat
of punishment outweighs this effect (Bolton and Zwick (1995)). In
games, in which subjects can verbally agree on a joint strategy, con-
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formity can be used to describe compliance and non-compliance to
the agreement. However, there is no simple game to test for this at-
tribute, because it is context and framing dependent.

Fairness concerning others and fairness concerning me

Fairness deals with the difference between an agent’s share and the
other agents’ shares. If an agent’s fairness concerning others
is high, it is willing to give some of its resources to another agent
with lesser resources, as in the dictator game. If an agent’s fairness
concerning me is high, it is willing to invest resources into reducing
another agent’s higher resources, in order to decrease the difference.

Fairness, both concerning me and concerning others, is pure
inequity aversion. It takes only the outcome into account, not the mo-
tives or intentions behind the other players’ moves. These are repre-
sented by positive or negative reciprocity. A punishing act may
be based solely on inequity aversion, or it may be chosen, because of
perceived negative intentions, or a combination of both.

The simple game to test for fairness concerning others is the
dictator game (see below). However, not nearly as much research is
conducted to test for fairness concerning me. In literature on
experimental economics fairness concerning me is almost always
combined with negative reciprocity.

Fairness does not always have an equal split as its focal point. In
ultimatum games where the positions are not arbitrary but subject to
auctioning or contests, unequal outcomes are more often proposed and
accepted (Güth and Tietz (1990); Hoffman et al. (1994)).

Fairness is differentiated in concerning me and concerning oth-
ers, as in Fehr and Schmidt (1999), where different and independent
parameters are used when a player receives more than his or her op-
ponent and vice versa. Numerous authors, who state that the relative
material payoffs effects peoples’ utilities, do not necessarily make this
difference, as for example Bolton and Ockenfels. In Bolton and Ocken-
fels (2000) the same parameter is used for unequal outcomes in favor of
a player and those that favor the opponent. However, from data anal-
ysis of individual decision makers, the difference is quite apparent.
They do not have to be correlated. If anything, a high fairness con-
cerning others indicates a low fairness concerning me. Fair ul-
timatum first movers would accept significantly less as second movers,
than strategic first movers (Straub and Murnighan (1995)).
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In some decision environments there has to be a tradeoff between fair-
ness concerning others and fairness concerning me. Consider
for example an ultimatum game with an inactive third player (Güth
and van Damme (1998)). First movers have to allocate an amount of
money between three subjects. Second movers have to accept or reject
the offer and third movers have no say. Virtually no second movers
reject on behalf of the third player, even if they would have given more
to them themselves. However, since they are not (or think they are
not) in the position to act on their fairness concerning others,
even if it is high, they will act on their fairness concerning me
instead. On the other hand, rejections in two-player ultimatum games
are not necessarily monotone. Hennig-Schmidt et al. found a sur-
prising amount of non-monotone strategies, rejecting too high as well
as too low offers (Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2002)). This indicates that
both fairness concerning me and concerning others are taken into
account.

In cases, in which no more equitable decision could have been chosen,
fairness in this sense is not a good attribute to evaluate an outcome.
Sometimes the set of feasible alternatives is incorporated in the fairness
model, as in Andreoni et al. (2002). We chose to model intentions using
positive and negative reciprocity.

Positive reciprocity and negative reciprocity

Reciprocity defines how much an agent’s behaviour depends on pre-
vious behaviour by other agents. If an agent with a high positive
reciprocity encountered an agent that acts nicely, it will recipro-
cate with a nice act (Cox (2004)).

Agents (and persons) do not know others’ intentions. They only per-
ceive their acts and derive possible intentions behind the acts. They
can, therefore, only reciprocate perceived intentions.

We differentiate in positive and negative reciprocity, as in Mc-
Cabe and Smith (2001). Experimental evidence speaks in favor of a
differentiation, although often analytically the difference is not made
(Fehr and Rockenbach (2003)). A subject can reciprocate fair be-
haviour with high returns, and be unabashed by unfair behaviour,
refraining from punishment. The opposite is also possible.

Some authors do not distinguish fairness and reciprocity. Rabin’s fair-
ness, for example, is reciprocity as we define it here. “If somebody is
being nice to you, fairness dictates that you be nice to him” (Rabin
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(1993)). Also, McCabe and others define positive reciprocity as
based on both joint gains and belief about the other player’s perceived
intentions (McCabe et al. (2003)). Reciprocity contrasts from fairness
in two ways. As was stated above, fairness takes only outcomes into
consideration, while reciprocity is concerned with the intentions of the
other players. Secondly, a high fairness concerning me (others),
may lead to punishing (rewarding) an opponent in order to equalize
the outcome. Reciprocity, on the other hand, can lead to punishment
or rewards, even when the outcome can not become more equal (Falk
and Fischbacher (2000)). Charness and Haruvy (2002) also make this
distinction. Cox (2004) distinguishes between reciprocity and other-
regarding preferences, the latter includes cooperativeness and fair-
ness concerning others.

Cox (2004) conducted an experiment with different gift giving games in
order to distinguish fairness concerning others (other-regarding
preferences) and positive reciprocity. Often, however, we can find
fairness concerning me and negative reciprocity working to-
gether. Fehr and Gächter (2002), for example, find evidence, that free
riding causes strong negative emotions among the cooperative sub-
jects. However, from their experimental setting it is not clear whether
this is due to inequity aversion or perceived intentions. Punishment
that equalizes the outcome can result from both causes. It is proba-
bly a combination of both, as is indicated by experiments which vary
the relation of punishment cost and fining fee (Ostrom et al. (1994,
171ff.)). The frequency of punishing acts is inversely related to the
cost of punishment.

Risk aversion

Agents differ in their willingness to take risks. This may be attributed
to a lack of trust (see below), yet we chose to model trust in a different
way (see below). A trusting agent may not be sure about its judgement
of other agents, and may not risk a trustful move. However, usually
risk aversion is used in circumstances where the risk depends on
environmental variables and not on other agents.

Kahneman and Tversky conducted a series of experiments to evaluate
the risk aversion of their subjects and found that people are usually
risk averse with respect to sure gains versus risky gains and risk seeking
with respect to sure losses compared to risky losses (Kahneman and
Tversky (1979)).
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All attributes are modelled as values between 0 and 1. In our model,
we assume attribute values to be equally distributed over the whole in-
terval. Attributes do not change over time, because so far only relatively
short time episodes have been modelled. They are independent from each
other, although some psychological theories suggest correlations between,
for example positive reciprocity, fairness concerning others, and
cooperativeness.

In addition to these attributes, agents have a representation of other
agents’ attributes. These are called expected attributes and are subject to
quick learning processes. The initial value of expected attributes may ei-
ther be assumed to reflect past experience or an agent expects other agents
to be equal to itself. An agent with a high expected cooperativeness
may cooperate in first moves. If the expectations are not fulfilled, expected
cooperativeness is reduced, which may lead to different behaviour.

Some attributes that have been widely discussed are not included, but
can be derived from the list above. Trust, for instance, has been defined as
the expectation that a partner will “not be opportunistic even if he has both
the opportunity and the incentive to do so”(Nooteboom and Six (2003b, 4)).
Depending on the situation, this can be expected cooperativeness, ex-
pected fairness concerning others, or expected positive reciprocity
or a combination of those (Cox (2004)). Altruism, defined as the care for
others’ material well-being (in addition to one’s own) (Charness and Haruvy
(2002)), is a combination of cooperativeness and fairness concerning
others.

By using our pattern of attributes in multi-agent models we can design
agents that have all of these attributes and draw on the appropriate at-
tribute(s) when confronted with a certain decision problem. Furthermore,
we can take data from single attribute experiments (like dictator games)
to define a distribution among our population of agents. The same diverse
agents are then used to test data from other experiments with more than
one attribute involved (like ultimatum games).

3.3.3 Heuristics

Heuristics are simple decision rules that can be applied to certain decision
environments yet fail in others. Our agents are endowed with a number of
heuristics to choose from when confronted with a decision task. In our model,
the heuristics applicable for a certain decision are defined by the modeller
and are not subject to evolutionary processes. The potential danger of
working with heuristics is to develop specific models tailored to one decision
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Figure 3.1: The use of attributes and heuristics in a decision process. The decision
environment defines which attributes are used to decide on the heuristic to use. The
heuristic may use attributes and expected attributes in order to make the decision.
Experiences alter expectations and the use of heuristics. Choice of attributes, choice
of heuristic, the decision, and experiences depend on the decision environment.

Attributes, expected attributes, and heuristics are agent properties.
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context only. In order to obtain generalisable results we are still developing
a classification scheme to characterise decision environments and heuristics
used.

Figure 3.1 demonstrates a general scheme for the interaction of heuristics
and attributes in our models. The interaction is a threefold process. First,
attributes are used to decide on which heuristic an agent uses. Second, the
heuristic can use attributes to make the actual decision. And third, the
attributes can have an influence on the learning process which may alter
heuristics in use.

We have implemented a number of heuristics that work in different envi-
ronments. However, in order to implement models about certain economic
experiments we needed some heuristics that have been designed for one spe-
cial decision (like responder behaviour in ultimatum games). Instead of
presenting them all, we present only a classification. In the next section the
heuristics used in dictator and ultimatum games are discussed in detail.

Heuristics depending on attributes

Most heuristics use one or more agent attributes in order to calcu-
late which decision to chose within a range of possible options. When
agents can decide to contribute 0 to 20 money units (MU) to a common
project, a simple mechanism of deciding between the 21 alternatives is
to choose the proportion represented by the value of an agent’s coop-
erativeness. A cooperativeness of 0 corresponds to 0 MU contri-
bution, 0.5 corresponds to 10 MU and 1.0 to 20 MU. The calculation
can be extended to include reasonings like, if I contribute anything, it
will be at least 3, or rounding to prominent numbers.

Heuristics depending on the range of possibilities

Simpler heuristics often use only the range of possibilities for a choice.
Attribute values are used to decide which heuristic to use, but they
are not used by the heuristic itself. An example for such a heuristic
would be “give half of what is possible”. Also “Yes” or “No” in binary
choices are in this class of heuristics.

Learning heuristics

If heuristics base a decision on past experiences and decisions, they
fall into the category of learning heuristics. We could call these heuris-
tics strategies in order to distinguish them from simpler ones. How-
ever, this is not done consistently in literature on bounded rationality.
Search rules and stopping rules are also considered as heuristics.
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Note, that complex formulas that calculate a decision uniformly for all
different situations are a special case of“heuristics”. Selten (1990) calls these
formulas unified strategies. We can adopt these cases in our model, by using
a formula instead of a heuristic, that is never changed by an agent.

3.4 From experimental data
to attributes and heuristics

3.4.1 Experimental economics

Experimental economics investigates human behaviour in artificial, experi-
mental decision environments. This has the advantage of high repeatability
and comparability. That is, the experimental setting can be changed in
small steps and the effect on decision behaviour can be observed. Similar
experimental designs should yield similar results.

However, the complexity in experimental decision environments is usu-
ally lower, than in“reality”. Still, “the effects of the general bounds of reality
are present in the experiment, but they are less than in the historical real-
ity” (Tietz (1990, 659)). Hence, experimental economics has the advantages
and disadvantages of most experimental approaches: high ability to infer
general conclusions from research results but restricted ability to transfer
insights from experimental findings to the settings in the real world that the
experimental design intends to approximate.

The experiments discussed and modelled here are about dictator and
ultimatum games. In a dictator game, the proposer is given an amount of
money and has the task to divide it between him or herself and the other
player. Instead of “dividing” the task can also be described as “giving”
something to the other player. This framing makes a difference. The second
player receives the money but has nothing else to do.

Ultimatum games differ from dictator games insofar that the second
player, the receiver, has veto power. He or she can reject the offer. Then,
both players get nothing.

3.4.2 Data analysis

The data analysed comes from various dictator (Burnham (2003); Forsythe
et al. (1994); Güth and Huck (1997); Hoffman et al. (1994, 1996)) and ulti-
matum experiments (Gale et al. (1995); Güth and van Damme (1998); Güth
and Tietz (1990); Henrich (2000); Straub and Murnighan (1995)), but not
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Figure 3.2: Data from two different dictator experiments, with a high degree of
anonymity (Burnham 2003) and a medium degree of anonymity (Forsythe et al.

1994).

all results are presented. The analysis is concerned with data on aggre-
gated and individual behaviour. This analysis should be seen as an example
to illustrate our approach. We present data and some derived behavioural
regularities. When more complex decisions are made, the analysis can be
guided by questionnaires, as in (Dal Forno and Merlone (2004)).

Dictator Game

Usually the modal offer is 0. There is, however a nontrivial percentage of
offers of 50% and some offers in between. The distribution depends on the
degree of anonymity. With anonymity from the experimenter assured, the
offers are lower, there are more offers of zero and less of 50%. Interestingly,
whether a lesser peak of the distribution is at 20 or 30% of the cake depends
on the prominence of the actual values. Figure 3.2 presents exemplary data
for two different experiments taken from Forsythe et al. (1994) and Burnham
(2003).

In addition to the anonymity effect, the description of the task and thus
the framing of the decision can also have an effect. Different associations
are triggered, whether the task is to “allocate an amount of money” or to
“make a gift to the other player”. When the money to allocate is not yet in
the possession of the proposer, he or she is more willing to give money to
the other player. If he or she holds the money in hands, giving something
away is harder.

Our dictator proposer agents cover the data in the following way. The
proposer has to take into account his or her own feelings about a fair dis-
tribution. Some may also consider, what impression the decision makes on
the experimenter. If we assume anonymity to hold, fairness concern-
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Figure 3.3: Data from dictator model in two different treatments, with and without
anonymity effects.

ing others is the only attribute to apply. If not, the decision may be a
combination of fairness concerning others and conformity. A list
of possible heuristics includes:

1. Give nothing.
The reason for choosing this heuristic is probably maximisation of the
agent’s profit without concern for the other agent’s welfare and the
experimenter’s opinion.

2. Give half the cake.
More reasons for choosing this heuristic are possible. Either an agent
has a high fairness concerning others, or it has a high confor-
mity when anonymity from the experimenter is not assured, or does
not care and chooses the obvious focal point.

3. Give half the cake times the value of your fairness concerning
others attribute.
A reason for this heuristic may be the concern for the fairness of the
distribution combined with the assumption that it is appropriate to
take more than half, since the proposer possesses more bargaining
power.

Which of these heuristics an agent chooses can depend on a learning
process. however, in one-shot situations without prior experiences, we chose
to assign each agent a start heuristic, depending on its attributes.
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Figure 3.4: Data from two different ultimatum experiments, taken from (Hoffman
et al. 1994) and (Forsythe et al. 1994).

1. Without experimenter anonymity and conformity > 0.9 choose heuris-
tic 2.

2. With experimenter anonymity and fairness concerning me > 0.7
choose heuristic 1.

3. With fairness concerning others < 0.25 choose heuristic 1.

4. With fairness concerning others > 0.8 choose heuristic 2.

5. Else choose heuristic 3.

The thresholds chosen are based on data analysis. Hennig-Schmidt
(1999) conducted video experiments in order to ascertain the reasoning be-
hind bargaining behaviour in ultimatum games. In experiments thresholds
can also vary with the framing. Anonymity and task descriptions may have
an effect on which attribute is used, or on the thresholds. Therefore, the
numbers presented here are only approximations. When modelling a specific
experiment, the values can be subject to a fitting process.

Figure 3.3 presents the stylised results from a model with the parameters
given above.

Ultimatum Game

The modal offer is 50% of the cake. Very few offers are below 20%. Offers
of 20% are rejected with a probability of more than 50%. Some offers of
40% are still rejected. Anonymity effects do not have as strong an effect as
in dictator games. Figure 3.4 presents exemplary data from two different
ultimatum experiments (Forsythe et al. (1994); Hoffman et al. (1994)).
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Figure 3.5: Data from ultimatum model in the first game and after 20 games.

The situation for an ultimatum proposer agent in our model is much
more complex than for dictator proposers. But consider first the responder
behaviour. Güth ascertained the following reasoning for second movers in
ultimatum games: “If player 1 left a fair amount to me, I will accept. If not
and if I do not sacrifice too much, I will punish him by choosing conflict”
(Güth (1983, 384)). Two questions are involved. What allocation does the
agent accept as fair, and what amount would it be willing to sacrifice in order
to punish the proposer? The attribute used to decide whether or not an
allocation is fair, is fairness concerning me. An equal split is obviously
fair. In our model, an agent accepts an allocation to be fair if it gets at least
fairness concerning me times half the cake. If a responder gets less,
there is still a possibility that it accepts, when it would have to sacrifice
too much. This is modelled as depending on the negative reciprocity
attribute. If the responder’s share is less than the proposer’s share times
the responder’s negative reciprocity, it will reject a decision perceived
as unfair. This yields the following responder behaviour. Offers of 40% are
rejected by 13% of the responders, offers of 30% are rejected by 23%, and
offers of 20% are rejected by 45%. The heuristic for responder behaviour is
an example of a heuristic derived from questionnaires and expert knowledge.
The thresholds are chosen to represent the data.

A proposer does not know the responders’ heuristic. However, the pro-
poser’s reasoning has to include the possibility of a rejection. Possible pro-
poser heuristics include:

1. Give what you expect to be accepted (half the cake times expected
fairness concerning me).

2. Give half the cake.
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3. Give a little more than what you would give in a dictator game (half
the cake times fairness concerning others plus 25%), but not
more than half the cake.

In our model, the initial distribution of these heuristics is the same as
for dictator games without any anonymity effects (consider only cases 3, 4,
and 5). We did not implement an anonymity effect, because the punish-
ment threat seems to outweigh anonymity concerns. Figure 3.5 presents the
distribution of offers with the above heuristics in the first game and after
20 games with a simple learning process, which alters expected fairness
concerning me and therefore the decision made with heuristic 1. Note
that after 20 games there are no more offers of 20% or lower.

In ultimatum games, learning can take place in several ways. Proposers
learn about rejection behaviour. Essentially, their value for expected fair-
ness concerning me is altered. Only agents that employ heuristic 1 will
adjust their decisions depending on previous experiences about the height
of offers that were accepted and rejected. However, agents could also switch
heuristics. An agent that used heuristic 3 and gave 50% of the cake, might
reconsider, after observing that lesser offers were also accepted. That agent
may try heuristic 1. For this kind of learning a more extensive learning
process has to be implemented. In our model, different learning processes
can be included, for example learning with cues (Pahl-Wostl and Ebenhöh
(2004)) or case-based reasoning (Izquierdo et al. (2004)). However, in the ul-
timatum model presented here only the simple learning of others’ fairness
concerning me takes place.

A model validation is possible with respect to certain experimental data.
In this case, the objective was to reproduce qualitative aspects of the data
with different heuristics underlying the micro processes. The goodness of
fit may be measured by the sum of the squared errors of the percentages
giving 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 percent. This is, however, no objective measure
for model quality. χ2 for the dictator model with less anonymity compared
to the experiment with less anonymity is 4.4, and for dictator model and
experiment with more anonymity it is 15.9. For the ultimatum model after
20 games compared to the experiment by Hoffman et al. χ2 is 2.2, compared
to the experiment by Forsythe et al. it is 24.3. Thus, the anonymity effect
discovered by Burnham is not captured in this model. While one ultimatum
experiment is reproduced well, the other is not. On the other hand, the
qualitative aspects of the data are reproduced in either case.

The heuristics can be further improved by fitting the model to differ-
ent decision framings (with lesser and higher degrees of anonymity, inex-
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perienced and experienced players, and so forth). Our approach makes it
possible to validate aggregated behaviour by a goodness of fit to a certain
experiment, and at the same time validate the underlying micro processes by
matching them to the individual data, results of questionnaires, and expert
knowledge (cf. Moss and Edmonds (2005)). A second step in the mod-
elling process would be to integrate expert knowledge to improve the effect
of anonymity on dictator behaviour.

For a more extensive discussion of our model of dictator and ultimatum
games see the website2.

3.5 Prospects

The model presented here is a simple example for similar models for other
experiments. The implementation would not have to be an agent-based
model. However, our aim is to develop agents, that are able to play various
games and that can be transferred to other decision environments. Agents
need not change, when the model switches from dictator to ultimatum bar-
gaining to voluntary contributions and so on. The reasoning changes and
the heuristics to use. Also, in a learning process the expected attributes
change. A more complex learning mechanism involves an assessment of a
heuristic’s usefulness in a certain context. This learning mechanism com-
plies also with the bounded rationality theory, when it is implemented with
aspiration levels and simple search rules for other heuristics. An extensive
model of this learning process is part of our future work.

The model is part of a framework, that allows for easy extensions to sim-
ilar games. The attributes and heuristics approach proves to be very generic
and expandable within the setting of experimental economics. Different ex-
perimental games investigate the same set of attributes from various angles.
Questionnaires and analysis of individual data provide heuristics, that are in
part interchangeable between games. Thus, for further models, often only
the decision environment has to be implemented, agents and part of the
heuristics can be reused.

The question remains, whether economic experiments provide useful in-
sight in human day-to-day behaviour. It is doubtful, that a person who
gives 50% in a dictator game, can be generally classified as being fair in the
sense of sharing all resources with others. The data has to be used with
care and analysed with a special focus on the decision environment. How-
ever, we expect that data from experimental economics give some insights

2<http://www.usf.uos.de/∼eebenhoe/forschung/adaptivetoolbox/ultimatum.en.html>
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for decision in bargaining situations and for behaviour in institutional set-
tings related to common pool resource problems. Our model is, therefore,
currently extended to include data from case studies where the specific con-
text, previous experience, social relationships, and roles in a social network
matter and where attributes may change over time.
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Chapter 6

A Topology Of Agent
Attributes For Modelling
Microbehaviour In Economic
Experiments

Eva Ebenhöh1

6.1 Abstract

Manifold evidence for behaviour deviating from the predicted rational norm
can be found in economic experiments. Explanations include integration of
other-regarding behaviour in utility functions, emotions and norms, as well
as irrationality on part of the subjects. These explanations have in common
the use of certain attributes that humans seem to have. In modelling a
number of games using data from economic experiments, we have developed
a topology of attributes that helps to explain experimental micro behaviour.
The attributes include cooperativeness and conformity, fairness concerning
me and fairness concerning others, positive and negative reciprocity. This
paper defines the use of these attributes in the models of experiments and
presents a topology of how they relate to one another. Furthermore, it
identifies characteristics of decision environments that call for the use of
certain attributes.

1Accepted by the first World Congress on Social Simulation (WCSS06), August 2006.
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6.2 Introduction

Agent-based modelling for social simulations opens up opportunities to cre-
ate decision making units closer to real humans than in models of economic
theory. Of course, this comes at a price. The decision making models be-
come messy and less concise than theoretical equilibrium models. When
they are not based on a clean theory they need another anchor in order to
prevent them from becoming arbitrary. The first anchor we use is to base
the models on observations and the second is to use the same underlying
assumptions about agents’ attributes across different models.

We use data from economic experiments to build agent-based models
with heterogeneous agents that use heuristics for their decision making pro-
cess and draw on a number of attributes. These models are designed as a
basis for human behaviour in social dilemma situations as well as situations
that call for fairness or reciprocity and should reproduce and help to explain
heterogeneous data. These are situations in which the rational actor theory
does not provide good explanations and predictions of human behaviour.
Therefore, an alternative theory is needed.

Reasons for designing agents in this way are (1) a need for traceability
of decision making and (2) that the diversity possible is a means to capture
essential characteristics of actual decision making in simple models. A future
use will be to model stakeholder behaviour in case studies of common pool
resource situations including bargaining and joint decision making. In these
more sophisticated models behaviour will be based on simpler models which
will be extended with social environments. For this reason, we aim at simple
decision making that stakeholders can easily understand and help to validate
(Moss and Edmonds (2005)).

This paper takes a look at these models from a theoretical viewpoint with
the objective to synthesise results into an integrative theoretical framework.
It presents the underlying assumptions about agents’ attributes and presents
definitions and exemplary use of attributes in different decision environ-
ments. Describing different decision environments in which the attributes
are used leads to an attribute topology.

6.3 Games in Experimental Economics

Economic experiments are conducted with human subjects, placed in an ar-
tificial, laboratory environment in which they have to solve tasks or play
games with or against each other. Usually those games are played anony-
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mously, in order to prevent the formation of a social environment. In these
situations, decision making of human subjects is supposed to be abstracted
from a specific context and social interactions. This may be seen as a breach
with respect to actual human behaviour in day-to-day situations. However,
this method’s main advantage is that it produces comparable and repro-
ducible data, which can serve also as a baseline to investigate the influence
of a specific decision context and social interactions. In order to test for the
effects of a specific rule or rule change in the setting, the decision environ-
ment is deliberately kept as simple and free of social aspects as possible.

For the models we used (1) social dilemmas, like prisoner’s dilemma,
voluntary contribution mechanism, and common pool resource games, (2)
fairness games, like dictator games and mutual gift giving, and (3) negotia-
tion games, like ultimatum games. In the following, only games used in this
paper to illustrate the approach are described.

6.3.1 Dictator Game

The dictator game is a two player allocation game. The first player, called
the dictator, is endowed with an amount of money and has the task to
allocate the money between him or herself and the other player. The other
player has no task. He or she only receives the amount allocated to him or
her by the proposer. (eg. Hoffman et al. (1996); Burnham (2003))

The gift should only depend on whether or not or how far the dictator
follows a fairness norm.

6.3.2 Ultimatum Game

The ultimatum game is a two player allocation game which represents a
stylised version of the last stage of a negotiation process. The first player,
called the proposer, has to allocate an amount of money between the two
players, similar to dictator games. But now the second player, called the
responder, has veto power. If the responder accepts the decision of the
proposer, the money is paid as allocated. If he or she rejects the decision,
both get nothing. (eg. Güth and Tietz (1990); Hoffman et al. (1994); Bolton
and Zwick (1995); Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2002)).

In ultimatum games, proposers make strategic rather than fair offers.
Acceptance, on the other hand, depends on whether or not the allocation is
perceived as fair.
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Figure 6.1: The payoff matrix of a Prisoner’s Dilemma game has four variables.
In order for the game to be a Prisoner’s Dilemma the relationship of the variables

needs to be b > a > c > d as in the example on the right hand side.

6.3.3 Prisoner’s Dilemma

The prisoner’s dilemma depicted in Figure 6.1 is a prototypical social dilemma,
because individual rationality dictates defection, but mutual defection yields
Pareto inferior results to mutual cooperation. Therefore, the group rational
strategy would be mutual cooperation. (Colman (2003))

Agents playing prisoner’s dilemma not only decide whether they would
defect or cooperate. If they would cooperate, they also have to assess the
possibility that the other defects, and decide whether or not to take this
risk. Important aspects in this decision environment are the possibility to
free-ride and the attractiveness of mutual cooperation.

6.4 Attributes

In each of the games discussed above, the experimental setting was designed
to investigate deviations from predicted rational behaviour and to create
situations that influence behaviour in one way or another. The behavioural
regularities observable within and across different experiments are the foun-
dation for the attributes presented here. The process of deriving attributes
involves (1) a survey of the literature about a specific experiment; (2) an
analysis of the micro data of the experiment; and (3) an implementation of
the derived behavioural regularities in an agent based-model in order to test
whether or not the experimental data can be reproduced by the assumptions
made. The player agent with its set of attributes stays the same across dif-
ferent decision environments. Which attributes are used in a model depends
on the specific context.
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Figure 6.2: Different attributes used in relationships of the agent to the group, to
an anonymous other agent, and to a particular other agent.

Our set of attributes (see Figure 6.2) includes six different characteristic
traits. All attributes are represented as real numbers in the interval between
0 and 1, where 0 implies that this trait is not important for the agent and
1 implies that it is very important. The default setting is that the numbers
are random numbers, equally distributed, and the attributes are independent
from each other. Agents also expect other agents to have these attributes.
The values of expectations are changed due to experiences made.

6.4.1 Attribute descriptions

Cooperativeness

In social dilemmas there exists a tension between individual and group
rationality. cooperativeness defines an agent’s tendency towards
group rationality. A high cooperativeness indicates the willingness
to spend individual resources in order to increase group resources or
joint outcomes. cooperativeness is used in win-win situations or
positive sum games. It is used to determine free-riding behaviour in
common pool resource games.

cooperativeness deals with the relationship between an agent and
a whole group, but with a group that is poorly organised or anony-
mous. Cooperative settings are those “in which the individual is aware
of his own and other’s outcomes, and in which success is defined in
terms of a collectivity who share an interdependent relationship” (Mc-
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Clintock (1972c)). In these situations a high efficiency of cooperation
increases importance of group rationality. On the other hand, the
higher an actor’s cooperativeness, the easier he or she responds to
the cooperativeness of a decision situation. For instance, the higher
the potential profit from cooperation the higher is usually the average
cooperation in a group. Likewise, the more participants in the group,
the less likely is cooperative behaviour. One advantage of these models
is that the intrinsic cooperativeness can be modelled, as well as the
aggregate effects on overall cooperation. With the assumption that
agents with a high cooperativeness react faster on cues for cooper-
ation we model a link between the two. Therefore, we can integrate
theoretical approaches, which either explain cooperation based on the
structure of the environment or based on the motivational orientations
of the persons involved.

In our set of attributes cooperativeness is distinguished from fair-
ness (see below). While cooperativeness is defined through impor-
tance of total group utility, fairness is concerned with inequality. In
some cases this may be the same, while in other cases fairness would
dictate a different behaviour than efficiency concerns.

cooperativeness is essential in the prisoner’s dilemma. A highly
cooperative player is willing to sacrifice potential profit in order to
maximise joint outcomes. The percent of experimental subjects choos-
ing to cooperate in first games varies with the numerical values in the
payoff matrix and the framing of the task. The latter can be modelled
by triggering norms, using conformity. The former is in accordance
with different levels of cooperativeness.

Conformity

If a group has decided on joint strategies or has developed shared
norms, compliance to the rules is modelled as conformity. Agents
with a high conformity may play fair because they feel they are
expected to, and not because of their own high fairness. If behaviour
is anonymous and untraceable, conformity becomes less important.
However, it does not have to disappear, since norms may be useful
to limit possible behavioural alternatives. conformity is used in
relationships of an agent to a group of other agents, when the group
is organised and has agreed on joint strategies.

The importance of norm compliance depends on the situation. Thus,
similar to cooperativeness, different situations trigger conformity
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in different ways. The tightness of the group, a process of joint de-
cision making, and face-to-face communication can all enhance con-
formity. Again, we make the assumption that agents with a high
conformity react easier on these cues.

In prisoner’s dilemma games, conformity can be used in two ways.
Consider the initial reference of the prisoner’s dilemma, namely two
prisoners sitting in separate cells, both being pressed to confess. Not
to confess may be seen as a norm among those congenial criminals. In
this case, prisoners with a high conformity will not confess no matter
what their promised benefits. Further, in repeated prisoner’s dilemmas
with the same two players, repeated instances of mutual cooperation
can turn into an institution where both players expect the other to
keep cooperating and view mutual cooperation as their joint strategy.

Fairness concerning others and fairness concerning me

Contrary to cooperativeness and conformity, fairness deals with
relationships between one agent and a single other agent. fairness is
concerned with the difference between an agent’s share and the other
agent’s shares (Fehr and Schmidt (1999)). It is divided into fairness
with respect to the agent itself, also called envy, and fairness with
respect to other actors, that is fairness in the true sense. fairness
concerning others defines the wish that other actors get roughly
as much as the agent itself. Agents with a high fairness concerning
others are willing to spend money in order to equalize the outcome,
if others have less. fairness concerning me defines the willingness
to spend money in order to equalize the outcome if the agent itself has
less than another agent. The latter is also used to model interest in
personal utility.

Decision environments can provide different cues for fairness norms.
For example, the existence or non-existence of a focal point (like ”half”)
is of importance for fairness.

The basic game for fairness concerning others is the dictator
game. Ideally, no other reason than inequity aversion should constrain
dictator behaviour. A simple example for the use of fairness con-
cerning me is the prisoner’s dilemma. Agents could be implemented
to cooperate, if their cooperativeness is greater than their fairness
concerning me and defect, if the opposite is true.
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Positive reciprocity and negative reciprocity

reciprocity defines how much an agent’s behaviour depends on pre-
vious behaviour by other agents. It is divided into positve and neg-
ative reciprocity, referring to positive or negative motivations per-
ceived in the acts of others (McCabe and Smith (2001)). If an agent
has a high positive reciprocity, it will react in a friendly way on
an act perceived as nice. If its negative reciprocity is high, it will
tend to retaliate on acts perceived as hostile.

Contrary to cooperativeness and conformity, reciprocity deals
with relationships between one agent and a single other agent, or more
precisely a previous act of a single other agent.

As for all other attributes, different decision environments also trigger
reciprocity in a different way. How much one expected a certain act
of another agent may influence how much the return act is based on
reciprocity.

reciprocity makes sense in repeated prisoner’s dilemmas. If the
other cooperated, a player with a high positive reciprocity may
be induced to cooperate in the next move. For a player with a low
positive reciprocity the indication to cooperate may have to be
repeated. Tit-for-tat is a strategy depending solely on RECIPROCTY.

6.4.2 Expected attributes

In addition to these six attributes, agents hold expectations about the at-
tribute values of other agents. They learn from observed behaviour about
the others’ attribute values. These are referred to as expected coopera-
tiveness, expected fairness concerning me etc.

Trust is an important characteristic of the relation between agents that
has a strong influence on the establishment of cooperative relationships.
Trust is modelled as expectations in other agents’ behaviour (Cook and
Cooper (2004); Cox (2004); Nooteboom and Six (2003a)). Depending on
the situation this can involve different expected attributes. Trust that other
agents refrain from free-riding is expected cooperativeness, trust that
they keep promises or stick to joint strategies is expected conformity, and
trust that gifts are returned is expected positive reciprocity.
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6.4.3 Interaction of the decision environment with the at-
tributes

As indicated in the discussion of the attributes the effect they have are not in-
dependent from the decision in which they are used. “Obviously, personalty
traits are relevant only in specific situations which provide an opportunity
and/or a stimulation to the behavior characteristic for the trait.” ((Brand-
stätter et al., 1999, 10)). The underlying assumption is that the higher the
attribute in question the more an agent reacts on cues that indicate the use
of this attribute. An indication for using cooperativeness, for example, is
that group utility of a cooperative act is higher than of individually rational
acts, like in the prisoner’s dilemma. For very cooperative agents, it may be
enough that group utility is only slightly higher. For less cooperative agents
the efficiency increase needs to be much higher. Likewise, an agent with a
low negative reciprocity may not even ask for the motivation of a previous
act by another agent unless the situation triggers this kind of reasoning, for
example by calling it a ”demand”. An agent with a high negative reciprocity
is more easily looking for the motivation underlying the other’s behaviour.

In this way, we explain both individual differences and collective shifts
in response to changing rules. An extensive survey of cues Ostrom (2004))
for using attributes and the characteristics of the situation is beyond the
scope of this paper, but for the models it constitutes an important part of
the situation analysis.

6.4.4 Theoretical discussion of the set of attributes

By using our pattern of attributes in multi-agent models we can design
agents that have all of these attributes and draw on the appropriate at-
tribute(s) when confronted with a certain decision problem. Furthermore,
we can take data from single attribute experiments (like dictator games)
to define a distribution among our population of agents. The same diverse
agents are then used to test data from other experiments with more than
one attribute involved (like ultimatum games).

The set of attributes is founded in theoretical concepts but derived
mainly from modelling practice. Therefore, the modelling technique of multi-
agent systems and agent-based modelling had an influence in the choice of
our particular attributes.

All attributes listed above deal with the relationship of the agent itself
to other agents it perceives. They differ in important aspects of the rela-
tionship. One way to characterise them is the other part of the relationship.
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Figure 6.3: Different attributes are used in relationships of the agent to an anony-
mous, unorganised group (cooperativeness) and to a group that has agreed upon

joint strategies or norms (conformity).

This other part is either

1. the whole group or the environment, or

2. an anonymous other agent, or

3. a particular other agent and its previous acts.

For each of the three relationships constituted by the above list, there are
two attributes to characterise the behaviour of an agent in such a relationship
(see Figures 6.2 and 6.3 to 6.5).

If the partner in a relationship is the group as a whole, the attributes
in question are cooperativeness and conformity. cooperativeness is
the attribute characterising agent behaviour in an anonymous setting with-
out previous agreements or shared norms. conformity on the other hand
replaces cooperativeness if the group had the chance to agree on joint
strategies or shared norms (see Figure 6.3). In a particular situation this
differentiation may be fuzzy. For instance, in experiments often the subjects
are recruited from undergraduate economics classes. As a subgroup, those
subjects can be assumed to share norms.
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Figure 6.4: Different attributes are used in relationships of the agent to an anony-
mous other agent whether the other has more (fairness concerning me) or less

(fairness concerning others) than the decision making agent.

If the partner in a relationship is an anonymous other with whom the
agent has had no previous experience, the attributes in question are fair-
ness concerning others and fairness concerning me. Which at-
tribute to use depends on the situation (see Figure 6.4). If the agent feels
that it has been treated in an unfair way, the attribute to use is fairness
concerning me, if it feels, the other has been treated in an unfair way, it
is fairness concerning others. fairness may also be used in situations
where an agent deals with another agent known to it but not directly in
response to a previous action.

If the partner in a relationship is a particular other agent that made
an act concerning the decision making agent, fairness is replaced by (or
complemented with) reciprocity. If the other agent’s act is perceived as
nice, the attribute in question is positive reciprocity, if it is perceived
as hostile, it is negative reciprocity (see Figure 6.5). It can also be the
case that an agent reacts on the group as a whole. In that case, the agent
can reciprocate a joint decision by a group.
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Figure 6.5: Different attributes are used in relationships of the agent to a particular
other agent when the other’s act was perceived as nice (positive reciprocity) or

hostile (negative reciprocity).

6.5 Use in the models

6.5.1 Experimental economics

Agents in the model should be able to recognise the characteristics of their
decision environment and then choose the attribute(s) on which to act. Us-
ing the examples above, a first moving agent in a dictator and ultimatum
game has to fulfill essentially the same task. Nevertheless, it is important,
whether or not the other agent has veto power. In case the second mover has
no veto power, the attribute in question is fairness concerning others,
else it is expected fairness concerning me. For the model, therefore, it is
important that the agents can recognise the other agents’ influence on joint
outcomes. A responder with veto power, on the other hand, needs to know
the choices the first mover had, that is the total amount that could be shared,
in order to be able to act on its reciprocity or fairness concerning me.
In a one-shot prisoner’s dilemma the attributes to use are cooperative-
ness and expected cooperativeness. In a repeated prisoner’s dilemma,
however, the range of possibly influencing attributes is wider. Therefore,
the agent has also to know the context of a certain decision, if it possible to
establish a long-term relationship or not. Also, the efficiency of cooperation
is important.

In the models implemented so far (Pahl-Wostl and Ebenhöh (2004);
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Ebenhöh (2006); Ebenhöh and Pahl-Wostl (2006)), we have given the agents
the cues, which attribute to use. They have not decided autonomously. With
the topology presented here and the link to decision environments it becomes
feasible to let agents learn their environments and decide for themselves ac-
cording to cues they pick up from the games they play.

An agent that has learnt the prisoner’s dilemma can then be confronted
with a new environment, like a chicken game. This is like a prisoner’s
dilemma but with parameter values b > a > d > c (compare to Figure
6.1). If an agent assumes the other agent to defect, it would still be more
profitable to cooperate itself. Therefore, it can assess the chance of the other
actually choosing to defect as lower than before. Whether or not it reacts on
this reasoning with cooperation or defection will depend on the agent’s own
cooperativeness and expected cooperativeness. The game provides
the cue: low profitability of defection, assuming the other defects. So, even
agents with a medium cooperativeness should cooperate, because of the
reduced fear of being defected.

Another example is a dictator game with a prior beneficial act by the
second player. Agents with a high positive reciprocity will more easily
search for the cue of a beneficial motivation by the other player and respond
to it accordingly than agents with a low positive reciprocity.

Even without the possibility or need to learn the environments, however,
this topology can be used as a first approach at modelling a new situation.
In a validation process of this first model approach through domain experts
the use of the attributes can be enhanced and fitted to the characteristics
of the situation.

6.6 Conclusion

This paper presents an approach to modelling agent behaviour in games.
The presentation does not include whole models, because it omits the ac-
tual decision making behaviour and concentrates on differences in decision
environments and resulting appropriate attributes for making the decision.

This topology already has been useful in implementing models to repro-
duce micro data from economic experiments, although the use of attributes
alone does not define the model. The decision making mechanism uses
heuristics that draw on the attributes. In the simplest case this is only a
threshold of the sort: If the cooperativeness is greater than 0.5 coop-
erate, else defect. In more complicated heuristics more than one attribute
can be used to define the decision. This topology can also help to design
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experiments in order to study different, isolated aspects better, in order
to distinguish between certain attributes, like Cox (2004) and Güth et al.
(2003), or in order to investigate how different institutions affect them. A
further use for modelling purposes is that the attribute topology helps to
characterise decision environments. With these characterisations agents can
learn new games. In more complicated settings, the characterisation of deci-
sion environments can help to analyse a certain situation and break it down
into aspects that are similar to games presented above and other games. This
makes it possible for the same agents to tackle also these more complicated
settings.

Many aspects are, of course, not included in these six attributes, as for
example risk aversion. Nevertheless, they form a core of a behavioural,
theoretical approach to agent-based modelling of experimental data.

The approach has limits. The attributes are not as clearly defined in
complex situations, where many of them may be important for a single de-
cision. Also, many contradicting cues from the environment may constitute
an ambiguity for agents (and modellers) which can not easily be resolved.
This has to be subject to validation processes which involve domain experts,
which may be experimenters, scientists doing case studies which utilise the
model, or decision makers themselves. In these situations understanding of
attributes may differ and be subject to the framing of the decision. When
a model using this kind of decision making is used to represent real-world
dynamics these ambiguities need to be carefully investigated.

Furthermore, the link between cues in the environment which call for
certain attributes are not yet well understood. Subjects react differently on
cues, which makes it hard to trace and formalise their influence.

Nevertheless, we expect this intuitive but also theoretical framework to
be of help in analysing situations and decision making in various problems
involving social dilemmas, and questions of reciprocity and fairness.



Chapter 7

Agent behaviour between
maximisation and
cooperation

Eva Ebenhöh and Claudia Pahl-Wostl1

7.1 Abstract

Evidence from economic experiments often shows a pattern of individual
choice behaviour that can be classified into three categories. One category
is maximisers, another cooperators, and the third is waverers with quickly
changing behaviour due to changing circumstances and recent experiences.
In this paper the focus lies on the third category consisting of subjects not
decided for one extreme but waiting for indications from others’ behaviour to
make their own choice. This group can be drawn into mutual cooperation or
mutual defection. It is this meta-stable behaviour resulting from social em-
beddedness that causes most social systems to be inherently unpredictable.
Theories of utility maximisation and its extensions with fairness or other-
regarding behaviour fail to explain this meta-stability, because they omit
social embeddedness. In this paper we present a model of agent behaviour
in one-sided and two-sided gift giving settings that includes this wavering
behaviour drawing on the theory by Ostrom (2004).

1Submitted in June 2006 to Rationality & Society
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7.2 Introduction — The Problem

The dilemma in social dilemmas is a gap between individual rationality and
group rationality (cf. Heckathorn (1989)). The dilemma can be defined
in the following way: if each actor follows the individual rationality the
result is Pareto inferior to another achievable result. That means that each
actor is better of, if each actor follows the group rationality rather than
the individual rationality. Group rationality is threatened by free-riding
behaviour. The question in this and many other studies is under what
circumstances people do cooperate.

In experimental economics a strong distinction between one-shot games
and repeated interactions is made. In small social communities, one-shot in-
teractions are virtually non-existent, but they serve as a baseline for under-
standing repeated interactions. Experimental evidence suggests that even
in one-shot situations a non-negligible percentage of subjects cooperates.
Within rational actor theories it is possible to explain this behaviour by
incorporating other regarding preferences into the utility function (cf. Fehr
and Schmidt (1999); Bolton and Ockenfels (2000)). However, this fails to
explain the varying behaviour found in repeated interactions.

When interactions are repeated, mutual cooperation can be established
and maintained or it can be undermined and broken down. An analysis of
micro behaviour in repeated interactions clearly indicates that the majority
of the subjects change their behaviour over time according to circumstances
and experiences they make (Pahl-Wostl and Ebenhöh (2004)). Bicchieri
(2002, 221) argues that after observing the group’s previous behaviour “sub-
jects quickly conformed to the behavior of the interacting others, regardless
of whether it was cooperation or defection.”

Yet the reactions to the same kind of experiences can be very different
from actor to actor. This can only be investigated by recognising the social
embeddedness (Granovetter (1985)) of actors. In accordance with Moss
and Edmonds (2005) we define social embeddedness “as a state in which an
actor is significantly influenced by individual relationships with other actors.
That is, the influences on the actor can not be modelled as if all actors were
identical”. In many rational choice models, social embeddedness is neglected,
presumably because it is hard to incorporate into the models. However, it
should be considered, if it is, as we believe to be the case here, an important
causal explanatory factor. With reference to the recent discussion by Lovett
(2006) about where to draw the dividing line between the exogeneous and
the endogeneous, we argue that intrinsic trust can not be explained without
social embeddedness which therefore has to be incorporated in the model.
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We are interested in reasons and mechanisms for either path (estab-
lishment or break-down of cooperation). Analytically, we distinguish three
categories of actions: (1) aiming at initiating and sustaining cooperation;
(2) refraining to enter a cooperation or exploiting an existing one; and (3)
wavering in between.

Many studies of cooperation in social dilemmas (including such funda-
mental analyses as Heckathorn (1989, 1996) neglect the third category. The
analytical confinement to the extremes is predefined when using the Pris-
oner’s Dilemma or other dichotomous situations (Bicchieri (2002); Harvey
S. James (2002)) in which the subjects are forced to make an “either-or”
choice. In other studies of public goods and common-pool resources (Ostrom
et al. (1994); Fehr and Gächter (2002)) the choice is more open, allowing
the subjects to make a “how much” choice. In these cases the category of
waverers usually make up a substantial part of experimental subjects.

We are interested in determinants of the percentages of these three dif-
ferent kinds of behaviour. Since social dilemmas are situations in which
outcomes depend on choices of all involved decision making actors, their
expectations of the behaviour of others influence their choices. In this case,
“the distribution of ’types’ in a population of players” (Lovett (2006, 259))
is an important determinant of the situation.

One objective of our research program is to implement agent-based sim-
ulation models in which agents2 represent human decision makers and make
choices in clearly defined, simple situations in a way which is as close to
human decision making as possible — not only substantively but also pro-
cedurally (Simon (1997, 293f.)) close to human decision making.3

In our models, we are able to incorporate strategic behaviour as well as
intrinsic motivation and social embeddedness in the sense that behaviour is
contingent on others’ behaviour. The underlying assumption on rationality
is one of bounded rationality (Simon (1997); Gigerenzer and Selten (2001a))
or program-based rationality described by Vanberg (2002). However, the
short-term interactions we are describing in this article do not offer room
for adaptive learning of programs. We therefore treat the programs and

2In this paper the term “agent” is used for software-agents that are programmed to
reproduce behaviour of human subjects in economic experiments. Consequently, agents
are referred to as “it”. The terms “subjects” or “participants” are used for the humans
taking part in these experiments and are referred to as “he or she”.

3The reason for this desired closeness is that we use this kind of agent behaviour in
participatory model building or social learning processes based on agent-based simulation
models. The stakeholders involved in these processes should be able to identify with and
validate the decision making of software agents.
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the differences between agents as given for these interactions. In order for
assumptions on programs and individual dispositions not to be arbitrary or
ad hoc, we base them on data from economic experiments.

Much has been written about strategic behaviour, but here we are inter-
ested in aspects of fairness and reciprocity as determinants of cooperation
without strategic elements. In order to be able to abstract from strategic
behaviour we look at one-shot games, in which no further interaction is an-
ticipated. This one-shot situation is contrasted with the second and last
step in a two-step game, in which also, no further interaction takes place,
but the second step is contingent on the other player’s decision in the first
step. Thus, we examine the link between one-shot and repeated interac-
tions by focusing on the last step of an interaction. This last step shares
independence from strategic elements with one-shot games, while it has the
influence of reciprocity in common with repeated interactions.

The setting is a two-sided gift giving game, also labelled investor-trustee
game. In this game, an initial gift is either reciprocated or not. We first
consider the dictator game as an example of one-sided gift giving and as a
baseline for the investor-trustee game. Trustee behaviour is then compared
to dictator behaviour. We argue that having received a gift before making
one has an impact on gift-giving behaviour. This impact, in turn, depends
on individual dispositions and prior expectations.

In order to investigate this game, the theory by Ostrom (2004) is adapted
for this nucleus interaction. This theory as well as data on this game (Berg
et al. (1995); Fehr and Rockenbach (2003); Cox (2004)) are drawn upon to
develop an agent-based model. The model is developed within a framework
for agent-based modelling of micro data of economic experiments. It not only
reproduces the data, but offers possible explanations of individual choice
behaviour in these experiments. In this model, agents are socially embedded
in the sense that the responses to gifts do not only depend on the initial gift
but also on the expectations of the responding agent, which in turn depend
on its experiences. The model presented here is analytical, meaning that
for this particular case, it would not have been necessary to develop an
agent-based model, because it presents only one step in a dynamic process,
which is not explored further in this paper. We present the model as an
agent-based model, because for our explanation of subject behaviour we
need agent diversity and the model was developed within an agent-based
modelling framework.
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Figure 7.1: Adapted and extended from Ostrom (2004, 51). High trust enhances
reciprocity (A), cooperativeness, and fairness. High reciprocity enhances cooper-
ation in a group and therefore the benefit in a social dilemma (B), which in turn
creates a good reputation (C) and increases trust (D). If a good reputation is estab-
lished, this also increases trust (E). Dashed arrows indicate the feedback of previous

interactions within a group.

7.3 Reciprocity, trust, and cooperation —
The framework

7.3.1 The theory by Ostrom

In her theory of collective action Ostrom (2004) lays out the core relation-
ships between reputation, reciprocity, and trust (Figure 7.1). She argues
that in social dilemmas the level of cooperation depends on trust within the
group and on reciprocal behaviour.

“Behavior in social dilemmas can be better understood if bound-
edly rational individuals are assumed to enter situations with an
initial probability of using reciprocity based on their own prior
training and experience. The more benefits they have received
in the past from other reciprocators, the higher their own initial
inclinations. The more often they have faced retribution, the
less likely will they be to see free riding as an attractive option.
Their trust that others will also be reciprocators is highly cor-
related with their own norms but is affected by the information
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they glean about the reputations of other players and their es-
timates of the risk of extending trust, given the structure of the
particular situation.” Ostrom (2004, 49)

This is represented in Figure 7.1 in the following relationships among the
variables: Increasing actors’ trust in reciprocal behaviour of others increases
not only the level of cooperation, but also their own reciprocity, that is their
willingness to reciprocate nice acts with nice acts and punish acts perceived
as hostile (arrow labeled A in Figure 7.1). By increasing an individual’s
reciprocity, the net benefit in a social dilemma increases, because it is more
likely that this individual behaves cooperatively (arrow B). Good experiences
in turn, create a reputation for cooperative behaviour and punishment of free
riding (arrow C) and increase trust in reciprocal behaviour of others (arrow
D). Finally, a good reputation also increases trust (arrow E). Trust and
cooperation can be influenced by other variables depending on the specific
situations in which the actors face their social dilemmas. This feedback
loop, of course, can also work in a “negative” way. That is, low benefits and
unpunished free riding decrease reputation for reciprocity and trust, and
thus decrease reciprocity and cooperation levels.

We have adopted this core feedback loop in our model framework with
some variations. Ostrom takes a view at social dilemmas that integrates
these variables on the group level, while the argumentation is also made
on the individual level. In order to design agent-based models, we mainly
look at the individual level and emphasise differences between individuals’
behaviour. The variables (reciprocity, trust, level of cooperation, and rep-
utation) are more rigidly defined, and fairness is added (see below). Our
approach rests on the methodology of agent-based modelling and uses Os-
trom’s theory as undelying rationale.4

To illustrate the approach and guide the analysis we use the feedback
loop introduced in Figure 7.1 for the two-person relationship that is inves-
tigated in this paper. We assume two such loops, one in each individual
linked via the joint cooperation level (see Figure 7.2).

In addition to Ostrom’s assumption that individuals “enter situations
with an initial probability of using reciprocity”, we further assume them to
enter these situations with an initial inclination to behave cooperative and
fair, as defined in the next subsection.

4Of course, Ostrom (2004) proceeds to investigate the impact of structural variables,
like group size, heterogeneity of interests, and the possibility of face-to-face communica-
tion, on the level of cooperation in a group. These variables are neglected here, because a
very simplistic experimental environment is used to illustrate our approach.
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Figure 7.2: Adapted and extended from Ostrom (2004, 51). Two persons are locked
in mutual dependency in a social dilemma. Their actions influence the other’s

behaviour and vice versa.

7.3.2 Agent Attributes

In our modelling framework agents have a number of attributes (Ebenhöh
and Pahl-Wostl (2006)) which make up their heterogeneity and determine
their decision making, although the influence of structural variables is also
recognised. All attributes are modelled as real numbers between 0 and 1.
They are independent from each other.

Reciprocity. “All reciprocity norms share the common ingredients that in-
dividuals tend to react to the positive actions of others with positive
responses and to the negative actions of others with negative responses”
Ostrom (2004, 42). Similar to Ostrom, we distinguish between positive
and negative reciprocity. Further, we assume that the two may be dif-
ferently pronounced in a particular agent and therefore model the two
as two different attributes. An agent with a high positive reciprocity
will react nicely on an act perceived as nice. Similarly, an agent with
a high negative reciprocity will react hostile on an act perceived as
hostile. Since negative reciprocity is not used in the model presented
in this paper, in the following we refer to positive reciprocity simply
as reciprocity.
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Cooperativeness. Ostrom argues that cooperative behaviour results from
norms of reciprocity and is conditional or at least highly dependent on
the expectation that others are also reciprocators. She adds, however,
that there are unconditional cooperators and individuals who never
cooperate (Ostrom (2004, 41)).

“Some individuals will cooperate in dilemmas only when
they have publicly commited themselves to an agreement
and have assurances from others that their trust will be re-
turned. Others find it easier to build an external reputa-
tion by building their own personal identity as someone who
always trusts others until proved wrong. Such an individ-
ual will always initiate cooperation in social dilemmas even
when there are no explicit agreements.” Ostrom (2004, 45)

Along this line, we model cooperativeness explicitly as an agent trait
similar to reciprocity. Conditional cooperation is modelled as a com-
bination of reciprocity and cooperativeness. An agent with a high
cooperativeness is inclined to initiate cooperation in a group, that is,
it will cooperate without assurance that others do so as well. This is
not necessarily unconditional cooperation, because in later stages of
an interaction, experiences can cause the same agent to refrain from
cooperation. It is harder to draw an agent with a low cooperativeness
into a joint cooperation than an agent with a medium cooperativeness.

Fairness. In Ostrom’s theory, fairness as an individual trait is not included,
probably because in social dilemmas, group rationality is more im-
protant than distributional aspects. In dictator games, however, in
which the distributional aspect is dominant, individual fairness norms
are used to explain behaviour of experimental subjects (Rabin (1993);
Fehr and Schmidt (1999); Bolton and Ockenfels (2000)). We distin-
guish between fairness5 and cooperativeness by the aspect of efficiency.
Fairness as an agent attribute is concerned with distribution of payoffs
only while cooperativeness is assumed to be coupled with an increase
in group returns.

Trust. Trust is not modelled as an agent attribute, but as expectations of
other agents’ attributes. Ostrom’s definition of trust quoted above:

5In other models, we further distinguish between fairness concerning others and fairness
concerning me (envy). Fairness in this paper refers to fairness concerning others. The other
attribute is not relevant in this model.
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“trust that others will [...] be reciprocators” is incorporated in the
model as high expected positive reciprocity, if it is trust that nice
acts are reciprocated in a nice way, and as high expected negative
reciprocity, if it is trust that hostile acts are punished. We also model
“trust” that another agent will cooperate as high expected cooperative-
ness, and “trust” that the others will share resources as high expected
fairness. Expected reciprocity, cooperativeness, and fairness can be al-
tered quickly due to experiences an agent makes in a particular group.

7.4 One-sided gift giving — The dictator game

7.4.1 Dictator experiments

A dictator game consists of two players. The first receives an amount of
money (the cake) and has the task to share it with or distribute it between
the two players. The second player has no task and receives the amount of
money assigned to him- or herself by the first player.

Looking at data from experimental economics, it is undisputed that there
is evidence for both cooperative and maximising behaviour. In all dictator
experiments, for example, there is a non-negligible percentage of subjects
who give a positive amount to the other player, although they do not have
any pecuniary benefit from this act.

Different dictator experiments yield different results. In part these dif-
ferences can be explained by a great variance in individual behaviour across
the human population, which we can also reproduce in these models. Social
scientists, however, also search for factors which nudge aggregate behaviour
in one way or another even in one-shot games. When there is no dynamic
feedback, influencing factors can only be found in the setting as well as the
prior experiences and individual differences in character among players (for
instance Brandstätter et al. (1999); Ben-Ner et al. (2004)). Setting effects
include anonymity (see below), the existence of a show-up fee6, actual pay-
ment (Forsythe et al. (1994)), and the cultural or social group from which

6One explanation for the exceptionally high dictator gifts in the experiment by Güth
and Huck (1997) may be the lack of show-up fees. S. Huck (pers. comm.) pointed out that
getting to miss a class may have positive utility, but we will not try to assign a monetary
value to this. In the other dictator experiments studied here show-up fees ranged between
30% and 150% of the pie. Consider a show-up fee of 3$ and a pie of 5$ (10$) as in Forsythe
et al. (1994). The minimum a second player gets from total payoff is 27% (19%), if the
dictator keeps everything. It is likely, that in case of side-payments, decision heuristics are
different than if there are no side payments. Nevertheless, in this paper the explanation
of differences of experimental results focuses on anonymity.
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the participants are drawn (Henrich et al. (2001a)).
In this paper, we focus on anonymity effects, because these have been

investigated in detail and exhibit fairly unambiguous results.

Anonymity According to Hoffman et al. (1994, 1996) gifts are lowest,
when anonymity from the experimenter is assured through a double blind
procedure. They compare this setting to one in which only cross-subject
anonymity is assured conducted by Forsythe et al. (1994). In the double
blind procedures in Hoffman et al. (1994) the average gift is about 10%. In
the less anonymous treatment of Forsythe et al. (1994) it is 23%. Still, even
in the double blind treatments, about 10% of the subjects gave half the cake.
In Forsythe et al. (1994) there are 21% fair dictators. In the double blind
procedures about 60% give nothing, in the less anonymous treatment, only
21% give nothing.

Anonymity can be altered in various ways. Burnham (2003) conducted
an experiment in which dictators were shown photos of their opponents,
or told that the opponents were shown photos of them. When dictators are
shown photos of their opponents, the average gift is 17%; when the recipients
are shown photos the average gift is 20%; and in the double-blind control
group it is 12%. What is most interesting in this study is that the percentage
of zero gifts in all three games varies only between 54% and 58%.

Güth and Huck (1997) conducted dictator games in a school with cross-
subject anonymity. The participants did not know the opponent, but knew
he or she would be another pupil of the school if not from the same class.
45% of dictators in this experiment gave at least half the cake. The average
gift was 32% and only 6% of the subjects gave nothing.

7.4.2 Modelling dictator games

Since the issue of anonymity is investigated most profoundly in the experi-
ments and yields the clearest results, we chose to concentrate on anonymity
effects. The experiments described above can be classified into three cate-
gories:
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low high offset decided wavering
Güth and Huck 0.06 0.55 0.1 51% 49%

1995
Forsythe et al., 1994, 0.28 0.81 0 47% 53%
Hoffman et al., 1994

Burnham, 2003, 0.60 0.92 -0.47 68% 32%
Hoffman et al., 1994

Table 7.1: Parameter settings for models of different dictator experiments. The
least anonymous setting is shown in the first row. The second row displays a
moderate setting and the third row corresponds to the double blind procedures

which ensure the highest degree of anonymity.

1. The least anonymous setting is the school experiment by Güth and
Huck (1997). For our analysis we pool data from the two different
cake sizes of 16 and 38 DM7.

2. The setting with moderate anonymity is the experiment by Forsythe
et al. (1994) and its replication by Hoffman et al. (1994, Fig 4a on
page 365). Data from experiments with different cake sizes of 5 and
10$ are pooled.

3. The most anonymous setting are the double blind experiments by Hoff-
man et al. (1994, Fig. 4c and 4d on page 366) and Burnham (2003)
in the no-photo treatment. Data from these three experiments are
pooled.

The data of these settings are displayed in the left column of Figure 7.3,
which displays the percentages of subjects giving gifts in categories of 0-5%,
5-15%, 15-25%, and so on. One important finding of the individual data
of these experiments is behaviour of subjects who choose neither to keep
everything to themselves nor to share 50:50. Between a third and one half
of the subjects gave more than 5% and less than 45%. We call this group
“waverers”. Please note that the highest percentage of wavering people is
found in the least distinctive setting (see Table 7.1).

As a first approach to the model, we use the agents’ fairness attribute in
the following way:

• Dictators with a low fairness keep everything.
7In 1994, the time of the experiment, 3 DM approximately equaled 2$.
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Figure 7.3: Dictator experiments and model results. The top left figure shows re-
sults of the experiment by Güth and Huck (1997) (cake size 16 DM, N=22; and cake
size 38 DM, N=42). The top right figure shows the model results with parameters
set to fit this experiment. The middle row shows results of experiments by Forsythe
et al. (1994) (cake size 5$, N=21; 5$, N=24; 10$; N=24) and Hoffman et al. (1994)
(cake size 10$, N=24) and the corresponding model results. The bottom row shows
results of experiments by Burnham (2003) (cake size 10$, N=26) and Hoffman et
al. (1994) (cake size 10$, N=36; and 10$, N=41) with double blind procedures and

corresponding model results.
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• Dictators with a medium fairness give a positive amount but less than
half. In our model the heuristic for this behaviour is

gift = (min(fairness + offset , 1)) ∗ (
cake

2
) (7.1)

• Dictators with a high fairness give half the cake.

With parameter variations that determine what is low , high, and offset ,
the model can be fitted to a particular data set.

We do not allow gifts greater than half the cake, and obviously not
below 0, in case the offset becomes negative. The offset shifts the whole
of the wavering agents in one direction or another. By this, we can either
increase the average gift and the percentage of fair people, or decrease the
average gift and increase the percentage of maximisers. In order to increase
or decrease the percentage of wavering, we can alter the parameters low and
high. By this design we model two effects. A change in offset represents an
incremental, continuous change, within the same decision making rationale.
By altering low and high, we alter the percentage of decided people.

The three different model results displayed in Figure 7.3 are obtained by
using the parameters low , high, and offset according to Table 7.1. The same
model structure can be used to approximate all three classes of experiments
by varying parameters.

The assumed underlying mechanism is that different degrees of anonymity
or sense of group membership trigger fair behaviour in a different way. The
parameter values presented here so far, are a result from data analysis and
theoretical modelling, and did not result from agent-based modelling. The
latter is done by giving the software agents the possibility to perceive the de-
gree of anonymity in their respective environments and react (differently) on
it. To obtain the described effects, those of our agents with low and medium
fairness react first on increases in anonymity and those with a medium or
high fairness react first on decreases in anonymity.

7.5 Two-sided gift giving —
The investor-trustee game

7.5.1 Investor-trustee experiments

The dictator game was introduced in the last section as a baseline for the
next experiment. In the two-sided gift giving game discussed below, the
decision by the second player is similar to the dictator game, but depends on
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a previous decision by another player. By comparing these two experimental
settings we can focus on how the initial act by the first player influences the
second player’s decision and thus investigate the effect of positive reciprocity.

The form of mutual gift giving we consider follows Berg et al. (1995), Fehr
and Rockenbach (2003), and Cox (2004). The game in these experiments is
designed to investigate trust. Both players receive an amount of 10 money
units (MU)8. The first player, called investor, can decide which amount of
his or her MU to give to the other player. This amount is tripled by the
experimenter, introducing efficiency concerns into the game. The second
player, called trustee, then decides which amount between 0 and the tripled
gift he or she returns to the investor. The return gift is not tripled.

We are concerned with the second decision, which we interpret as a
dictator game. The difference to other dictator experiments is the fact, that
a trustee-dictator responds to a previously made decision by an investor-
responder and not to an anonymous other who has not made a more or
less beneficial move first. The trust placed by the investor is a form of
trust that can not be controlled by future interactions (like in Raub (2004))
and it does not have to be either full trust or no trust (as in dyadic trust
games in Harvey S. James (2002)) but can be in the range from 0 to 10 MU
investment. Based on Ostrom’s theory, the process is displayed in Figure
7.4.

Most investors give gifts greater than 0, in average 5.2, 6.0, and 6.5
MU (in Berg et al. (1995), Cox (2004), and Fehr and Rockenbach (2003),
respectively). Trustees returned 4.7, 4.9, and 7.8 MU on average. The
percentages of trustees returning nothing was 30%, 35%, and 18%.

In order to investigate the trustee behaviour as a dictator behaviour the
initial gift has to be taken into account. Whether or not an initial gift is
seen as a beneficial act may depend on the expectations of a trustee. If a
trustee expected a 10 MU initial gift, he or she may be disappointed by a
5 MU gift and return less (in terms of tripled gift) than on a higher initial
gift.

In case an investor gives 10 MU, a trustee has no reason to see the gift
other than as a beneficial act. In the baseline experiments of Berg et al.
(1995) and Cox (2004)9, there have been 18 instances of gifts of 10 MU,

8In Berg et al. (1995) and Cox (2004) there was no additional show-up fee and each
MU was worth 1$. In case of Fehr and Rockenbach (2003), on the other hand, there was
a show-up fee of about 3 DM and each MU was worth 0.5 DM.

9In Fehr and Rockenbach (2003) investors had to indicate how much they would like
to get back as a return gift. This indication can itself be seen as beneficial or hostile and
therefore this situation is even more complicated to analyse. So, we only considered the
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Figure 7.4: As an alteration to Figure 2, this Figure shows the interactions of an
investor and a trustee.

enough to compare them to dictator experiments. Assuming the beneficial
or trusting act to enhance second players’ return gifts, we should find higher
gifts than in dictator experiments. The average return gift in these 18 in-
stances is 8.6 MU, which is 29% of the tripled initial gift, but only 21% of
the total of 40 MU. This is more than in experiments with high anonymity,
but less than in the school experiment. Surprisingly, 44% of trustees in this
situation return nothing, 39% return half of the tripled gift or more, and
only 17% return something in between. The wavering middle has almost
disappeared.

This can be explained on the basis of the model presented in Figure
7.4, because a high initial gift increases the reputation of the investor in
the eyes of the trustee. This in turn increases the recipient’s willingness to
reciprocate and act in a fair way. Those that are wavering because of their
initial medium reciprocity and fairness, may react on the cue of a high initial
gift. Those that are more certain about their actions, because their fairness
and reciprocity are either high or low, do not change their behaviour due to
the initial beneficial gift.

In case the investor gave 5 to 8 MU (there was no instance of a 9 MU gift)
the returns should be lower, not only in MU but also in percent of tripled
gift. In the 24 instances of 5 to 8 MU gifts in the baseline experiments of

true baseline experiments.
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Figure 7.5: On the left hand side are displayed experimental results (Berg et al.
(1995); Cox (2004)), in the top row for trustee returns on highest possible gift in
percent of tripled gift (N=18) and in the bottom row for trustee returns on medium
gifts of 5 to 8 MU in percent of tripled gift (N=24). On the right hand side are

percentages resulting from a first model of this experiment.

Berg et al. (1995) and Cox (2004), the average return gift was 32% of the
tripled gift. Thus, this case does not clearly support a linear relationship
between an initial trusting act and reciprocal behaviour of trustees. 29%
of trustees returned nothing and also 29% returned half of the tripled gift
or more. 42% gave something in between, which makes the percentage of
waverers substantially gretaer than in the case of highest gifts.

The experimental results of trustees are displayed in Figure 7.5 in the
two categories of initial gifts of 10 MU and 5-8 MU.

7.5.2 Modelling reciprocity and trust

A first approach is to model the trustee behaviour similarly to the dictator
setting. This has been done for the two different classes of initial gifts of 10
MU and initial gifts of 5-8 MU. The parameter settings can be seen in Table
7.2 and the model results are compared to the corresponding data from Berg
et al. (1995) and Cox (2004) in Figure 7.5.

As can be seen from the parameters in Table 7.2, there is a shift to-
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low high offset decided wavering
10 MU gift 0.44 0.61 0 83% 17%
5-8 MU gift 0.29 0.71 0 58% 42%

Table 7.2: This table presents parameter settings for models of trustee experiments,
when the trustees received initial gifts of 10 MU and 5-8 MU.

wards nicer behaviour compared to highly anonymous and moderate dictator
games, but not so far as in the school experiment by Güth and Huck (1997).
As can be seen from the graphs, the case of trustee returns on medium gifts
is not reproduced well. This is because the model introduced above is not
capable of reproducing a thinning out of the middle without a movement to
either side as in the cases of low or high anonymity.

Furthermore, this first approach conceals the distribution within the cat-
egory “50+”. In case of normal dictator games, there is only occasionally
an offer above 50% (in the dictator experiments displayed in Figure 7.3, 2%
of gifts were higher than 55%). Giving half is an undisputed focal point for
those who want to share in a fair way. In case of trustee experiments, not
only does the money originally come from an initial gift of the first player,
and therefore can be thought of as belonging to the other. Also, the amount
to be split may be considered to be the tripled gift plus the 10 MU the
trustee originally obtained. Therefore, there is no single focal point. Among
the percentage of participants who obviously want to share in a fair way,
perceptions on what is fair, differ in a far greater range than in dictator
games. Figure 7.6 shows the distribution of return gifts up to 100% of the
tripled gift.

In order to model these differences we chose a two-step heuristic. The
first step depends on the fairness attribute as in a dictator game, but is
valid only for those with a very high or a very low fairness. Trustees with a
very high fairness give not half of the tripled gift but two thirds of it, thus
returning the original investment and splitting the surplus. The second step
works essentially in the same way as in dictator games before, but using the
attribute reciprocity instead of fairness. The process is displayed in Figure
7.7.

Since now there are more parameters, we use low and high fairness
from the intermediary setting of dictator games in Table 7.1. low and high
reciprocity result from fitting the model to a data set. Parameters for this
second model are presented in Table 7.3. Results are displayed in the right
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Figure 7.6: Displayed are experimental results on the left hand side for trustee
returns in percent of tripled gift, for initial gifts of 5 to 10 MU in the baseline ex-
periments of Berg et al. (1995); Cox (2004). On the right hand side are percentages

resulting from the second model of this experiment.

Figure 7.7: In the second model version, an agent makes a two-step decision. If its
fairness is very low or very high, the decision is based on this attribute. Else, the

decision is based on positive reciprocity.
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low high decided low high decided wavering
fairn. fairn. recipr. recipr.
0.29 0.81 47% 0.16 0.74 70% 30%

Table 7.3: Parameter settings for the second model of trustee experiments for gifts
of 5 to 10 MU. All offsets are equal to 0.

hand side of Figure 7.6. This process can not produce return gifts of 60,
80, and 100% of the tripled gift, but only two thirds of it, which are in the
category 70%.

It would have been possible to spread the fair behaviour from 60 to 100%
of the gift, similar to how wavering behaviour is modelled in the dictator
game. However, since only very few gifts of those above 50% of the trippled
gift were not two thirds, we chose to keep the model simple.

Again, the parameters result from the framework and data analysis. In
an agent-based model, agents would have to sense the beneficial motivation
underlying another agent’s acts and react on this motivation according to
their own reciprocity. To get the above results, agents with a high reciprocity
react faster on perceived positive motivation by others than agents with a
low reciprocity.

To complete the cycle of the core relationship of reciprocity, trust and
cooperation introduced in Section 7.3, the return gift should create or reduce
trust in the first player. This is the point, where we have to move from
purely analytical models to agent-based models. We use a simple learning
direction mechanism: The expected positive reciprocity of an investor is
altered to become the mean of the previous value and the perceived positive
reciprocity of the trustee in terms of per cent of the tripled gift. A full
discussion of this model would also have to include an in depth discussion
of investor behaviour and exceeds the scope of this paper.

7.6 Conclusion

From data we found that we can loosely order the dictator games discussed
above:

1. Games with the lowest average gifts and highest percentage of max-
imising dictators are those with the highest anonymity achieved through
double blind procedures (Hoffman et al. (1994); Burnham (2003)).
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2. Next in line are experiments with high anonymity between subjects but
not with respect to the experimenter (Forsythe et al. (1994); Hoffman
et al. (1994)).

3. Even higher average gifts we find in experiments with prior benign
acts by the receivers (Berg et al. (1995); Cox (2004)), although the
percentage of maximisers is still high.

4. The highest average gift and lowest percentage of maximising dictators
we find in an experiment within a school (Güth and Huck (1997)).

We conclude that the social setting matters, which does not come as
a surprise. The higher the anonymity the lower the average gift and the
higher the percentage of maximising dictators. However, even in the most
anonymous one-shot treatment, there are some subjects who share equally.
Compared to the school experiment, in the investor-trustee experiment the
low percentage of wavering subjects is an interesting new aspect revealed by
looking at individual rather than aggregate data.

We base our model on a formalisation of the theoretical framework of
Ostrom (2004). The formalisation enforces an explicit and rigid definition of
variables and their interdependency. By breaking the feedback loop up into
two loops that are connected via the cooperation level, we can analyse the
impact of single steps on individuals’ decisions and differences in behaviour.

By looking at decision processes in very small steps, we can abstract
more complicated decision situations and simplify them step by step. The
simple decisions can be building blocks from which more complex decision
mechanisms are made up, as in the bounded rationality theory (Gigerenzer
and Selten (2001a)).

Investigating individual behaviour allows to focus on the wavering mid-
dle, which not only makes up a substantial percentage of subjects, but is
also interesting to investigate, because they can tip a group towards mutual
cooperation or mutual defection. Investigating especially this behaviour can
be a promising strategy to make out which factors enable or hinder the
establishment of cooperation.

The experimental data underscore heterogeneity. “Individuals vary sub-
stantially in the probability that they will use particular norms, in the way
structural variables affect their level of trust and willingness to reciprocate
cooperation in a particular situation, and in the way they develop their own
reputations” Ostrom (2004, 45). This has implications for the formalisation
and resulting models. In order to capture this heterogeneity we need to
model the process as an agent-based process and give the agents not only
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individual attributes or preferences, but also enable diverse reactions on
structural variables or changes in these variables.

The nucleus behaviour introduced in this paper can be used in models
with a richer social setting. This can include models adapted for specific
case studies and group model building in case studies. Agent behaviour is
contingent on the situation. The actual implementation of behaviour and
parameterisation of the setting depends on the situation and on individual
dispositions. Agent-based models do not determine how to incorporate these
effects, but make it possible to implement and simulate them on the level
of the individual. At the same time agent behaviour remains simple and
traceable. This allows non-modellers to follow up on what the agents are
doing in the model.

The models present a feedback of the action of one individual on the
actions of another. Here we can only hint at experiments with 10 or more
subsequent common-pool resource games (Isaac et al. (1984); Ostrom et al.
(1994); Fehr and Gächter (2002)). The evidence from these experiments
suggests that cooperation can be established, and if there is a means to sus-
tain it, can last over several rounds. In addition to effects of sanctions (for
instance Heckathorn (1989); Mulder et al. (2005)) and communication (for
instance Bicchieri (2002)), initial group composition, efficiency of coopera-
tion, and group size also play a role (Ostrom (2004)).

With this kind of modelling using the methodology of agent-based mod-
elling but informed and grounded in sociological theory and based on data,
we hope to contribute to building theory, which is neither arbitrary, because
it is developed within a framework of contingent actions and based on ob-
servation, nor consists of non-testable assumptions about subjective beliefs,
because it generates testable models (cf. Vanberg (2002, 14)).
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Chapter 8

Classification of decision
environments

Eva Ebenhöh

8.1 Introduction

This working paper introduces a classification system for decision environ-
ments for modeling purposes. The agents are boundedly rational and draw
on a number of attributes as well as heuristics in order to make their deci-
sions. Therefore it is necessary for them to be able to recognize in which
kinds of decision environments which attributes have to be used and which
heuristics are appropriate. This is no decision theory for all possible de-
cision situations. Rather, this classification system grows with application
(modeling practice) and is usable for modeling simple decisions in a realistic
way.

Before this paper proceeds to introduce several approaches to decision
theory and other classification schemes, requirements of this modeling tech-
nique are briefly discussed. Important aspects for a classification system
resulting from previous modeling experiences are presented later. But in
order to understand the angle from which the literature is discussed, it is
necessary to bear in mind the following thoughts.

The agents have a personality, consisting of a number of attributes, which
regulate their behaviour in different situations. As an example consider a
proposer in a dictator game and in an ultimatum game. Somehow, this
agent has to recognize the difference in these two situations, leading to more
or less generous gift giving in the first, and to strategic acts in the second.

127
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In dictator games the most important attribute is fairness concerning oth-
ers: What allocation does this agent judge to be fair? In fact, this game is
designed so that ideally no other aspect shall influence the decision. In ulti-
matum games, however, the situation is completely different. The relevant
aspect is expected behaviour of the responder: What fraction is likely to
be accepted? Thus the most important attributes become expected fairness
concerning me and expected negative reciprocity. The classification system
to develop here must facilitate recognition of these differences. Even in this
simple example, several key aspects can be recognized: the other player(s)
and their positions relative to the decision making agent; (a)symmetry across
agents; self-perception; expectations of others’ behaviour; the existence of a
focal point. This will be discussed in more detail in section 8.3.

Agents do not only have to recognize, which attribute is appropriate,
but also which heuristics apply. In the example above the narrowly defined
decision task does not change, since the proposer has to decide on a fraction
of a certain amount of money to assign to the responder. The decision task
alone gives almost no cues for which heuristics to use. The only cue which
is appropriate in both situations is using the focal point 50:50. Therefore,
we can assume the equal split heuristic to be appropriate in both games.
However, for dictators, who do not want to share equally, a decision heuristic
has to change between dictator and ultimatum situations. In principle, there
can be a decision heuristic which can be applied in both situations, which
simply draws on different attributes: In dictator games, give the fraction
(of half the cake), which corresponds to your fairness concerning others
attribute; in ultimatum games, give the fraction (of half the cake), which
corresponds to your expected fairness concerning me (or expected negative
reciprocity, or average of these). However, structurally different heuristics
are also possible. As before, we state that the classification system has to
facilitate the recognition of appropriate heuristics.

These two demands, facilitating recognition of important attributes and
of applicable heuristics, are made from a viewpoint of modeling practice in-
stead of theoretical deliberation about differences in decision environments.
We bear these in mind during discussion of different decision theories.
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8.2 Review of relevant literature

8.2.1 Traditional approaches and counter-examples

Game theory in the tradition of von Neumann and Morgenstern as well as
decision theory based on maximization of expected utility have been widely
discussed (e.g. Kreps (1988)). The influence of (subjective) expected utility
(SEU) maximization theory is undoubtedly great. The formal represen-
tation has huge advantages and creates numerous possibilities for further
work. For our purposes, however, this theory is of limited use, except as a
benchmark and limiting case. We focus explicitly on those decision situa-
tions in which SEU maximization does not predict observed behaviour very
well. Deviations from predicted rational behaviour are also widely discussed
(e.g. Colman (2003)). Some examples are listed below in order to moti-
vate further discussion. Furthermore, expected utility theory “is not always
plausible [and] often impractical” (Gilboa and Schmeidler (2001, 27)). This
depicts the difference between substantive and procedural rationality, first
pointed out by Simon (Rubinstein (1998)). SEU maximization may lead to
substantively rational behaviour, but not necessarily to decisions as made
by persons who deliberated in an appropriate way about a problem. Hu-
mans are capable of planning and utility maximizing decision making. But
this is a limiting case and is done only in situations with very high stakes,
competitive environment, much time, and abundant information (Ostrom
(2004, 39)).

After an overview of some deviations from predicted rational behavior,
this section proceeds to introduce several extensions and alternatives to tra-
ditional approaches that aim at explaining these deviations.

Prisoner’s Dilemma

It would be so reasonable to cooperate in Prisoner’s Dilemmas or any other
social dilemmas, yet reasoning within the bounds of expected utility max-
imization dictates defection, leading the game to a Pareto-inferior Nash-
equilibrium, see Figure 8.1. In finitely repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma games,
backward inductions leads to the same impasse. Only in infinitely repeated
games, can mutual cooperation be established on the grounds of SEU max-
imization. However, even in one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma situations there
is evidence for a substantial minority choosing to cooperate (cf. Colman
(2003))

What feature is responsible for these observed deviations from predicted
rational behavior in social dilemmas? Before we can answer this, we have to
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I

II

(3, 3)

(1, 1)

(0, 5)

(5, 0)

Figure 8.1: Payoff matrix in Prisoner’s Dilemma games with b > a > c > d as in
the example on the right hand side.

ask: Why does game theory predict mutual defection? According to Colman
(2003) the answer is in the combination of the two assumptions of common
knowledge and rationality:

“CKR1. The specification of the game, including the players’
strategy sets and payoff functions, is common knowledge in the
game, together with everything that can be deduced logically
from it and from CKR2.

CKR2. The players are rational in the sense of expected utility
(EU) theory [...] hence they always choose strategies that max-
imize their individual expected utilities, relative to their knowl-
edge and beliefs at the time of acting. (By CKR1 this too is
common knowledge in the game.)” Colman (2003, 142, emphasis
in original)

So, players have to expect other players to behave selfishly utility max-
imizing. If this assumption is relaxed, anything becomes possible. And,
indeed, anything happens: mutual cooperation, one-sided defection, and mu-
tual defection. The prisoner’s dilemma does not incorporate a self-sustaining
mechanism for cooperation. Free-riding is possible and attractive.

Agents playing prisoner’s dilemma have to know their own preferences,
whether they would defect on the other or prefer mutual cooperation. If
they prefer mutual cooperation, they have to assess the possibility that the
other defects, and decide whether or not to take this risk. Important aspects
in this decision environment are possibility to free-ride and attractiveness
of mutual cooperation, which is, after all, Pareto superior to mutual de-
fection. In addition, decision maker’s self-perception, expectations of other
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player’s behaviour, and willingness to take the risk are factors that deter-
mine decision. The last aspect explains, why stakes can matter. If mutual
cooperation is only slightly more profitable than mutual defection, risk may
appear greater than if mutual cooperation is much more profitable.

Dictator Game

A proposer is given an amount of money and assigned the task to divide
this money between him or herself and another player. The other player
has no function in this game. Dictator experiments are usually conducted
with anonymity. Nothing should prevent a proposer from keeping the total
amount of this money, but a substantial minority gives 50% to the other
player, and some give 20, 30 or 40% (cf. Forsythe et al. (1994); Hoffman
et al. (1994, 1996); Güth and Huck (1997); Burnham (2003))

Again the question is, what feature is responsible for the deviations?
In this case, there are several possible explanations, and the assumption of
maximizing joint and individual gains by cooperating, as in social dilemmas,
is not one of them. The usual explanations are that players

• care for the other’s utility in addition to their own utility because of
true other regard.

• have an intrinsic motivation of behaving in a fair way, either because
of some fairness norm or because of self-perception.

• want to appear fair to the experimenters because of the existence of a
fairness norm.

• choose an obvious focal point.

These alternatives are not easily separable. Another interesting aspect
is that other-regard seems to diminish in more strategic interactions, like
ultimatum games.

In this case, an important aspect of this decision environment is the
existence of a focal point. Other determining factors are social environment
(norm or other-regard) and, again, self-perception.

Centipede Game

The Centipede game illustrated in Figure 8.2 is another good illustration for
the inappropriateness of backward induction as a method for reasoning. Any
outcome from step 3 on is better for player I than the first two outcomes, but
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II II

(−1, 5) (4, 4) (3, 9)

(8, 8)

(0, 0)

II

Figure 8.2: An example for a Centipede game: if a player moves forward, his or
her outcome is reduced by one and the other player’s outcome is increased by 5.

II

(6, 6) (0, 0)

(3, 3)(0, 0)

High Low

I
Low

High

II

(0, 0)(5, 5)

(5, 5)(0, 0)

Heads Tails

I
Heads

Tails

Figure 8.3: Payoff matrices in the High-Low Matching game on the left hand side
and the Heads-and-Tails game on the right hand side.

the potential loss in step 2 prevents player I from entering the later stages.
(cf. Colman (2003))

Again the assumption that the other player behaves selfishly utility max-
imizing leads game theoretic analysis to predict that player I does not enter
the game. Relaxing this assumption, one can explain that players enter the
game and continue until later stages until one of them moves down and ends
the game.

As in Prisoner’s Dilemmas, from the perspective of agents playing Cen-
tipede Games, important aspects of this decision environment are the pos-
sibility of defection and attractiveness of mutual cooperation. Determining
factors of the decision are expectations of other players’ behaviour, self-
perception, and willingness to risk being defected.

High-Low-Matching Game

In Figure 8.3 two pure coordination games are presented. Virtually every
player chooses high in the High-Low-Matching game. Even in the Heads-
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and-Tails game 86% of subjects choose heads (Colman (2003)). However,
game theory does not predict these outcomes. This is a fundamental game
to prove the importance of a socially defined focal point for real human
decision making. Agents can expect other agents to choose high, and there
is absolutely no reason not to choose high oneself.

Framing Effects

Apparently framing of decision problems has an influence on decision mak-
ing, even when it has no effect on payoffs or outcomes. Anonymity effects in
dictator games are an example. Also, the exact words to “divide” an amount
of money may lead subjects to believe that the task is to split the money
evenly (Hoffman et al. (1996)).

Another example is the apparent difference between positive and negative
risks. Kahneman and Tversky conducted an experiment in which two sets
of choices were identical except for wording of sure gains or sure losses.
Subjects choose sure gains over risky choices and risky choices over sure
losses (Kahneman and Tversky (1979)).

In light of the definition of rationality of Gilboa and Schmeidler (2001),
framing effects can be integrated in “rational choice”. They make the fol-
lowing definition: “An act or a sequence of actions is rational for a decision
maker if, when the decision maker is confronted with an analysis of the de-
cisions involved, but with no additional information, she does not regret her
choices” and conclude: “A decision maker who, despite all our preaching, in-
sists on making frame-dependent choices, will have to be admitted into the
hall of rationality” Gilboa and Schmeidler (2001, 17f. and 19). Kleindor-
fer et al. (1993) offer the explanation that some alternatives are eliminated
from the possibilities because they are socially or morally unacceptable. The
decision to choose a treatment where two thirds of the sick will surely die,
instead of a treatment where all may live with probability one third (and
die with probability two thirds), is an example for a morally unacceptable
alternative (Rubinstein (1998, 13)).

The following subsections deal with different variations of the traditional
approach that try to explain deviations discussed above.

8.2.2 Behavioural Game Theory

Camerer (2003) discusses several approaches to include pro-social behaviour
in preferences or utility functions of players. Based on experimental evi-
dence, expected utility maximization is extended by making the utility of
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Figure 8.4: Payoff matrices in Prisoner’s Dilemma games with altered utilities,
according to the theory by Fehr and Schmidt (1999) with α = β = 0.5 for both
players on the left hand side and α1 = β1 = 0.5 for the first player and α2 = 1 and

β2 = 0.1 for the second player on the right hand side.

one player depend on utility differences and/or the utility total of all players.
As an example, consider incorporation of fairness and envy aspects by Fehr
and Schmidt (1999). The utility function of each player is altered either by
an envy term, if the other players receive more, or by a fairness term, if the
other players receive less. In a simple two player game the equation is:

Ui(x) = xi − αimax(xj − xi, 0)− βimax(xi − xj , 0) (8.1)

where xi and xj are payoffs of the two players and Ui the utility of player
i. It is assumed that βi ≤ αi and 0 ≤ βi < 1. Consider α and β to be 0.5
for both players. Then the Prisoner’s Dilemma in Figure 8.1 changes to the
game illustrated on the left hand side of Figure 8.4. Now assume the second
player to have the attributes α2 = 1 and β2 = 0.1. Then the symmetric
Prisoner’s Dilemma becomes the asymmetric game on the right hand side
of Figure 8.4.

Behavioural game theory stresses the role of other players’ outcomes
in utility functions of decision makers, mainly in form of payoff differences
and total payoff. It can explain behaviour in social dilemmas, Dictator
and Centipede games. Furthermore, it can represent individual differences
among players. However, it abides by individual utility maximization as the
primary ground on which reasoning takes place. On the other hand, people’s
attributes have to be considered private information, and so the assumption
of common knowledge has to be relaxed.
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8.2.3 Psychological Game Theory

Colman (2003) proposes psychological game theory as an alternative ap-
proach to behavioural game theory. It focusses on non-standard reason-
ing processes instead of payoff transformations. Psychological game theory
brings the role of a focal point and joint maximum or social optimum into
the discussion on decision making. Two of these reasoning processes are
discussed here, team reasoning and Stackelberg reasoning.

Team Reasoning

Team reasoning is based on the existence of collective preferences, which
differs conceptionally from individual preferences to maximize joint outcome,
but may lead to the same increase in group utility. “A team-reasoning player
maximizes the objective function of the set of players by identifying a profile
of strategies that maximizes their joint or collective payoff, and then, if the
maximizing profile is unique, playing the individual strategy that forms a
component of it.” Colman (2003, 150, emphasis in original). Thus, the
existence of a focal point is a prerequisite for team reasoning to come to a
successful conclusion. If an agent can assume the other agents to be drawn
to the focal point for whatever reasons, it can also choose the appropriate
strategy. If this is unclear, team reasoning is replaced by another form
of reasoning. This theory can explain cooperation in social dilemmas and
centipede games, as well as focal point selection in the high-low matching
game.

Stackelberg reasoning

Stackelberg reasoning (Colman (2003)) is strategy choice under the condi-
tion that the other player anticipates my choice and reacts on any strategy I
choose with his or her best reply. This works only, if the Stackelberg strate-
gies for both players lead to a Nash equilibrium as in the Prisoner’s Dilemma
and in the High-Low-Matching game. It fails to explain the incidents of
cooperation in Prisoner’s Dilemma games, but it explains the equilibrium
choice of the higher equilibrium in the High-Low-Matching game.

8.2.4 Case-Based Reasoning

Case-Based Decision Theory (Gilboa and Schmeidler (2001)) is an extension
to SEU maximization theory, based on the assumption that in many cases
people reason by analogies. The main idea is that our memory stores cases,
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consisting of a problem, an act, and a result. When we face a problem,
our memory comes up with similar problems, the acts chosen, and results
obtained. We can then learn from experience by taking an action which
led to satisfactory results in the past or refraining from actions leading to
unsatisfactory results. This can be done by maximizing a utility function
assigned to previous outcomes, but there are simpler methods conceivable.

Case-based reasoning is a learning method as well as a decision method,
since we can reason choice of an act on basis of experiences and improve
our choices by more experiences. As a learning method it can be combined
with different other forms of decision making, for example with the use of
heuristics. Satisficing and aspiration adaptation theory (see below) are easily
incorporated in case-based reasoning.

In addition to the notion of constrained information processing and mem-
ory capacities, this theory sheds light on how a link between actions and
outcomes may be represented and modeled.

Case-based reasoning can explain cooperation in social dilemmas, gift
giving, and focal point selection. However, as a method it does not define
actual decision making, because maximization and simple heuristics can
both be easily combined with case-based reasoning.

8.2.5 Integrative Decision Sciences

Kleindorfer et al. (1993) integrated multiple aspects from a variety of de-
cision sciences into one conceptual approach. According to their theory
four processes are important and interdependent when making a deliberate
decision (Kleindorfer et al. (1993, 8ff.)).

Problem context: The problem context consists of social context, insti-
tutional constraints, and available information. For a decision maker
it is important to know who has power and who may be affected by
this decision.

Problem finding: The problem first has to be identified and accepted as
a problem to be solved. It may also be represented in different ways.
“Problem finding involves tracing the perceived source of the prob-
lem to the needs, values, and beliefs that the decision maker brings
to bear in defining the problem as a decision or choice opportunity.”
(Kleindorfer et al. (1993, 10))

Problem solving: This is making a choice or taking an action to solve
a problem according to a decision maker’s values and beliefs. This
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includes searching for alternatives, evaluating these, and choosing one
that seems to resolve the problem.

Legitimation Process: Finally, a decision choice has to be legitimated on
the basis of stakeholders’ interests and concerns, as well as expected
impact this decision has on them.

These processes are interrelated so that for instance the legitimation is
of concern during process solving and may lead to rejection of alternatives
which can not be legitimated.

This comprising theory brings many new aspects into the discussion,
namely social context (relations to other players), institutions, information,
a decision maker’s needs, values, and beliefs, as well as evaluation and choice
of alternatives, and need to legitimate a choice. Within this theory, the
counter examples listed above can be explained. However, it is a conceptual
approach that does not define decision making mechanisms closely enough
to be represented in models. For this abstraction, further work is necessary,
depending on the decision task. An important contribution of this integra-
tion is a comprising list of relevant features in a decision environment, as
well as a combination of these features in a conceptual framework.

8.2.6 Bounded Rationality

For a discussion of the concept of bounded rationality the reader is referred
to the Introduction (Chapter 1).

8.2.7 Institutional Analysis

Ostrom (Ostrom et al. (1994); Ostrom (2004)) proposes a framework for in-
stitutional analysis. In this framework, an action arena, which is the decision
environment for actors, consists of participants, positions of participants,
possible actions and choices of these actions, information, links of actions to
potential outcomes, outcomes, and costs and benefits assigned to outcomes.
Actors have preferences, information-processing capabilities, selection crite-
ria to choose among possible actions, and resources. For an institutional
analysis an action arena is viewed as embedded in an institutional process.
It is influenced by attributes of the physical world, attributes of the commu-
nity, and rules-in-use. Resulting actions in an action arena form a pattern of
interaction which determines outcomes. These in turn influence the action
arena, as well as the physical world, the community, and rules-in-use. In
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order to judge the performance of an institution, outcomes are evaluated
due to evaluative criteria.

As the integrative approach of Kleindorfer et al. (1993), Ostrom’s insti-
tutional analysis provides an extensive list of relevant features of a decision
environment. Since the institutional analysis has a focus on social dilemmas,
the provision, maintenance, and use of common-pool resources or common
goods, Ostrom is able to develop her theory on a higher level of abstraction,
rendering it more useful for modelling purposes.

8.2.8 Summary

Table 8.1 summarizes all aspects encountered above and their appearances
and role in various decision theories. These aspects are now discussed with
respect to their potential influence on the choice of relevant attributes and
applicable heuristics.

Agents’ objectives

In traditional approaches based on game theory and expected utility max-
imization, an agent’s sole objective is maximization of its utility function.
This can be extended to include other agents’ utilities, aspects of utility
differences, or a social optimum. In bounded rationality the objective is
expressed in terms of an aspiration level. In broader approaches, the objec-
tives or preferences of decision makers have to be defined with respect to a
decision problem. They can include such diverse aspects like avoidance of
computational effort, ease of choice legitimation, fairness aspects, and norm
or rule compliance. It is not always easy to determine which goals decision
makers follow. But the actual problem to solve depends on this goal. If a
goal is to avoid computational effort, a choice in for example the centipede
game might be very different than if the goal is to maximize joint outcome.
Different agents’ objectives, therefore, can lead to different decision problems
even in the same decision environment.

Agents’ resources

While resources of agents are either unlimited or incorporated into the choice
problem in traditional approaches, limitations do play a role in real situa-
tions. Limitations can refer to computational capacity, memory, time, and,
of course, money of decision makers. Some decision tasks need to be altered
in order to incorporate these constraints.
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Social context

Relationships to other humans make up the social context of a decision,
whether they are stakeholders that are effected by a decision, like dicta-
tor receivers, or other actors, whose decisions influence possible actions and
outcomes, like ultimatum responders. Even, if they are only observers, as
experimenters, instead of participants, they can influence a decision maker.
This can be either because their utilities are taken into account, their norms
have to be considered, or they are used for social learning processes. Mainly,
however, their actions will have to be taken into account, because they influ-
ence links of outcomes to actions for a decision maker. Therefore, predicting
others’ behavior becomes an important aspect of decision making.

However, social context is more, than others being influenced by or influ-
encing outcomes. Social context can influence in itself the appropriateness
of heuristics. Within a family calculations of costs and benefits of pro-social
behavior is simply inappropriate. In experiments with classmates the social
context is different than in experiments with real strangers. In field studies,
the social context is both more diverse and more subtle.

Agents’ positions

Agents’ positions are a concretion of social context with respect to the power
relationship of participating agents. Sometimes the power relationship is
symmetric, as in the Prisoner’s Dilemma. Sometimes it is clearly defined, as
in dictator games, and sometimes it is rather vague, as in ultimatum games:
Who has more power, the one to propose the ultimatum or the one who can
accept or reject?

Possible actions

The range of possible actions is fixed in most decision environments consid-
ered in experimental economics. However, in field studies, it is more diverse
and open to creativity. In the models considered here, no creativity has been
implemented, but in real situations humans can be creative and alter rules
of the games they play. Search for alternatives falls into this category.

Selection criteria

From among the pool of possible actions, a decision maker makes choices
according to some selection criteria. These need not only be subject to goals
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of a decision maker. A selection criterion apart from any other goals is, for
example, the possibility to legitimize an act.

Existence of focal point

Decision makers tend to orient on focal points, even in strategic games like
the ultimatum game (Hennig-Schmidt (1999)). Therefore, agents should be
able to capture this aspect of human decision making. Focal point selection
serves multiple purposes, like coordination (heads-tails), reducing computa-
tional effort, and facilitating legitimation. In decision realms with one or
more clear focal points, decision heuristics can refer to these.

Information

Information of decision makers has, of course, an effect on the representation
of a decision problem. A decision maker who does not know other partici-
pants’ preferences faces a decision under uncertainty, even when the payoff
matrix is common knowledge. In case-based reasoning information is stored
as cases. In bounded rationality the focus lies on the match of informa-
tional structures of an environment with decision heuristics. If information
is scarce and variability is great, cue-based heuristics tend to outperform
calculative strategies.

Information processing

Not only information can be limited, but also information processing capac-
ity. This is combined with the problem of limited resources. However, it can
also be seen as a more procedural problem. What does a decision maker do
with an additional piece of information? If it is a cue strongly related to a
certain heuristic, it may be considered important enough to trigger a new
deliberation process. However, many pieces of information may be ignored,
even though they would offer new insight.

Links of actions to outcomes

Links of actions to outcomes may be clear, as in payoff matrices, or rather
obscure as in some real world problems. Even in Prisoner’s Dilemmas, two
possible outcomes are linked to one action, so there is no unambiguous link.
This complicates learning. In cognitively rich settings learning of these links
happens, but not necessarily in a correct way.
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Outcomes

Outcomes are part of the feedback needed in order to learn whether or not an
action was appropriate or successful. In most cases, outcomes are monetary
outcomes. Additional effects of actions can be captured in the final aspect,
the costs and benefits.

Costs and benefits

In addition to pecuniary values, outcomes can be assigned additional costs
and benefits. The “warm glow” (Andreoni (1989)) of a nice act may be such
an additional benefit. Deterioration of others’ willingness to cooperate may
be a cost to free-riding.

8.3 Modeling practice

8.3.1 Agent-based modeling

In agent-based modeling there are several well-known techniques for mod-
elling decision making by agents. Before we turn to BDI (Belief-Desire-
Intention) as an example, some general aspects of agent-based models are
recapitulated.

Agents have resources, objectives, and knowledge. They perceive their
environment, possibly incompletely, they have representations of other agents
and objects in their environment, and they communicate with other agents
and act to alter objects (Ferber (1999)). This is all there usually is. Thus,
in order to model decision environments, the key aspects will have to be
reduced to these few categories: other agents (and their relationship struc-
ture), representation of objects in the environment, resources, objectives,
and knowledge.

Belief Desire Intention

Belief-desire-intention (BDI) architectures base decision making of agents on
practical reasoning. First, it is decided what goals to try to achieve (delib-
eration), then how these goals are to be achieved (means-ends-reasoning).
Beliefs about the environment and problem at hand are used to generate
options for behaviour. Desires are goals that an agent wants to achieve in
general. They are filtered by beliefs about realisability and intentions, which
are long-range goals. Only if a desire appears to be achievable and fits to
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previous intentions, it is adopted as a new intention. According to a set of
intentions, an action is chosen that is believed to further an agent’s goal.

This intuitively appealing architecture contains some elements of decision
environments identified in the previous section. Objectives are incorporated
as desires and intentions. Information processing capacity of an agent exists
in form of beliefs about the environment and results of actions. Previous
intentions are selection criteria for different possible actions. Other agents
exist only as part of the environment. However, since nothing is said about
learning methods, a kind of social learning can be implemented. Informa-
tion is incorporated in a model as generating new beliefs, which includes
beliefs about the links of actions to outcomes. Nothing is said about agent
resources, positions of agents in a network, costs and benefits of actions, as
well as focal point selection.

Several architectures like BDI have been developed for artificial intel-
ligence and collaborative problem solving. Optimization under constraints
forms the basis for BDI and other architectures that try to make artifi-
cial agents capable of thoughtful and intelligent behaviour. However, since
agents we are interested in behave more impulsively and less calculating
than a BDI-agent would, the implementation differs. We focus on agents
that have characteristic traits and choose from a pool of heuristic one that
promises to satisfy their aspirations. How this choice happens depends on
the environment.

We now inspect the problem from the side of the applications.

8.3.2 Public Goods Games

In the altruistic punishment model (JASSS paper, Chapter 2, and Handbook
paper, Chapter 5), based on Fehr and Gächter (2002), agents’ behaviour was
based on expected behaviour of others. The overall objective was to earn
as much money as possible, at least in the investment decision. Different
agents tried to achieve this goal in three different ways. The first is to
invest nothing or only just enough to avoid punishment. The second way is
to try to achieve group optimum by investing the maximum or close to the
maximum. The third is to invest close to the (expected) average investment,
in order to avoid both exploitation of others and being exploited. One can
identify different secondary goals with these three types, namely a desire
not to be exploited, a desire to initialize cooperation, and a desire to behave
similar to others.

Several well documented framing effects have not been incorporated in
the model, among these are the effect of the return function and group size
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(Isaac et al. (1984)). This can be done, by changing beliefs about others’
behaviour according to these variables. When investment becomes more
profitable, expectations in others’ investment decisions are raised. Due to
a dependency of the third heuristic on expectations, this also raises actual
investment. However, maybe the percentage of agents using cooperative
heuristic also increases. Similarly, expectations decrease with increasing
group size.

The punishment decision involves emotions. Punishing acts can be ex-
plained without emotions, based on a belief that the fee pays due to higher
future investments by others. In this experiment by Fehr and Gächter it was
intended to eliminate this kind of reasoning by using a “strangers” treat-
ment. However, it may be assumed that this has only partly the desired
effect. In any case, subjects indicated involvement of emotions in punish-
ment decisions in questionnaires filled in after the experiment. Annoyance
about defectors is compensated by retaliatory acts, even if they are costly
and do not promise future returns.

A lesson learned from this model is, that strong emotions have to be
taken into account in “reasoning” made by decision makers. Except for
bounded rationality, none of the approaches described above take emotions
into account explicitly. One of the major problems involved is that they are
not easy to observe and measure, and another is a great variance among
subjects.

Due to the design of this experiment as 12 consecutive games rather than
one-shot games, it provided an opportunity to implement learning mech-
anisms in the corresponding model. In this case, only a simple learning
direction mechanism was implemented.

Expected behavior or rather expected attributes are an important as-
pect for decision making in public goods experiments. Emotions play a role
mainly for punishment decisions. Because many experiments with public
goods decision environments have been conducted, there are a number of
variables (group size, strangers/partners, return function) which have been
changed in order to obtain their influence. For a modeling process with
heuristics, however, reasons why cooperation depends on these variables,
are important.

The implemented heuristics are based on individual data. Data analysis
is not a formalized unambiguous process. Therefore, the need to quali-
tatively validate resulting heuristics by domain experts or questionnaires
remains.

As indicated earlier in the discussion on Prisoner’s Dilemma games,
agents facing a public goods decision situation have to ask themselves what
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outcome they would prefer, a mutual cooperation with a risk of free-riders
or that they can free-ride on others’ attempt to cooperate. This depends
on their self-perception. In public goods decision environments with more
possible choices than cooperate or defect, like the one implemented here,
willingness to cooperate can be indicated by a medium decision. Giving a
quarter or half of the possible amount indicates this willingness and a loss
would be acceptable. Then, they have to ascertain the risk of free-riding.
This depends on the stakes at hand and number of others that would also
have to cooperate. A possible heterogeneity among the agents increases risk
of free-riding. Communication or group identity lessens this risk. Similarly,
framing of a decision task can make cooperation or defection seem more or
less appropriate.

8.3.3 Trust Games

The trust game experiment by Fehr and Rockenbach (2003) offered some
back up for prominence of emotions in decision making, and a dependency
of decisions on expectations of others’ behavior (Behaviour paper, Chapter
7). This experiment directed the choice to model trust as expected posi-
tive reciprocity. Later this was extended to be expected cooperativeness,
expected positive reciprocity, expected conformity, or expected fairness con-
cerning others, depending on the situation (see subsection 8.3.5). Due to a
difference in positions, a new feature can be introduced, namely the “sense
of control”. Although it was made clear to investors that a fine did not en-
hance the chance of return gifts, on the contrary it seemed to decrease that
chance, investors used the fine more often than not. This can be explained
by a desire to keep control over events. Although this fine is an inappro-
priate tool, it was used. Thus, power relationships between subjects enters
deliberations.

New features in this model are different agent positions and resulting
sense of control.

Again, first movers in trust games first act on their self-perception that
can be more or less trusting, that is their expected positive reciprocity has a
certain value. Agents have to ask themselves, whether or not they are willing
to risk receiving a return gift less than the investment. Risk, in turn, depends
again on framing and stakes. Second movers also act on their self-perception.
However, since they are second movers, their decisions also depend on first
movers decisions. Even a very trustworthy, positively reciprocal, and fair
agent may be annoyed at being trusted very little, and then act on its
negative reciprocity instead. An agent that would return the equal split
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when trusted with the maximum, may decide to return nothing when trusted
with only 2 money units. Other agents may not have these resentments. In
reactions perceived attitude enters deliberations and complicates matters.

8.3.4 Dictator and Ultimatum Games

The models of dictator and ultimatum games were supposed to shed light on
differences between impulsive and strategic behavior (ESSA paper, Chapter
3, and Behaviour paper, Chapter 7). Dictator decisions do not have any
consequences, therefore it is assumed that dictator choices depend solely on
the fairness (concerning others) attribute of the decision maker. Ultimatum
proposers, on the other hand, make a completely different decision based on
expectation of responders rejection behavior. Maybe it can be assumed that
fair (50:50) dictators make fair ultimatum proposers, but I am not aware of
data on this aspect. It is possible that fair dictators are harsh ultimatum
proposers.

This is why dictator games are perhaps not good baseline games to judge
whether ultimatum proposers give fair shares because of fairness aspects or
because of strategic thinking. If a situation suggests fairness and an agent’s
position is superior (as in Dictator games) fairness is the attribute on which
this choice depends and a fair choice may or may not be chosen. If a situ-
ation demands strategic thinking because its position is not unambiguously
superior, a choice will be made on grounds of expectations, and fairness does
not necessarily have a part in making this choice.

A second role of these models is integration and comparison of several
different modes of decision making. Two theories from behavioral economics
have been implemented in addition to the heuristics approach, in order to
compare the resulting micro behavior. Different micro behavior can lead to
similar macro behavior. Therefore, other validation methods than compar-
ative statistics have to be employed in order to qualitatively validate under-
lying assumptions. This model demonstrated this aspect clearly, although
this was not intended in the beginning.

In addition to back up for influence of agents’ positions on attributes
and heuristics used, the main new aspect is potential influence of subjects
self-perception. If a player has a self-perception of appreciating fairness, he
or she will act on behalf of that self-perception. In modelling practice, it
may not be necessary to distinguish actual fairness concerning others and
perceived self-perception of being fair with respect to others. But it may be
necessary to make this distinction theoretically.
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8.3.5 Appropriation Games

Importance of a focal point in decision making with heuristics became clear
only in the latest of the models, the appropriation games which lack a focal
point (MABS paper, Chapter 4, and Handbook paper, Chapter 5). Since
the return function is negatively quadratic with a not too easily accessible
maximum of 4 and a half, players have a hard time finding an optimal
solution, even when they can discuss a joint strategy.

Heuristics implemented here, therefore, differ conceptionally from heuris-
tics in previous models. Each possible integer value was modeled as one
heuristic, representing the difficulty subjects’ had choosing among them.
Since this experiment consisted again of a sequence of games, a learning
mechanism has been implemented. The choice of heuristics was implemented
as a heuristic of the type: invest more, when return per token was higher in
market 2 than in market 1. These heuristics changed the actual investment
level, but always with respect to the previous value.

Furthermore, in this model, communication was introduced as a two-
stage process, the first stage is coordination on a joint strategy, the other
is better judgment of other players’ cooperativeness and conformity. So far,
actual conformity was not altered in a communication process, although
there seems to be evidence that commitment is generated or increased by
face-to-face communication. This is another model of trust. Trust in this
case means expected compliance to the agreed upon rules and therefore
expected conformity.

In this decision environment agents do not primarily act on grounds
of their self-perception. Rather, they feel their way to an acceptable con-
tribution based on their previous choice and experiences made. However,
self-perception is used similarly to public goods environments. An agent
may want to invest nothing in market 2 and leave all possible profit to oth-
ers or it may want to free-ride on others, investing a lot, risking negative
returns from market 2. In this environment, free-riding is not risk-free. As
before, number of subjects, stakes, and group identity through communica-
tion change risk and risk assessment of free-riding.

8.3.6 Summary

Important aspects developed in this discussion of modeling processes are
depicted in Figures 8.5 and 8.6 and discussed below.
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Figure 8.5: Elements of a decision context influence attribute choice.

Figure 8.6: Elements of a decision context influence choice of heuristics.
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Group size

The greater the size of a group, the less important cooperativeness becomes.
This is due to several effects. First, contribution of a single individual
becomes less important. Second, the probability of free-riding increases.
Third, identification with the group is easier when it is small. This effect is
reflected in a voluntary contribution experiment varying group size (Isaac
et al. (1984)), as well as in the theoretical approach by Ostrom (2004).

The same reasoning applies for the choice of heuristics. The greater the
group, the higher the probability of choosing a free-riding heuristic, simply
because of greater expectations that others will free-ride.

Heterogeneity

A similar effect is achieved by group heterogeneity. The more homogeneous
a group, the more individuals will identify with it, and the fewer will expect
others to free-ride or free-ride themselves.

Power structure

This is linked to the power structure of a game. However, different power is
also reflected in different positions and not (only) in different endowments
or goals. Different positions can move a game from a cooperative game to
a competitive game. However, it is important to note, that players with
greater power can allow themselves to be nicer to players which can not
challenge their power, than to players which exert only slightly less power,
reminiscent of the pecking order of hens. Choice of attributes can be affected
by a players’ power, cooperative to players with equal power and with very
little power and competitive to players with slightly less power. It can also
have a similar effect on a choice of heuristics.

Commitment

Group identification can be improved by communication or a common goal.
In these situations choice of the attribute conformity and a choice of a mean
oriented heuristic can reflect orientation on a common goal.

Self-perception

Player’s self-perception is important in moral situations. This can be in-
fluenced by decision framing. A test for fairness will trigger choice of the
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fairness concerning others attribute. An indication that a situation is com-
petitive will more likely trigger a player’s fairness concerning me.

Perceived attitudes

When a decision is a reaction on another player’s move, perceived intentions
become important. If intentions are perceived as friendly, friendly attributes
and heuristics are more likely to be chosen, as is behaviour according to first
mover’s expectations. If, on the other hand, intentions are perceived as
hostile, behaviour will shift to retaliatory acts.

Attitudes towards others

First movers, who do not respond to a previous act, can act on their attitude
towards others. This can make a difference whether cooperation is initialized
or not.

Positive sum games

Environmental aspects are first of all distinguished by competitiveness of
a payoff structure. Positive sum games induce cooperativeness. Heuristics
refer to a range of possible decisions. That is, the more cooperative a player,
the higher his or her contribution to a provision or the lesser his or her
extraction from a common pool resource.

Zero sum games

If a fixed amount is to be split, the distinction which attribute to choose is
most likely between fairness concerning me and fairness concerning others.
A heuristic can be oriented on the focal point of an equal split or a split
according to the power structure or game positions.

Negative sum games

In a negative sum game, negative reciprocity is used, when a player has a
chance to sanction another player’s previous move. The heuristics will focus
on the other player’s behaviour. That is, the greater the perceived hostility
of a previous act, the greater the sanction.
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Trust problems

Trust problems can employ different expectations of others behaviour. The
difference is in what players have to trust. For example, trust can be that
others will not free-ride (expected cooperativeness), will stick to agreements
(expected conformity), will behave fairly (expected fairness concerning oth-
ers), or will reciprocate nice acts with nice acts (expected positive reci-
procity).

Coordination problems

In coordination problems the existence of a focal point is important. The
more prominent a focal point, the more often it is chosen.

8.4 Discussion

This is only a very rough and incomplete classification scheme.
In order to propose a classification system that comprises more decision

situations than already implemented, the requirements from the modeling
viewpoint will have to be merged with the theoretical approaches. Difficul-
ties expected to arise lie mainly in the huge variability of decision situations
in the real world and different applicability of theories.

As modelling is an iterative process, Figures 8.5 and 8.6 can be expanded
with more modeling examples. It is to be expected that in some instances,
generalizations can be made, and in other instances situations have to be
split up even more.

As a next modelling iteration player agents need to be endowed with
perception possibilities for different influencing factors and the environments
and games need to get the corresponding attributes. Game structure and
group size can already be accessed by players, but not a degree of anonymity
or focal point. So far, knowledge of these aspects has been provided by the
experimenter objects.

Simon (1997, 273) describes the necessary research in behavioural eco-
nomics as “a long an arduous path, but no longer and more arduous than
the paths that scientists are following with great success in such domains
as molecular biology or geophysics or any of the other domains where the
ratio of validated facts to theoretical generalizations must, by the nature of
things, be large.” There will be no master equation that explains everything.
There will be many facts and generalization will come slowly.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

Eva Ebenhöh

9.1 Results

Starting point for this thesis is the insight that some assumptions on rational
behaviour in social dilemmas are not supported by observations. Data from
observation are therefore a basis of the models developed here. From this
data we extract behavioural regularities that are not only backed up by
questionnaires and expert knowledge of economic experimenters, but also by
theoretical approaches, like trait approaches and bounded rationality. These
regularities form a basis for micro behaviour in our models. At the same
time, individual and aggregate data and in some cases even the variance are
reproduced in these models. In this sense, our models are successful (see
Section 9.2).

Many aspects of this modelling framework were derived from data, like
dependency of cooperative behaviour on the existence of sanctioning mecha-
nisms, and dependency of (un)fair behaviour on anonymity. These insights,
therefore, can not be claimed as original results of this thesis.

This thesis’ result is the abstraction in form of the framework developed
from different pieces of data collected from various experimental sources and
literature studies. These pieces have been puzzled into a coherent structure,
which has holes and fuzzy borders, but is nevertheless a theoretical approach
to combine experimental findings and draw meaningful conclusions from
them for real-world situations. It shows that a behavioural theory can be
developed, although this process has to be done in small steps, with context
dependency, and cannot be made without ambiguities.

153
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Data from experimental economics has been useful in establishing this
modelling framework. Mostly, these data have been surveyed to attack or
defend the traditional economic model of decision making. We use these
data to create a new concept.

In this thesis, it has been shown that it is possible to use these data
to create agent-based models and draw meaningful conclusions from them.
These conclusions support findings from data analyses. By analysing influ-
encing factors across different experiments, findings have been obtained that
go beyond those of data analysis. A major result is the attribute topology
(WCSS paper, Chapter 6) and its implications on elements of a decision
environment and group characteristics. Only by condensing influencing fac-
tors to a small number, stringently defined, it became possible to categorise
environmental and group aspects and their connections to attributes.

Other, particular findings include:

• In the altruistic punishment experiment (JASSS paper, Chapter 2,
and Handbook paper, Chapter 5), the correlation between height of
cooperation and height of punishment is not explained by a correlation
between the corresponding attributes, but by an underlying process
and the dependency of height of punishment on height of deviation.
The height of deviations could only be great, if cooperation was high
in the first place. This creates a functional dependency, instead of
a statistical correlation. It can not be deduced that cooperators are
statistically more willing to punish uncooperative acts.

• This model was also used to investigate different degrees of conviction
for one heuristic or another. If a cooperativeness is very high or very
low, it is harder to make the agent change its behaviour.

• In a comparison of dictator and ultimatum games (ESSA paper, Chap-
ter 3) it was deduced that the only similarity between these two is the
focal point of one half. Only truly fair dictators do not change their
decision making process. A conclusion is that in strategic environ-
ments with little difference in power fairness aspects are neglectable.
They are important in relationships with great differences in power.

• Cooperation seems to be easier, when there is a focal point salient for
all participants. This became apparent in the appropriation model
(MABS paper, Chapter 4, and Handbook paper, Chapter 5) in which
a focal point is missing.
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• Also fair behaviour is more frequent when a salient focal point is
present, as shown in the comparison of dictator games and investor-
trustee games (Behaviour paper, Chapter 7).

• In that model, similar to the altruistic punishment model, different
degrees of conviction for a chosen heuristic were modelled depending
on the value of an attribute. Very fair or very unfair agents are slower
in changing their behaviour in response to a previous behaviour of
another.

An assumption underlying these models is that agents (and people)
scoring high or low on certain traits are less likely to conform to group
norms in decisions depending on this attribute, than agents (and peo-
ple) having a medium score.

Extracted behavioural regularities are not certainties, but show differ-
ences in behaviour both from one person to another and from one setting
to another. These differences are reproduced in concept and models. Our
approach is a pluralistic approach, because it allows different categories of
behaviour. In analysing the potential for cooperation in a group it is impor-
tant to keep these potential differences in mind and deal with them. This
modelling framework allows for this kind of research. Group composition
can be explicitly set and changed.

In addition, this framework allows comparison between different situ-
ations. This is a prerequisite for investigating influences of institutions on
cooperative behaviour in a group. Institutions can be modelled in this frame-
work as having a different impact on stabilisation of cooperation, depending
on the acceptance among group members or many other variables. This has
consequences for management of natural resources building on cooperation
or trust processes in groups of stakeholders. With this concept, we can model
path dependencies of the introduction of institutions and interrelations of
institutional settings (see Section 9.3).

One very important aspect is still ongoing work. This regards the agents’
ability to recognise characteristics of their decision environments. The basis
for this has been formed in the Classification working paper (Chapter 8).
In the models so far, cues are given to agents by the experimenter and not
found by agents themselves.

This pluralistic approach has drawbacks. There will always remain am-
biguities in the interpretation of situations and actions. What seems to be a
cooperative situation to one person may appear competitive to another. An
intentionally nice act may be misinterpreted as being hostile. The modeller
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never knows. These models have to be validated in a qualitative way by
domain experts.

9.2 Validation

The results of these models are validated in more than one sense. Statistical
comparison of model results to experiment results is possible, and has in
some cases been made. However, a problem in most models is, that these
data have been used to calibrate the model, and therefore a statistical com-
parison is not very meaningful. Furthermore, data bases with similar settings
are rather small, because the research focus lies on explaining differences.

Statistical tests have been reported in the ESSA paper (Chapter 3 and
the Handbook paper (Chapter 5). In all models, individual data have been
classified in categories, and the distribution of different types of behaviour
has been reproduced.

A statistical analysis and comparison of model results and experimental
data can be very useful. Especially, if an investigation does not only en-
compass means and ranges, but also the variance of data sets. If a model
reproduces the variability of experimental data, it can be considered as quite
good. This has been achieved with the altruistic punishment model, but not
so well with the appropriation model (see Chapter 5).

Since these models are not stand-alone models, but part of a framework, a
certain kind of cross-validation is already possible. Some processes that work
in one environment do not necessarily also work in another environment with
many similarities but some differences. Looking at differences in settings
and what differences in a model they entail can be seen as a reasonability
test. This has been done in a comparison of dictator and ultimatum games
(ESSA paper, Chapter 3), and also between one-sided gift giving (dictator)
and two-sided gift giving (Behaviour paper, Chapter 7).

However, in order to validate models, micro behaviour of agents would
have to be compared to micro behaviour of human subjects not only in a
statistical but also in a qualitative way. Moss and Edmonds (2005) propose
to incorporate expert knowledge into later models, letting experts criticise
earlier models. Experts in this case can be scientists who conducted these
experiments. This has not been done with models in this thesis, although
papers have been sent to experimenters asking for comments. However,
where available, interpretations of subjects’ decisions by experimenters as
published have been integrated in models. Again, there is the problem that
information used to calibrate a model, can not be used to validate it. Also,
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experimenters tend to explain aggregate behaviour rather than individual
differences.

Of course, subjects of experiments can also be seen as experts for their
own decision making. Then, post-experimental questionnaires asking about
underlying heuristics give a good indication of micro-processes. Where avail-
able, this information has been used to calibrate models. However, the issue
of questionnaires is not trivial. “The very act of jointly asking subjects what
outcomes they prefer and why seems, not surprisingly, to generate more
cooperative orientation.” ((McClintock, 1972b, 281)). Therefore, the main
source of information was individual data.

Nevertheless, it would be a valuable endeavour to ask subjects of these
experiments whether they judge heuristics used in these models to be a
good representation of their and others’ behaviour in the experiment. This
has not been done, because these experiments have not been conducted for
this thesis. Experimental data are used, that have been collected in various
research programs (see Section 9.3).

When models are used for case studies, participants of case studies can
be seen as experts, and their knowledge, which is also used to build a model,
can be used for the validation process. In this sense, a model can be built
and made better in an iterative process. This validation process is not
unusual for modelling processes in general and agent-based modelling in
particular (cf. Pahl-Wostl (2002)): (1) a model receives input from domain
experts, social entities modelled, and further available data; (2) from this
input agents’ behaviour and other model behaviour is generated; (3) model
results are then fed back into the discussion, so that domain experts are able
to test plausibility and stakeholders get data for further discussion that are
more transparent and less emotional than before; and (4) feedback is used
to iteratively increase these models’ realism and validity.

This, of course, is already done in some case studies. An advantage we
expect from this approach is a contribution to a conceptual framework of
behaviour in social dilemmas and in group processes concerned with regu-
lation of common-pool resources. We expect this conceptual framework to
develop from further different sources of data, comprising different scenarios
and levels of decision making. The act of breaking down complex behaviour
into simple heuristics and determining dependencies on aspects of the social
and institutional environment is promising to result in a data base that can
be used to model human behaviour. It is not to be expected that this data
base will ever be complete and unambiguous.
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9.3 Prospects

This work was driven not only by the question of how individual decision
making behaviour could be modelled adequately. It was also to be connected
to institutions framing a decision. This link has been established only in-
completely in the JASSS paper (Chapter 2, punishment as an institution)
and the Handbook paper (Chapter 5, communication as an institution).

Our underlying assumption is that institutions based on a theory of
self-interest or implicitly assuming humans to act on narrowly defined self-
interest would promote self-interested behaviour and discourage other forms
of behaviour. It is an interesting and important research question to trace
this form of influence. Experiments by Fehr and Gächter (2002) and by Os-
trom et al. (1994) point in that direction. Punishment and face-to-face com-
munication as institutions promote cooperative behaviour especially when
they are combined (Ostrom et al. (1994)). Lack of a social context in eco-
nomic experiments can itself be seen as an institution to discourage coop-
erative behaviour. Different degrees of anonymity in dictator experiments
underscore this effect, as demonstrated in the Behaviour paper (Chapter 7).

What seems to be quite clear in simplistic environments of economic
experiments is much harder to trace in real-world situations. Questions re-
garding relationships of institutions and individual behaviour come from a
wide range of topics, including upbringing of children and social welfare.
Does punishment and rewards encourage or discourage prosocial behaviour
in small children? Do they learn to cooperate only if faced with punish-
ment or reward? Does compulsion to work encourage prosocial behaviour
in recipients of social welfare? Or does it intensify incentives to cheat?

If this mutual influence exists it has implications on policy. In a common-
pool resource situation, for example, an institution that assumes humans
to behave as rational egoists may work to promote this kind of behaviour.
Benefits from this policy may then be countered by losses due to an decrease
in cooperation.

As an example consider a monitoring process conducted by people who
are not trusted by the group whose actions are monitored. If this monitoring
is not very effective, this may lead to even less compliance to a joint decision
compared to no monitoring. Ostrom et al. (1994) find that effectiveness of
monitoring is higher, when monitoring is done by group members compared
to when it is done by “external” officials. Externally imposed sanctioning
mechanisms reduce the importance of intrinsic cooperativeness which has an
effect on situations in which no sanctions are imposed (Mulder et al. (2005)).

Regarding this mutual influence of humans on institutions and institu-
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tions on humans (Held and Nutzinger (1999)), rational choice theory needs
to be complemented by a theory which makes this link explicit. “The study
of institutions has been traditionally a blind spot of rational choice theory,
and there is a systematic reason for this. Rational choice accounts face an
inherent difficulty when it comes to explaining rule-following or norm-guided
behavior in the sense of a person’s general compliance with the rule or norm
in question” (Vanberg (2002, 38)). But the assumption of rational actors
need not necessarily be dropped. ”Standard economic analysis neglects the
identity and past relations of individual transactors, but rational individu-
als know better, relying on their knowledge of these relations” (Granovetter
(1985, 491)). What is rational then needs to be defined in a situation specific
way. However, as Lovett (2006, 143) states, if we are interested in “socio-
psychological effects” of policies in shaping beliefs, attitudes, dispositions,
and so on” then these “processes do not primarily involve constrained pur-
poseful action.” Rational choice theory can be useful in causally explaining
how different institutions directly effect human behavior, but not how they
indirectly shape their preferences and dispositions, because this second ef-
fect has nothing to do with purposeful action. With these models, we create
another tool for investigating this link.

To distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of decision
making humans, may be a purely analytical effort, because in real situa-
tions these two will always be combined. Experimental economics strive to
make it possible to separately investigate the intrinsic part. Social context
is kept as simple as possible. These experiments are, therefore, a benchmark
for investigating behaviour in socially richer environments, encountered in
case studies.

In Figure 9.1, which presents an extension of Figure 1.2 on page 23,
social context and its possible influences on decision making are introduced.
Social context encompasses the social environment of a decision, personal
relationships and interactions of individual actors, a longer time scale and
repetitions of interactions, and individual and joint framing of a decision
context.

This work proposes to use models which allow for a variety of decision
making mechanisms in order to support theory building. With this approach
it is possible to model and investigate how different mechanisms perform
in different institutions and consequently how institutions promote some
mechanisms and hinder others.

This question of mutual influences of institutions and actual behaviour
will have to be investigated more thoroughly in field studies. Agent-based
modelling provides a perfect tool for this question, because the micro-macro
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Figure 9.1: Framing of a decision context has an influence on expectations of agents
and thus on decision making processes. In contrast to decision situations in experi-
mental economics (cf. Fig. 1.2) where framing is mainly determined by experimen-
tal settings, framing in real world situation is influenced by social context such as
prior experience or the nature of learning and negotiation processes in a group of

actors. [configuration by Pahl-Wostl and Ebenhöh]
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link can be explicitly modelled and investigated.
More insights are to be expected from using these models as parts of

social learning processes or participatory model building. This usage of
this framework is part of ongoing work. This framework has been built
on data from experimental economics and will be enhanced by integrating
case studies, so that very different data from field situations may also be
merged into it. At the same time, this framework may allow a comparison
of different field studies on this abstract level.

In the following, three different fields are introduced that can be examples
for applications of this framework.

Role-playing games Role-playing games have been conducted in stake-
holder groups to illustrate complex interdependencies of different ac-
tors (Barreteau et al. (2001); D’Aquino et al. (2003)). They constitute
an intermediary state between laboratory experiments and field stud-
ies because the situation is much more controlled compared to field
studies but interactions take place in a richer social setting compared
with economic experiments. Therefore, we assume that this frame-
work can be used to investigate and analyse behaviour in role-playing
games. At the same time, agent-based models can be developed in an
iterative process in combination with role-playing games conducted
with stakeholders. This can lead to better-fitting heuristics for these
models and support development of strategies by stakeholders taking
part in these games (Pahl-Wostl and Hare (2004)).

Actors’ platform An actors’ platform can be used to analyse a common
pool resource problem with differing frames and provides a forum for
a problem solving process. Success of such platforms depends on the
intensity of interactions, stakeholders’ cooperativeness, and trust be-
tween participants (Panebianco and Pahl-Wostl (2004)). From experi-
mental economics the importance of repeated face-to-face communica-
tion for these factors is known. Face-to-face communication not only
allows to exchange information about strategies, but also assessing
other participants’ trustworthiness or their willingness to comply with
joint agreements. This in turn allows making promises (Ostrom (2004,
33f.)).

Insights from experimental economics can help to inform decision mak-
ers who need to decide whether or not to implement an actors’ plat-
form and what to expect from it. This modelling framework can help
to compare different settings and their influences on the success of an
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actors’ platform. It may also help to investigate crucial prerequisites
for interactions like length and frequency of meetings, as well as trust
in chair persons.

Participatory processes For assessment of effects of a new institution,
it is not only important to know how this new institution changes
opportunities and potential benefits and costs, it is also necessary to
know about its implementation process (Ostrom et al. (1994); Ostrom
(2005)). This path dependency in the effectiveness of an institution is
largely ignored, but shown for effectiveness of sanctioning mechanisms,
which are less effective, when they are imposed from outside than if
decided upon by stakeholders themselves.

This modelling framework can help to investigate this link by making
it possible to model abstracted effects of different institutions under
different assumptions about willingness to comply. A comparative
analysis of different, more or less participatory processes using this
framework may help to find crucial variables for institutional effec-
tiveness or ineffectiveness, level of participation being one important
aspect.

Orcutt summarises nicely, what this modelling framework is intended to
help to accomplish:

“Models of the type suggested in this paper could facilitate and
improve testing of hypotheses about elemental units by permit-
ting testing of them at any level of aggregation. Such models
also would improve the testing of such hypotheses by keeping
the interrelated nature of the system in the consciousness of the
investigator and by helping him satisfactorily to take it into ac-
count.” Orcutt (1957, 122)
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Implementation

Eva Ebenhöh

The purpose of this appendix is not to repeat the implementation, but
to give an overview of the packages and classes in the framework. The CD
provides the program code and JAVA documentation, as well as models that
can be run and altered in the FAMOJA1 environment.

There are five packages: experiments, games, players, strategies,
and charts.

A.1 Experiments

The package experiments contains the abstract superclass Experiment-
Builder and the class Experimenter. The builder is used to organise the
creation and setup process of a certain experiment (cf. Gamma et al. (1994,
97ff.)). For new experiments a subclass of ExperimentBuilder has to be
implemented, because here it is defined which games are played and which
strategies players use (see Figure A.1). Also, in this class all parameters
have to be set, which are to be changeable at the beginning of a model
run. The coordination process during the experiment, however, can often
be done by the standard Experimenter. That was the reason for choosing
this design, decoupling creating from running an experiment. The package
also includes the subclasses of ExperimentBuilder and Experimenter used
in this thesis. There is also a class GamePhases which is used to synchronise
players, games, and experimenter.

1http://www.usf.uos.de/projects/famoja/
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Figure A.1: UML diagram of ExperimentBuilder and one of its subclasses Ap-
propriationBuilder, see chapter 5 with selected instance variables and methods.
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GamePhases class

GamePhases is a mechanism to synchronize the experimenter, games and
players. It defines a number of phases which are cycled through, each phase
is one step of the model run. The default game phases defined in this class
are setup, start, player, game, and data. Usually, the setup phase
occurs only once and only the builder acts in it. In repeated games, after
the data phase, the next phase is start and not setup. In start phase,
everything that has to happen, before players make their decisions can be
done, for example shuffling players. In the player phase, players make
their decisions. In the game phase, games evaluate the outcome and inform
players about it. In the data phase, players learn, data is displayed and
everything is triggered that has to happen after a game is played.

ExperimentBuilder class

ExperimentBuilder has to set all parameters of games and players. Sub-
classes can have a large number of instance variables. The superclass pro-
vides instance variables for the number of cycles (that is successive games),
which game to play in which cycle, the number of different games in this
experiment, the number of parallel, similar games, the players per game,
the total number of players, the number of charts for displaying data, the
chart names, a tolerance value, a way to define different treatments in the
same experiment, and a boolean for defining whether or not to shuffle the
players. Additionally, it has an instance of GamePhases, of PlayerFactory
to organise the player creation, and of Experimenter to instruct it how to
organise the experiment.

In the action method the default behaviour is implemented: The init
method is called in the setup phase. Nothing else happens. The initiali-
sation process, however, is huge. First, the Experimenter is initalised with
the number of different games and whether or not to shuffle players between
games. Then, games are created. In this abstract superclass this is an
abstract method createGames, which has to be overwritten by subclasses.
After the games, the players are created. This is done by one of several
instances of PlayerFactory, depending on which kind of players are needed
for the experiment (cf. Gamma et al. (1994, 107ff.)). After player creation
these are assigned to the experimenter. Then strategies are created. This
also has to be implemented by subclasses, but is implemented as a default
process instead of an abstract method. The method createStrategies
creates a strategy pool according to the number of different games and de-
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cisions of these games, but fills it with the default Strategy only. Then the
Experimenter sets the players’ strategy pool and finishes its setup process
(see below).

Experimenter class

The Experimenter class defines a number of instance variables to count the
different games, to know which game to play in which cycle, the current cy-
cle, the games organised in a Swarm, the players per game, the total number
of players, player indices (so that not the actual players are shuffled, but
only their indices), the players also organised in a Swarm, the GamePhases,
the charts also in a Swarm, a triple array of strategies, a triple array of search
strategies and a double array of meta search strategies, whether or not to
shuffle, a low limit, a high limit, and a tolerance value.

The setup of the Experimenter is mainly done through the builder. The
games, players and strategies are created before the experimenter enters its
first active phase. The action method organises the behaviour during the
model run, referring to the game phases. In the start phase, the method
start is called, and in the data phase, the method data is called. If only
slight changes need to be made for subclasses it suffices to overwrite these
methods and call their super methods and then or before do what else has
to be done. In the default start method players are shuffled and assigned
to the games. In the default data method, data is collected by the col-
lectData method, and the count for the current game and the current cycle
are increased. The method collectData calls the players’ collectData
method and lets them memorise the last game, and then calls the charts’
collectData method to let them do the data display.

The default Experimenter provides simple functionality for a communi-
cation process in a group but does not call it itself. Likewise, it can call the
players’ aspiration adaptation process, but does not do so per default. The
boolean aspire can be set to true in order to trigger calling the aspire
method.

A.2 Games

The package games contains the abstract superclass of all games, called
Game. Also, all non-abstract games implemented in the course of this thesis
are included in this package. In the beginning, games were subclasses of ab-
stract classes that defined the attribute or attributes used in the game. The
advantage of this approach was that classes like CooperationGame could
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implement default learning mechanisms that changed the expected coop-
erativeness of players, as well as a method that returned the attribute in
question. But this mechanism was discarded, when the games became more
complex and depended on five or more attributes. In addition to the game
classes described in the papers, which I will not discuss here, there are also
simple standard games like PrisonersDilemma and ChickenGame. The Game
class and some subclasses are illustrated in the Handbook paper, Chapter
5).

Game class

Game class provides standard functionality of games. For simple games, the
abstract superclass does everything except for the formulation of the actual
rules, like for example the payoff matrix of a Prisoner’s Dilemma. Games
are defined as simple games. Resulting supergames that are a succession of
several similar games, are implemented as experiments. The abstract super-
class has as instance variables the number of players, an array containing the
players, the number of decisions each player has to make, a double array of
decisions of each player and each decision, the assets, the decision minimum
and maximum, learning rates for altering expected attributes, the attributes
needed for the game, an instance of GamePhases, and a parameter to define
a maximum difference for values to be considered equal.

In the constructor, Game initializes the GamePhases and sets them to
start, because only the builder needs to do something in the init phase.
In the action method a default behaviour is implemented. This consists of
only two calls: giveAssets is called in the start phase, and evaluate is
called in the game phase (see below).

All instance variables can be set and obtained. The method isEqual
decides whether or not two values are considered equal, which tests whether
the difference is less than the maximum defined. The method scaleValue
scales a value assumed to be between 0 and 1 to the defined interval, de-
fined by scaleMin and scaleMax. Another method correctDecisionValue
corrects a decision obtained by a player cropping it to the defined interval.
This also round it to int. It is important to keep track of when decisions
are given as values between 0 and 1, and when they represent the actual
decision values between the minimum and maximum defined by the game.
Usually, strategies call the game’s method scaleValue to transform deci-
sions between 0 and 1 to the required range (see Section A.4). The method
giveAssets assigns the players their initial assets. This method is called in
the start phase. The method playersDecisions fills the array of decisions
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with the players’ decisions. This method is called in the game phase. The
method getAttributesOfPlayer returns an array with the attribute values
of the given players as they are defined in the attributes array of the game.
That is, if a game defines its important attributes to be cooperativeness
and positive reciprocity, this method returns an array with two double val-
ues, the first is the cooperativeness of the player and the second its positive
reciprocity.

There are several methods with the names expectedOutcome and ex-
pectedOtherOutcome with different parameters. They may call one another.
With these methods players are supposed to be able to form expectations.
Currently, only the MaximizingStrategy and one meta search strategy use
these methods. Subclasses of Game do not have to overwrite these methods,
but then players strategies, which depend on expectations may not work.
Most strategies do not depend on expectations, the most important excep-
tion is MaximizingStrategy. By letting the methods call one another, a
game can define methods for expectation formation which depend on differ-
ent aspects, like the players decision, the other players’ expected decisions,
or the representation of an average other player. For the latter, players do
not have to assume a decision making mechanism on the part of the other
players. Instead, this has to be implemented in the game. This is important
for asymmetrical games.

Game has a method learn which alters the player’s cooperativeness, as-
suming this default attribute to be the attribute in question. Subclasses
can overwrite learn with their specific learning process. Alternativly, the
Experimenter can refrain from triggering the player’s learning process by
setting the players’ instance variable learn to false.

The abstract method evaluate has to be overwritten by games with
their actual rules.

A.3 Players

The players package contains a number of player classes. Their dependency
is shown in Figure A.2.

PlayerWithPersonality class

The simplest player, PlayerWithPersonality, has a Personality instance,
which is also a class of this package containing the seven attributes. Person-
ality can be altered to include new attributes. The attributes are also
implemented in a class Cooperativeness, Conformity and so forth. In
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Figure A.2: UML diagram of the tree of player classes with selected instance vari-
ables and methods.
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these classes new boundaries for attribute values or specific ways to define a
distribution of attribute values can be implemented. The default is an equal
distribution of values between 0 and 1.

PlayerWithRepresentation class

The second simplest player, PlayerWithRepresentation, has an instance
of PlayerWithPersonality in order to represent the average other player’s
expected attributes.

PlayerWithStrategy class

PlayerWithStrategy is the simplest player class able to play games. It
has a strategy pool and a representation of all game types, it has to play. It
keeps track of its gains and losses and accumulated assets and has a memory
containing one game only as well as expectations concerning games to play
in the near future. For example, a player who expects a punishment game
after a common pool resource game can behave differently than one who
expects another common pool resource game to follow.

Being the first player that actually plays games, this class defined default
behaviour in games according to the game phases. In the player phase, the
method play is called, which fills the decision array by calling the method
reachDecision for each decision. In the data phase, the method data is
called, which trigger the learning mechanism, if the boolean learn is set
to true. The learning process is defined in the game played.

PlayerWithMemory class

PlayerWithMemory has extended memory and can store various information
about previous games in its memory. The class MemoryOfGame has instance
variables to represent the game type, the outcome, the assets, the gain and
loss, the player’s decisions, its strategies, the others’ outcomes, and their
decisions. PlayerWithMemory has an array of MemoryOfGame which is filled
with all information known to the player. This is important for players
learning with case based reasoning mechanisms. This class overwrites the
method memorize which is defined in PlayerWithStrategy but there only
remembers the last game played. This functionality is kept by calling the
super method.
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PlayerWithGroup class

PlayerWithGroup is a member of one or more groups of players, and can
have representations of the other members of the group. The expectations
are no longer mean values, but can be altered to represent other individual
players. Furthermore, the class has a choice strategy and a joint strategy, the
latter represents the strategy it should follow according to group decisions.
Group processes, like communication, are implemented in the class Group.

PlayerWithAspiration class

PlayerWithAspiration has an aspiration threshold and can be given thresh-
olds for tiredness and boredom that define the aspiration adaptation pro-
cess. It also has a search strategy pool in addition to the strategy pool and
a meta search strategy to decide on a search strategy. The synchronization
of strategies, search and meta search strategies is rather lengthy. The class
also defines a default aspiration adaptation process.

A.4 Strategies

The strategies package contains the default Strategy which is the super-
class of all strategies, as well as all particular strategies used in the various
games in this thesis. Not all of these are discussed here, but a number of
generic strategies usable in different situations is introduced. Additionally,
this package contains SearchStrategy and MetaSearchStrategy as well as
their subclasses. Examples for subclasses of Strategy can be found in the
Handbook paper, Chapter 5).

Strategy class

Strategy is the superclass of all decision making strategies. It has instance
variables to represent the decision value, an array of indices of attributes
to use, and a parameters: an offset, lower boundary, upper boundary, two
thresholds, and a decision maximum. The parameters can be set and ob-
tained by standard methods. The only other method is decision which
makes a decision based on the calling player’s attributes, the game and an
optional index number. The decision is a double value and is returned by
this method. In this default class, the decision is equal to the attribute value
corresponding to the first in the list of attribute indices. The attribute is
obtained by calling the getAttributesOfPlayer method of the instance of
Game given to the method.
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Selected subclasses of the Strategy class

Some generic strategies have been implemented that work on either the
attributes of the players or the interval of a decision. The simplest of these
are NoStrategy and YesStrategy which correspond to returns of 0 and 1.
Note, that some strategies return values between 0 and 1 and the modeller
has to keep track whether or not the decisions have to be scaled to the
actual values by the game or not. In addition to the YesStrategy there is a
MaxStrategy which returns the maximum possible as scaled by the game, by
calling the game’s scaleValue method. Equally simple is ValueStrategy
which returns a predefined decision value within the boundaries set by the
game. The value has to be set by the ExperimentBuilder when the strategy
is created. Slightly more complex is ExternalValueStrategy, which uses a
predefined value and calls the game’s method scaleValue in order to scale
it to the required range.

OneValueStrategy uses the attribute of the calling player, defined by
the first entry in the indeces vector and makes the following calculation: It
sets lower boundary to the minimum possible decision and upper bound-
ary to the maximum possible decision and then calculates lowerboundary +
attributevalue ∗ (upperboundary − lowerboundary). Additionally, an offset is
added to the attribute before calculating the decision. OneExpValueStrate-
gy does the same, interpreting the attribute as an expected attribute of the
player. In order to obtain the expected attribute, getAttributesOfPlayer
is called with the player’s representation of other players as parameter in-
stead of the player itself. OneValueModerateStrategy alters the attribute
value by adding one half and dividing by two. TwoValueStrategy takes the
mean of the first two attribute values and calculates as before. OneValue-
OneExpValueStrategy takes the mean of the first attribute and the second
interpreted as an expected attribute. MultiplyStrategy multiplies the first
two attributes before making the calculation.

EqualSplitStrategy returns the maximum possible decision divided by
the number of players.

MaximizingStrategy tries out a number of possible decision values and
calls the game’s expectedOutcome method to choose the decision with the
highest expected outcome.

SearchStrategy class

SearchStrategy is also a subclass of Strategy but also defines a step. This
can be set from outside. The step refers to the change within the strategy
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pool of a player. If a player uses currently strategy number 4 and moves
2 steps up, it uses strategy number 6 next. The method searchDecision
returns the new strategy index within the strategy pool. It returns only
numbers between zero and the number of strategies in the pool minus 1.

MetaSearchStrategy class

MetaSearchStrategy extends SearchStrategy and returns the index of the
next SearchStrategy to use. No basic functionality is provided by this
simple class, which only returns the same search strategy index, the player
is already using. The meta search of strategies depends strongly on the
decision environment.

A.5 Charts

ExperimenterChart class and selected subclasses

Charts are used to display data. The charts are subclasses of Experimenter-
Chart, which provides a method for initializing the titles and minimum and
maximum of the y-axis. It also defines the method collectData which is
called by the Experimenter in the data phase. In this method, partic-
ular charts can obtain data from the Experimenter or players and make
calculations to display all possible data. There are a few generic charts im-
plemented, but usually new subclasses will have to be implemented for spe-
cific experiments. The generic classes include DecisionGainExpChart which
displays the average decision and average gain of all players, DecisionGain-
PlayerChart, which displays a player’s decision and gain, DecisionTotal-
ExpChart, which displays the sum of all players’ decisions, DecMeanOf-
StrategyExpChart, which displays the means of the players’ decisions in
categories of the strategy employed, and StrategiesExpChart, which dis-
plays the percentage of players using each strategy.
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